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Abstract 

This thesis is concerned with the analysis of dynamical systems in the presence of model 

uncertainty. The approach of robust control theory has been to  describe uncertainty in terms 

of a structured set of models, and has proven successful for questions, like stability, which 

call for a worst-case evaluation over this set. In this respect, a first contribution of this thesis 

is t o  provide robust stability tests for the situation of combined time varying, time invariant 

and parametric uncertainties. 

The worst-case setting has not been so attractive for questions of disturbance rejection, 

since the resulting performance criteria (e.g., 'H,) treat the disturbance as an adversary and 

ignore important spectral structure, usually better characterized by the theory of stochastic 

processes. The main contribution of this thesis is to  show that the set-based methodology 

can indeed be extended to the modeling of white noise, by employing standard statistical 

tests in order t o  identify a typical set, and performing subsequent analysis in a worst-case 

setting. Particularly attractive sets are those described by quadratic signal constraints, 

which have proven to  be very powerful for the characterization of unmodeled dynamics. The 

combination of white noise and unmodeled dynamics constitutes the Robust 'F12 performance 

problem, which is rooted in the origins of robust control theory. By extending the scope of the 

quadratic constraint methodology we obtain a solution to this problem in terms of a conves 

condition for robustness analysis. which for the first time places it on an equal footing with 

the 'H, performance measure. 

A separate contribution of this thesis is the development of a frameworli for analysis of 

uncertain systems in implicit form, in terms of equations rather than input-output maps. 

This formulation is motivated from first principles modeling, and provides an estension of 

the standard input-output robustness theory. In particular, we obtain in this way a standard 

form for robustness analysis problems with constraints. \vhich also provides a common setting 

for robustness analysis and questions of model validation and system identification. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The field of control has evolved over this century from its origins in the study of feedback 

amplifiers, into a broad discipline concerning issues of modeling, dynamics, optimization and 

feedback. On one side lie complex engineering problems, such as regulation in chemical pro- 

cesses, trajectory tracking for robot manipulators, stabilization of high performance aircraft, 

or dynamics of queueing systems. On the other side lie tools from virtually every mathe- 

matical discipline, from dynamical systems and differential geometry to  stochastic processes 

and operator theory. In the middle of this, the task of the control theorist is to abstract a 

problem of significance in engineering, cast it in an appropriate mathematical setting. and 

derive a solution, by which is meant a practically computable method of evaluatioll of the 

problem at hand. This eclectic mix of disciplines has made control bheory the home of peo- 

ple, like the author, who have found it difficult to choose between the fascinating worlds of 

engineering and mathematics. 

While engineers are mainly concerned with real-world problems, and ~nathematicians 

with the logical consistency of their abstractions. it is the job of those who attempt to 

apply mathematics to  the real world to deal with the fundamental gaps between theory and 

practice, which reflect themselves in uncertainty about the behavior of a real system when 

one is given a mathematical predict ion. This is particularly the case for control theory, which 

treats the question of feedback, a technique used by both natural and artificial systems to 

obtain reliability in spite of faulty predictions. A properly clesign feedl~ack conlpensator 

will effectively reduce the sensitivit;. of the system to certain sources of uncertainty, hut at 

the expense of increased sensitivitj, to other unmodeled effects, e.g. in another frequency 

band. Consequently, a theory of feedback must provide means to quantify these tradeoffs, 

which can only be achieved if in addition to a mathematical model, one utilizes some form 

of quantification of model uncertainty. 

This thesis is concerned with the analysis of dynamical systems from the point of view 

of the effect of uncertainty. The fundamental challenge in this area has been to refine as 



much as possible the uncertainty description in a model of a complex sj~stem, compatible 

with the possibility of a tractable evaluation of its effect. Two competing strategies have 

appeared for the characterization of uncertainty: to describe a set of models ancl perform 

worst-case analysis, or to assign a probability distribution to the errors ancl pursue analysis 

via expected values. The former, the method of choice in robust control, has been successful 

in quantifying the effects of unmodeled dynamics and its impact on the question of stability 

margins. The latter, pursued by stochastic control, has had success in the non-conservative 

evaluation of the effects of noise, and has also been the method of preference for system 

identification based on data. The historical difficulties in the combination of tile two, which 

is required in practical problems, highlights one of the shortcomings of a research field based 

on such a diverse set of mathematical tools, and constitutecl by communities which speak 

different languages. 

One of the main contributions of this thesis is to provide a set of tools for these kinds of 

problems which call for a combination of worst-case evaluation over sets of systems, simulta- 

neously with evaluation of the effects of white noise. The most relevant example in control 

theory is the so-called "Robust X2" problem, which originates in the efforts in the 1970s to 

provide stability margins for the so-called LQG regulators. designed from the point of view of 

white noise rejection. The lack of a tractable solution fueled the development of robust con- 

trol theory with regard to other, more conservative methods of performance evaluation, like 

X, control, which were deemed more compatible with evaluation of margins; for a historical 

account see Chapter 6. In this thesis we provide a solution to the Robust 'H2 problem, based 

on a combination of statistical tests for white noise, and characterizations of uncertainty in 

terms of quadratic signal constraints. We reduce the problem to computationally tractable 

conditions which are of the same nature as those in mainstream robust control, thus closing 

a cycle of research originated in the 1970s. 

From a broader perspective, the mathenlatical effort involved in the solution of this 

problem may appear excessive if the only application were to a specific feeclback control 

problem; for this reason we investigate in this thesis which more general problems can be 

addressed with this type of tools. In particular. the uncertainty modeling techniques can 

be applied beyond the confines of the traditional feedback control configuration. ancl into 

questions of component mocleling and system design. For these problems we introduce 

robustness analysis in implicit form, where systems are described in terms of uncertain 

equations. This approach yields a very general analysis theory for linear. uncertain system 

involving constraints, and in particular contributes to a more unified approach to robust 

control and system identification. 



1.1 Organization of the Thesis 

In addition to the present introductory Chapter 1, and Chapter 9 which contains the  

concluding remarks, the main body of the thesis is developed in seven Chapters 2 through 

8, and two Appendices, A and B. All the material is strongly interrelated in that similar 

problems are treated with similar techniques. Some separate units of interest can be isolated, 

however, as represented in the diagram of Figure 1.1. 

2) Y reliminaries 

v 
I 1 I I I I 

3) Combined 
Uncertainty 

A) Math 

4) White Noise 7) Implicit 
Modeling 

6) Robust 'H2 
Analysis 

B) Causal 

Perturba.t ions 

Figure 1.1: Organization of tzhe thesis 

Chapter 2 contains general background material on robust control theory, with a re- 

view of previous work related to this thesis. The remaining chapters have been divided in 

three columns in Figure 1.1, corresponding to areas of common interest wlrich are largely 

independent. The arrows represent the strongest interrelations between the chapters. 



Chapter 3 covers robust stability analysis under a, combination of time invariant, t,ime 

varying and parametric uncertainty classes, and is mostly separate from the subsequent 

material. It is included at this point since the methods employed are the most closely 

related to those reviewed in Chapter 2. 

The sequence of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 contains the main results of this thesis. In Chapter 4 

a methodology for modeling of white noise signals based on sets is introduced, and analyzed 

in relation to the more standard stochastic approach. These descriptions, as well as charac- 

terizations of unmodeled dynamics, rely on the Integral Quadratic Constraint formulation 

which is studied in Chapter 5 ,  extending the methods introduced in [94. 501 to rriore gen- 

eral constraints. The approach leads to the solution of the Robust F12 performance analysis 

problem which is obtained in Chapter 6. 

Chapters 7 and 8 develop a framework for analysis of uncertain systems described in 

implicit form. Chapter 7 discusses the motivation for this approach; in this respect an 

important reason for the generality of this setting is the close relationship between implicit 

uncertain systems and quadratic constraints as in Chapter 5 .  In Chapter 8, robustness 

analysis methods are obtained for these implicit systems. 

Appendix A summarizes some results from mathematics (mostly convex analysis) which 

are used in different points of the thesis. In Appendix B we have collected some of the more 

technical proofs, in particular those referring to the construction of causal perturbations. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

This chapter contains background material for the entire thesis. The aim is to  give 

engineering motivation, to establish general notation, and to provide a summarized review 

of previous work on which the presentation will rely. 

2.1 The Robust Control Framework 

2.1.1 Modeling and Uncertainty 

Any discipline which deals with mathematical models for physical reality is sensitive to 

the issue of the potential mismatch between the model and the real system. usually referred 

to  as model uncertainty. 

In the physical sciences, very accurate models are the objective in themselves. To obtain 

these "physical laws" one often distills the phenomenon to its simplest form. In this context, 

uncertainty is interpreted in a narrow sense as referring to the limits in the predictive power 

of the best available models. For example, the uncertainty associated nit11 prediction in a 

chaotic systems, or the Uncertainty Principle in yuantuln mechanics refer to fundamental 

limitations in predictability. 

Models play a different role in engineering science; they are tools employed in analysis. 

simulation and design of complex, artificial systems. Consequently. model fidelity llzust be 

traded off with the complexity of the modeling process and the tractability of the resulting 

mathematical and computational problems. From this point of view the best model is the 

simplest summary of the main aspects of the physical system which are relevant to  the engi- 

neering question at hand. Correspondingly, the tern1 '.ulzcertaintyW is usecl here in a broader 

sense: it not only descrihes'what one is fundamentally unable to predict, 1,ut also, ancl often 

predominantly, many aspects of the system which one has chosen to neglect or simplify. 

For uncertainty in this broad sense. there is by definition no detailed model. but often the 



modeling process yields a crude description which allows one to assess its inlplications on the 

overall system. These descriptions of uncertainty appear commonly and in various forms in 

engineering models, whether they result from "black box'? system identification techniques, 

from "first principles" models obtained by application and simplification of physical laws, or 

a combination thereof. 

As remarked in Chapter 1, the issue of uncertainty is at the heart of control engineering, 

since a feedback configuration can significantly affect the sensitivity of the system behavior 

to uncertainty at the component level. This is the main motivation for the construction of 

feedback systems, but also the main potential danger as unmodeled effects can, for example, 

lead to  instability. Consequently, to  perform good designs, the control engineer must be 

furnished with rich descriptions of uncertainty and tools to assess their impact in a complex 

system. It should be clear from the nature of these descriptions that no hard "guarantees" 

can result from this assessment; ultimately, the control engineer must be the final mediator 

between the mathematics and the real system. 

2.1.2 A Survey of Uncertainty Descriptions 

Traditional methods for uncertainty characterization in d\-namical systenls include para- 

metric uncertainty, disturbance signals, and system perturbations to  account for unmodeled 

dynamics. We now describe how these typically arise in modeling. For more iliotivation we 

refer to  [21, 98, 151. 

Parametric Uncertainty 

Parameters are present in most engineering models. representing a physical quantity 

which can be assumed to be a real constant within the range of validitjr of the model. The 

following are some reasons for uncertainty in the ~ralue of a parameter: 

It could be obtained directly or indirectly from esperinle~ltal data. which leads to 

statistical deviations. 

It could represent a standardized componelit (e.g. electrical resistor) subject to man- 

ufacturing tolerances. 

It could represent an operating condition which \.aries in an uiiforeseen A con- 

stant parameter is a reasonal~le inodel n~hen this \-ariation is \-e~!- slow (e.g. ambient 

temperature). In other cases tlie rate of variation of t lie ol~eratiiig coiidition is compa- 

rable to the modeled dynamics (e.g. aerodynamic coefficient of an airplane executing 

a sharp maneuver). In this case a time-vnrylng parailleter may he preferred. 



The most straightforward representation of parametric uncertainty is in terms of an interval 

of the real line, such as p = po + k,S, S E [-1, I]. In models of linear dynamical systems, it is 

common to  encounter rational dependence of a transfer function on an uncertain parameter. 

This dependence can often be represented in terms of a system block diagram. For example, 

the configuration of Figure 2.1 represents the transfer function &, where p varies as above. 

In Section 2.1.3 we introduce more general feedback configurations which allow for higher 

order rational dependence. 

u 

Figure 2.1: Block diagram representation for parametric uncertainty. 

Disturbance Signals 

Another commonly used method to  account for model uncertainty is the injection of 

disturbances, which are thought of as generated by an external process. Some ways in which 

they arise are 

o To account for microscopic fluctuations which are not included in a large scale model 

(e.g., wind turbulence, thermal noise in a circuit). 

a To describe more systematic effects which are neglected in a simplified model (e.g. 

ripple in a voltage source, quantization error in an A I D  converter). 

In identified models, frequently used as an error signal needed to account for the data. 

The two standard choices for characterization of disturbances are in terms of a stochastic 

process, or in terms of a set of signals. These tnro competing methodologies will be further 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

Unmodeled Linear Dynamics 

The most commonly used dynamical system model for purposes of control is a linear, finite 

dimensional time invariant system. which is equivalent to a set of linear ODES. preferably of 



low order. Assuming for now that nonlinear effects are negligible, a low order approximation 

amounts to  neglecting linear dynamics, in particular distributed effects. 

One example where this may arise is in system identification in the frequency domain 

(see, e.g., [45]): Figure 2.2 shows points in a Nyquist plot obtained empirically, and a 

corresponding low order transfer function G ( j w )  which approsimates the data. A convenient 

way to  express the remaining uncertainty in this model is to cover the points by a set of 

transfer functions of the form 

where A ( j w )  can be considered to be unmodeled dynamics , i.e. an unspecified transfer 

function normalized such that l A ( j w ) l  5 1, and W ( j w )  is a frequency weighting function. 

ReCGCjw)l 

Figure 2.2: Characterization of unmodeled dynamics. 

This kind of uncertainty description can also appear in models derived from first principles 

which are subsequently reduced to lower order, with a bound on the model error (see [ % I ) .  

Unmodeled Nonlinear Dynamics 

If nonlinearities are very significant in the range of operation, the model itself must be 

chosen to be nonlinear. Uncertainty descriptions for nonlinear models are not s7ery well 

developed. and are one of the main open challenges for a satisfactory theory of robust 

nonlinear control. There is. however, an intermediate situation. in which a linear nlodel 

provides a reasonable approximation but one wishes to have hounds on the linearization 

error. This procedure is depicted in Figure 3.3 belo~v. where a nonlinear static relationship 

between the variables X and I T  is linearized around the operating point (So. Z b ) .  To bouncl 

the linearization error one can employ a "conic sector" clescription of the nonlinearity (see 

[96. 20, 891) by the following bound on the incremental variables y = 1 - - T b ,  s = S - 



This imposes that the characteristic falls in the cone of Figure 2.3, which is -valid for some 

range of x ,  y .  

Figure 2.3:  Linearization and conic sector bounds 

The previous bound is a static constraint, which holds for every time instant, and is 

usually difficult to  analyze. It is common to use instead the constraint 

y - m x  
where PT denotes truncation in time (see (2.11)), and e = - . ( 2 . 3 )  is equivalent to k7, 

with 5, a contractive, causal nonlinear operator with memory, rather than static. This 

weaker assumption can be given a conic interpretation in signal space 1961, and may be 

useful to account for dynamic effects which are not described in the static ecluations. 

Remark: 
In many important robust control problems, the analysis of such a description can be 

pursued with linear techniques, by replacing 5, by a linear time-varying operator. Suppose 

we wish to answer a question of the type 

Q: Does there exist a operator 5,  / IS / /  5 1, and nonzero signals s. t satisfying 

e = 5.r in addition to  some other system eq~zations'? 

If one shows the answer to Q is negative over arbitrary causal linear operators. the same 

must hold for a nonlinear operator 5, as consiclered in (2.4) .  The reason is that  for each pair 

of signals e, x such that condition ( 2 . 3 )  holds. one can find a linear time-I-arying, causal and 

contractive operator which maps ,T to e (see [GI, and also the related result in Lemma 5.1). 
Many robustness analysis questions can be cast in the form Q (see Chapter 7 ) .  therefore 

this reasoning applies. 



2.1.3 A Unified Framework for Uncertainty and Control 

When modeling a complex system built from various components, the most natural ap- 

proach is to  construct smaller scale, subsysteni models, and subsequently interconnect them 

to obtain the full system model. The various descriptions of uncertainty outlined above arise 

naturally a t  the component modeling stage; when these are combined together, they yield a 

highly structured description of the overall model uncertainty. 

As an example, consider the block diagram of Figure 2.4 which is a model of a control 

system. The plant is given by a nominal model H, an uncertain parameter 6, represented as 

in Figure 2.1, and an unmodeled dynamics perturbation, represented by A2. The output is 

measured by a sensor F, which adds some sensor noise n. r is the reference signal, and the 

tracking error is fed into the controller K,  which acts on the plant. The block Al describes 

uncertainty (e.g. nonlinearities) in the actuator. 

Figure 2.4: Control system with uncertainty 

Given such a configuration, one wishes to address the question of robust control, i.e. 

controller design with satisfactory performance in the presence of the various uncertainty 

sources. At this level of description, it is not clear how to proceed with this task, and it 

appears that a solution would be specific to this configuration. In order to obtain more 

systematic and general tools, it is necessarj- to obtain a standard form, unifying the control 

problem and the various uncertainty sources in a common mathematical language. 

We have already made the fundamental step in that direction, by representing both 

uncertainty and control in block diagram form; the final step is to isolate the uncertainty 



blocks and the controller and redraw the block diagram in the standard configuration 154, 981 

of Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5: Standard robust control configuration 

In this diagram, the generalized plant G contains the plant H, the sensors F and the 

description of the overall system interconnection, including the weighting functions W1, W 2 .  

K is the controller as before, and the external signals v include in this case the reference r 

and the noise signal n. A is a structured uncertainty operator of the form 

This spatial structure (which originates in the work of Safonov [$4] and Doyle [28]) represents 

the different locations in which the blocks arise in Figure 2.4, by assigning them different 

signal channels. Also the blocks are of different nature: in the example, 6, is a real parameter, 

and A l ,  Az are dynamic perturbations which could be linear tiille invariant, or nonlinear. 

The configuration of Figure 2.5 provides a general framework for linear robust control. 

flexible enough to encompass most theoretical results in this area. 

The controller K is chosen to  provide internal stability and performance, for all values 

of the perturbation A .  The notion of performance typically considered in this setting is 

some measure of rejection of the signals z3: the outputs t are chosen as error variables. and 

performance means that the gain from 2' to E is small in some sense, to 1~ niacle precise 

in Section 2.2. Robustness analysis is the question of whether the desired properties are 

satisfied for a given controller. Robust synthest..: is the task of obtaining the controller in 



regard to these objectives. After providing a formal mathematical setting for these problems, 

we will review the most significant results on robustness analysis and synthesis. 

Figure 2.6: The controller feedback loop 

It will be useful to extract two reduced configurations from Figure 2.5. The first one 

is obtained by removing the uncertainty and leads to the system of Figure 2.6, where w, 2 

represent the joint signals (q, e) and (p, v )  respectively. The closed loop map from z to w is 

denoted by M; its dependence on K is given by a lower Linear Fractional Transformation 

(LFT, see 169, 98]), defined as 

Replacing M back into the uncertain system of Figure 2.5, we obtain the robustness analysis 

configuration of Figure 2.7. The closed loop map from 2) to e is given by the upper LFT 

Conditions for these operations to be well defined will be given in Section 2.2. 

Figure 2.7: Robustness analysis configuration 



2.2 Mat hematical Formulation and Not at ion 

This thesis adopts the discrete time setting for dynamical systems. A significant portion 

of the material can, however, be extended to continuous-time systems, as will be remarked 

throughout the presentation. 

2.2.1 Signals and Operators 

In this thesis, a signal is a vector-valued sequence, and for simplicity considered in gen- 

eral to be complex-valued (in Cn);  the restriction to real sequences will be indicated when 

necessary. The time index varies in the set of integers Z, or sometimes in the non-negative 

subset Z+. We will use l2 signal norms: 1; denotes the Hilbert space of square summable 

sequences over Z or Z+, with the inner product 

where vector signals are represented in column form, and * denotes conjugate transpose. 

The Fourier transform 

provides an isomorphism between the complex space l ; (Z)  and the space of square integrable 

functions on the unit circle T, with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure 2. This 

permits an identification between a signal v ( t )  and its Fourier transform v(ejw) ,  with 

In many situations one does not want to impose a priori that signals are norm bounded; 

one way to allow signals which "blow up at +con is to introduce as in [96, 20, 891 the space 

Z2e = { v ( t )  : pTv  E 1; V T } ,  where PT denotes the truncation operator 

We now introduce operators between the signal spaces. Three important properties of 

these operators are causality, boundedness and linearity. All operator H on l2 01- 12, is causal 

if p T ~ p T  = PTH for all T. 
An operator H : 12-+12 is bounded if there exists a finite 7 such that JJHzlJl2 < y J / 2 1 J J 2  for 

all v  t 12. A bounded operator on 12 which is causal can always be extended to lze, satisfying 

the boundedness property J/PTHvJI -yJJPTz)(J for all 7) E 12,. and all T. 



Linearity is defined in the usual vector space sense. From now on we will only consider 

linear operators (see the Remark on Section 2.1.2). These can be given at1 infinite matrix 

remesentation 

where each hi, E Cmxn ((2.12) is for a time index in Z+, for Z a doubly infinite matrix is 

used). Causality corresponds to a matrix of lower triangular form. 

The class of linear, bounded operators H : l;--+l," is denoted L(17, I,"") or simply L(12). 

The subset of causal operators in L(12) is denoted Lc(12). Every operator in L,(12) can be 

extended to 12,; we will denote L,(12,) when the extended domain must be made explicit. 

The 12-induced norm of an operator in L(/;, 17) is given by 

where 8 denotes maximum singular value, and HT is the truncation of the infinite matrix to 

the interval [-T, TI for a time index in Z, or to [0, TI for Z'. For example. in the latter case 

The adjoint H* of an operator H E L(12) is defined to satisfy the identity 

An operator H is linear, time invariant (LTI)  if HA = AH, where A is the unit delay 

operator. For an LTI  operator, the infinite matris representation is constant along diagonals. 

with ht, = h ( t  - 7 ) .  Equivalently, the operator is described by a convolution kernel h ( t ) :  

In the frequency domain, a bounded LTI operator H E L(1,". 1;") can be identified with a 

multiplication operator (Hz)) (eJw)  = H(e")t1(e3") by a matrix transfer function H(eJ" )  in 

the space 

LEXn(T)  = {F : T-+(CmXn, such that 1 1  Fll = ess sup a (F(cJw))  < x'}. (2.17) 
fJL Elr 



Also, (IHIIl,,l, = IIHIIm. The causal subspace L,(lz,  l?) can be identified with the Hardy 

space 3-IzXn c LzXn(T) of matrix-valued functions on T which admit an analytic continu- 

ation to  the unit disk ID. Background on Hardy spaces can he found in [34] a,nd references 

therein. If H(A), X E ID is such an analytic function, the Taylor expansion is given by 

where the function h ( t )  is the convolution kernel (impulse response matrix) in (2.16) cor- 

responding t o  H. The delay operator X in 1; has transfer function A. We denote by R C ,  
(RIFI,) the subspace of C ,  (IFI,) consisting of rational functions; the corresponding opera- 

tors are called finite-dimensional LTI. 

In some robustness analysis questions to be considered, we will find it u s e f ~ ~ l  to introduce 

classes of operators that lie in between C ( l z )  a.nd the LTI subset. Based on [64], we define 

the normalized set 

The parameter v provides a natural way of measuring the time variation of an operator. For 

v = 0, B" is the  unit ball of LTI operators; for v = 2 it includes arbitrary contractions. For 

intermediate values we will say that the operators in B" have time variation slower than v. 

2.2.2 Systems, Feedback, Stability and Performance 

This thesis is concerned with dynamical systems, which can he abstracted mathematically 

as a relationship between signals, i.e., variables evolving in time. The prevailing viewpoint in 

system and control theory is to consider this relationship to be of the cause-effect kind: some 

input variables, which are free to be manipulated. cletermine the evolution of the remaining 

output variables. In other tvords an (Input-Output) s!-steni is an operator as considered in 

Section 2.2.1. In the final chapters of this thesis we will consicler an alternative viewpoint 

for systems. which does not take tlic input-output partiti011 as a starting point. For the time 

being, however, we adhere to the st andarcl formulat ion. 

For the special case of a finite clinlensional LTI s!.steni. one can also write an internal 

state-space representation. gi\.en b!. the clifference eciuat ions 

Its transfer function is denoted by 



The rightmost expression in (2.21) is another example of an upper LFT. of the same form 

as (2.7), with S = [ g  ] . The state space system is called internally stable if the spectral 

radius p(A) < 1. In this case the transfer function is in R'FI,. 

Figure 2.8 depicts a standard feedback configuration between two input-output systems. 

The interconnection, with injected disturbance signals dl, dp , is equivalent to  the equations 

We now introduce the concepts of well posedness and stability of the interconnection; these 

are simplified versions of those given in [89] for more general nonlinear systems. 

Definition 1 The feedback interconnection of Figure 2.8 is well posed if for any 

dl, d2 in  12,, there exist unique solutions u,  y to the equations (2.22).  which depend 

[ I 
has a causal inverse on causally on dl, d2.  Equivalently, the operator -K I 

lZe If in addition this inverse is bounded, i.e., in the feedback interconnection, 

is said to be stable. 

Figure 2.8: Feedback interconnection 

The concept of stability applies analogously to other feedback configurations. For the 

one in Figure 2.6, we inject disturbance signals dl. d2 at the interconnection points between 

G and K, and require that the map between dl.  dp, .z and all the remaining signals be in 

L,(12,). In particular, the LFT M = G * K of (2.6) is well defined and in C,(lp,). 

In the sequel, assume that G and K are LTI and the interconnection is stable; then 

&!(A) is in 'FI,. We now give a more precise description of the performallce objectives for 

the design of K .  As remarked before, it is standard to specify the performance as a measure 

of disturbance rejection. 



One such measure is the 'Hz performance criterion. The 'Hz norm of an LTI system H is 

defined as 

This norm captures the response of the system to signa,ls of flat spectrum (white signals), 

which arise from stationary white noise or from impulsive signals. The Ft2 control problem 

(also known as LQG control) consists of designing a stabilizing K for the configuration of 

Figure 2.6, which minimizes the 'Hz norm of the closed loop M = G J; K .  
The main alternative for disturbance rejection is to consider an induced operator norm, 

i.e. the worst case gain of a system in some signal norm. In our case of l2 signal norms, the 

requirement is that the 12-induced norm of M be small; in the LTI case this corresponds to  

the RFI, norm defined in (2.17). The l-t, control problem, motivated by Zames [97], is to  

find a stabilizing K,  minimizing the 3-1, norm of M = G x K. The other standard choice 

is L1 control (see [15]) which arises from the 1, norm for signals. These induced norm 

alternatives have been more popular in the robust control literature, since they combine 

more transparently with system uncertainty. A genera,l discussion of the relative merits of 

these performance measures will be given in Chapters 3 and 6. 

In the absence of uncertainty, these optimal control problems have been completely solved 

in the literature (see [3, 34, 26, 151); this means that given a generalized plant G ,  there is 

a computationally tractable method for constructing the controller K in regard to  these 

performance measures applied to  G * K . 

2.2.3 Uncertainty and Robustness 

Returning to  the system of Figure 2.5, we now characterize the perturbation A which 

encompasses the system uncertainty. The motivation of Section 2.1 leads us to consider a 

structured A of block diagonal form, 

A = diag [SII,, , . . . , a d n L ,  A L + I , .  . . , AL+F] . (2.24) 

The notation of (2.24) represents the fact that the blocks act independently on the spatial 

components of a vector-valued signal. More precisely, if q = col(ql,. . . , y,,,) denotes the 

partition of the column vector signal q in dimensions compatible 117ith the I>loclis in A, then 

(2.24) means that p = A q  = col(SII,,ql,. . . , AL+,yL+,). 

The blocks in A can in general represent real parameters or dynamic (LTI. linear time- 

varying, nonlinear) perturbations. Two types of uncertainty blocks are irlcluclecl in (2.24): 

full blocks AL+, which are general multivariable operators. and repeated scalar blocks &,Int 
where the same scalar operator acts on each of the channels. These repeated perturbations 



are useful for representing rational dependence on an uncertain parameter, or for the case 

when the frequency variable X is represented in LFT form as in (2.21). 

The results in this thesis are based on linear techniques and apply in principle to  linear 

perturbation structures alone. Many of the results admit extensions to the case of nonlinear 

operators, following the general Remark made in Section 2.1.2. This issue will not be pursued 

further in this thesis; from now on, all perturbation structures will be a subset of the class 

of structured linear operators, given by 

Or: = {A E L(12) : A = diag [blI,,, . . . , bLInL, A L + ~ , .  . . , AL+F]}. (2.25) 

The subscript N C  means that the class contains non-causal perturbations. In robustness 

problems, we will usually restrict perturbations to be causal (an exception is in Chapter 7, 

see also the discussion in Appendix B), writing 

ALTV = {A E Lc(12) : A = diag [SlI,,, . . . ,SLI,,, A L + ~ ,  . . . , AL+F]). (2.26) 

The superscript LTV (linear, time varying) is included to highlight the distinction with the 

subset of LTI structured operators, 

ALTI = {A E dLTV : XA = AX}. (2.27) 

In correspondence with (2.19), we introduce the intermediate class 

Other uncertainty classes will also be considered, with different combinations of these opera- 

tor classes, or some blocks restricted to be real parameters, always with the spatial structure 

(2.24). The generic notation A will be used for the class under consideration, which will be 

made clear in each case. The normalized ball of uncertainty, in the sense of the 12-induced 

norm, is denoted by BA = { A  E A : IIAlll,-l., 5 1). 

Assume now that K has been chosen, and stabilizes the system in the ahsence of uncer- 

tainty, so that the closed map M = G*K. between the inputs 2 = col(p. 1 3 )  and the outputs 

w = (q ,  e )  is in L,(12). The resulting robustness analysis configuration is given in Figure 2.7. 

The first question to address is whether stability is preserved in the presence of uncer- 

tainty; this leads to the following clefinition: 

Definition 2 Suppose that M E Lc(12). The system o f  Figrrre 2. T/ r..; robustly stablt 

if I - AMl1 : 12-+12 lzas a causal, bounded inverse .for all A E Bd. Robust st(lbi12ty 

is uniform if 



The previous definition of robust stability is equivalent to requiring stability in the sense 

of Definition 1 for all perturbations in the normalized ball of uncertainty; this follows from 

the fact that M and A are themselves bounded operators. Some technical results require 

the mild strengthening of uniformity given in (2.29); in most cases, however, this condition 

is no stronger than robust stability (see Appendix B). 
If robust stability holds, the closed loop map from v to  e is well defined for all A and 

given by the upper LFT A * M as in (2.7). A performance specification can then be imposed 

on the map A*M. The system will have robust performance if the specification holds for all 

A E Ba. For the case of 3i2 performance, the robustness problem is the subject of Chapter 

6. The following definition applies to  the more established 'Id, case. 

Definition 3 The uncertain system is said to have robust 'H, performance if it is 

robustly stable, and 

sup * M1112-1, < 1. 
AE BA 

Remark: Strictly speaking, the l2  induced norm can be called 'Id, only in the case where 

A * M is LTI. Definition 3 involves therefore a language abuse for non-LTI uncertainty. 

2.3 Robustness Analysis 

Robust stability and performance analysis under structured uncertainty has been the 

focus of extensive research; this section contains a (by no means exhaustive) summary of 

previous work related to this thesis. 

2.3.1 The Small Gain Theorem 

The small-gain theorem was obtained by Zames [96] and Sandberg [75] in the 1960s 

as a criterion for assessing stability of nonlinear feedback systems based on input-output 

information. This point of view has proven to be particularly adequate for analysis of 

uncertain systems, as was already suggested in [96]. In fact variations of the small-gain 

argument lie at the heart of most methods for robustness analysis. 

Consider the feedback configuration of Figure 2.9, where we assume that M and A are 

in Lc(12)'. The small-gain theorem states that if J/Mllll All < 1, then I - AM is invertible in 

LC(/;?) and therefore the feedback interconnection is stable. The result holds for any induced 

system norm, in our case for the 12-induced norm. 

'Nonlinear systems could also he considered, see [96] 



Figure 2.9: Setup for robust stability analysis 

In the case where A is representing uncertainty, normalized to / / A \ /  5 1, then a conse- 

quence of the small gain theorem is that llM 1 1  < 1 is a sufficient condition for robust stability, 

regardless of the structure of the uncertainty. The condition corresponds in fact to the case 

of unstructured uncertainty, but may be conservative if there is structure in A. 

One standard consequence of the small gain theorem is that robust 'FI, performance 

can be converted to  robust stability with an additional uncertainty block. If the system in 

Figure 2.10(a) has robust X, performance, then for every A E BA , l/A*M1//2-+~2 < 1; from 

small-gain, the configuration of Figure 2.10(b) is robustly stable, where Ap is an arbitrary 

contractive operator in LC(&). 
If M is LTI, the converse implication also holds under fairly general assumptions on A. 

If robust performance fails on Figure 2.10(a), Ap can be chosen to violate robust stability 

in Figure 2.10(b). In the case of A LTI, this follows from a frequency domaill argument (see 

[98]); for the LTV case see [43, 761 or the results in Appendix B. 

(6' ( b )  

Figure 2.10: Robust performance restated as robust stability 

As a consequence, a robust stability theory under structured uncertainty. directly encom- 

passes the corresponding robust 3-1, performance theory. 



2.3.2 Constant Matrix Analysis and p 

As we have seen, robust stability analysis amounts to testing the invertibility in L,(12,) 
of an operator I - AM, where M is LTI and stable, and A is a structured operator as in 

(2.24). Also, robust 3-1, performance reduces to a similar condition. 

The objective is to provide non conservative tests for robust stability which take in to 

account the structure (2.24). The natural starting point is to study the constant matrix case 

M ,  A E CnXn; as a convention, the boldface font is reserved for operators, and normal font 

is used for matrices. For example, A = (diag [S1 I,;, . . . , SL InL, AL+l, . . . , A,+,] > c Cnxn 
denotes the set of structured matrices, and we investigate the invertibility of I  - M A  with 

A E A. This leads to  the definition of the structured singular value p. introduced by Doyle 

in [28] (see also [55, 31, 951): 

Definition 4 The structured singular value p a ( M )  of a m,atrix M  with, respect to a 

structure A is defined as p A ( M )  := 0 if n,o A E il makes I  - A M  sin,gular, otherwise 

" ( " )  := min {C (A)  : A E A: det(1- AM) = 0) .  

Thus I - A M  is invertible for all A E BA if and only if pa(il/l) < 1. Two different cases 

are of interest: complex p [55] for complex A,  and real or mixed / L  [31. 951. where some of 

the blocks in A are restricted to be real (see (2.38) below). We shall use a common generic 

notation p; the distinction will be made explicit whenever is necessary. Coiilples / L  is always 

a continuous function of M ;  mixed p is not always continuous, but continuity can he shown 

(see [57]) if there is complex uncertainty entering the problem in a non-trivial way. The 

following basic property relating p to LFTs is known as the main loop theoren2 (see [55]): 

Lemma 2.1 Given a block structure A = d7ag[Jl .  A2] and a matr.1.r ~ l l .  suitably 
r -2 

partitzoned as hf = , then the follouling are equrualerzt: 

( 1 )  < 1: 

( A )  < 1, max / ~ ~ ~ ( A ~ * h f )  <1 :  
a(n , )< l  - 

pa2  (Af22) < 1. max /rJ, (ill x A 2 )  < 1, 
5(a2)21 

where Al  * A l  and Af*A2 are defintd as 7n (2.7) and (2.6). resptct?l?ely. 



Another useful property (see [55]) is that in the case of complex perturbations, t'he maxima in 

(2.33) and (2.34) are achieved for unitary A;; this resembles the maximum modulus theorem 

for analytic functions. 

We now introduce an upper bound for the structured singular value, based on a small- 

gain property refined by scaling matrices which commute with the structure A. The set of 

matrices with this property is denoted by 

X = {X E Cnxn : X = diag [XI , .  . . , XL, z,+,I,,, . . . , x , . + ~ I ~ , ~ ] } .  (2.35) 

The subsets of invertible, hermitian and positive definite matrices in W will be denoted 

respectively by XI, XH, and XP. Define 

PA(M) := inf 5 (XMX-') = inf 5 (XAPX-I) . 
X €XI XEXP 

Then pA(M)  5 bA(M).  Equivalently, the Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) condition 

is sufficient for pA(M)  < 1. This convex feasibility condition is attractive for computation, 

as will be discussed below. It can also be refined for the case of mixed uncertainty structures. 

If A is of the form 

where S1 . . . SL, E R (i.e. the first LR scalar times identity blocks are real), then condition 

(2.37) can be tightened (see [31, 951) to 

where the matrices G are of the form G = diag[G1,. . . , GL,, 0 , .  . . ,0] with G, = Gf. 

2.3.3 Robust Stability Tests 

With the notation developed from the constant matrix case, we now summarize known 

conditions for analysis of the robust stability question in Figure 2.9, where M is assumed to 

be always a finite dimensional LTI, stable system. 

p Conditions 

The first result (see [55, 981) is that robust stability over the set B A c ~ r  is equivalent to 

the complex p-test across frequency 

mas pa  (M(ejW)) < 1. 
W 

(2.40) 



An analogous condition holds if the uncertainty structure consists of a combination of real 

parametric and LTI perturbations, with complex p replaced by mixed p. 

Condition (2.40) involves a test across frequency; given a state space realization of 

M(X) = X I  * S as in (2.21), an equivalent p-test on a single matrix given in [55] is 

where the matrices in As are of the form As = diag[XJ, A]. This condition follows from 

applying Lemma 2.1, and the maximum modulus-type property of p ,  to tohe test (2.40). 

Convex Conditions and their Interpretation 

We now apply the p-upper bound to conditions (2.40) and (2.41). In the case of (2.40), 

we have the option of using constant or frequency dependent scaling matrices. This gives 

the  following two tests from [55] :  

inf max 5 (Xkf(ei")iY-') < 1, (2.42) 
XEXI w 

max W /ia (M(eJw)) = max inf 5 ( X ( ~ J ~ ) M ( ~ J ~ ) X ( ~ " ) - ~ )  < 1. 
w x ( e 3 ~ ) ~ X '  

Alternatively, (2.43) can be written as 

inf ~ ~ X A 4 X - 1 ~ ~ m  < 1, 
XE X' 

where we define the set of scaling transfer functions 

X := {X : T-+Cnxn : X(eJ") E X for each w}. (2.45) 

It can be shown (see [64]) that without loss of generality. the functions in X can be restricted 

to  be rational functions X(X) such that A- and X-' are in R'Hm. The test (2.42) is a special 

case of (2.44) when we additionally impose that A is constant. 

The state-space test (2.41) gives the upper bound 

inf a (x~SS;') < 1, 
SSEB: 

where the matrices in Xs are of the form S s  = diag[dy,. XI. with -Yo a full matrix of the 

dimension of the state space, and E X. 
It is shown in [55] that (2.46) is equivalent to (2.42): also. (2.32) implies (2.43) which 

in turn implies (2.40), so conditions (2.42, 2.43, 2.46) are all sufficient for rohust stability 

under LTI uncertainty. Also, for mixed real parametric/LTI perturbations. these conditions 

can be tightened by use of G-scales as in (2.39). 



Recent results have shown that the constant scales test (2.42), or ecluivalently (2.46) has a, 

very natural interpretation, as a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability under 

the class BALTV. The necessity was shown independently by Shamma [76] and Megretski 

[50] for the case of full blocks; for the case of SI blocks see Chapters 5 and 8. 

Turning to  the frequency dependent test (2.43) Poolla and Tikku [64] have recently shown 

that (2.43) is necessary and sufficient for robust stability against the class of arbitrarily slowly 

varying structured perturbations, in the sense introduced in (2.19). More precisely, (2.43) 

holds if and only if there exists v > 0 such that the system is robustly stable with uncertainty 

in BAY. This result is striking because it is known that for a sufficient number of uncertainty 

blocks, conditions (2.40) and (2.43) are different: robust stability conditions are in some sense 

discontinuous at v = 0. 

Remark: All the frequency domain tests presented above have direct counterparts for the 

case of continuous time systems. As for the state space tests, (2.41) and (2.46) apply only to 

discrete time since they rely on the fact that X varies in the unit disk, but state-space tests 

in continuous time can be obtained by a bilinear frequency transformation. 

Computational Issues 

The practical value of a mathematical condition such as those presented above is largely 

determined by the tractability of the resulting computation. In regard to robustness analysis. 

it can be generally said that the more specialized the uncertainty structure. the harder the 

computation. 

In particular, conditions in terms of the structured singular value have been shown 

to  be NP hard, in the sense of the theory of computational complexity [36]. This is well 

established (see [ I l l )  for real and mixed p ,  and recent results [84] suggest that this also 

applies to purely complex 11. It is generally accepted (see [36]) that YP hardness means that 

the condition cannot be computed esactly in the worst case ~ i t h o u t  entirely unacceptable 

growth in computation cost with prohlem size. Hence for moclerately large problems. one is 

forced to relas the requirement for esact coml~utation a~icl relj. on upper and lower bounds. 

Efficient lower bound algorithms for both conlples ancl nlisecl 11 have been clevelopecl hy 

many researchers (see [55. 95. 53. 51): although the?. ha\-e no guaranteed performance, they 

appear to  behave well on empirical tests. 

The upper bounds for / r  of a constant lnatris car1 I>e stated in terms of the Linear 

Matrix Inequality (LMI) conditions (2..37) or (2.39). Tlie c\.aluation of such conditions is a 

convex feasibility problem which has heen estensively studied in recent years [lo.  :3.5]: efficient 

interior point methods are available, nrhich have llloclerate growtli with problem size. This 



means that a robustness test which is equivalent to a single LMI, such as (2.46) for robust 

stability over B*LTV, can be evaluated efficiently for moderate problem sizes. 

In comparison, the frequency dependent test (2.43) is equivalent to an infinite dimensional 

convex feasibility problem, given by the LMI across frequency 

There are two standard approaches for handling the infinite dimensionality of this type of 

conditions, and turn them into finite dimensional LMIs. One way is to impose (2.47) at a grid 

of frequencies; this yields a series of decoupled LMI problems. Although this approximation 

offers no hard guarantees, since it is based on the frequency domain it allows for engineering 

judgement to  be used in choosing the number and location of the grid-points. 

The alternative is to select a finite set of rational basis functions for ,T(eJW) and restrict 

the search to  the span of these functions. Condition (2.47) will then depend linearly on a 

finite number of unknowns, and fixed rational functions of frequency. An application of the 

Positive Real Lemma (see, e.g. [lo]) converts this condition to a single LMI in state space: 

this procedure offers a guaranteed sufficient condition for (2.47), but is computationally 

intensive since the problem is coupled. For more details see [dl. 

Given these computational properties, and the interpretation for the test (2.47) in terms 

of arbitrarily slowly varying uncertainty, it may be questioned whether LL-analysis conditions 

such as (2.40) should be used at all. There are still goocl reasons, however. to formulate 

a problem in terms of p .  In the first place, although the upper bounds have guaranteed 

polynomial-time computation. the size of the problems can he very large arid render the 

computation impractical. In these cases one often relies lleavily on lower bound algorithms 

to  compute the analysis. More importantly, if there is para~iletric uncertainty in the problem, 

the upper bounds may be substantially conservative (there is no corresponding slowly-varying 

interpretation). Lower bouncl algorithnls provide a fast met liocl to obtain '.bad" parameter 

values, and can be further emplo>,ecl to assess this censer\-atism ancl. if desired, pursue a 

more refined analysis by branch ancl bound techniques (see [53]) .  

Robust Synthesis 

In this section we briefly cliscuss the synthesis prol~lenl of clesigiiing the controller K 
to achieve robust performance in Figure 2.5. The stanclarcl theor>- refers to rohust 'R, 
performance, which, given the results of Section 2.3.1. recluces to robust stabilit~.. Therefore 

we will only discuss robust stabilization: finding K such that the s:-sten1 of F 'g < I  ure 2.9 is 

robustly stable, where M = G * K .  



A first condition for synthesis is provided by the small-gain theorem: if K is designed to 

give 11G*lt'/J, < 1, then it is robustly stabilizing. This implies that the X ,  control problem 

can be used for robust synthesis. 

If one wishes to exploit the structure of the uncertainty, however, then the synthesis 

problem becomes harder. For example, (2.44) leads to the synthesis problem 

inf ~ ~ X ( G * ~ ~ ) X - ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  . 
X,K 

No efficient algorithm is available for the global minimization in (3.48), which is not a conves 

optimization problem, except in very special cases (see e.g. [68, 181). 

In the general case, there is strong indication that this problem is hard since it is closely 

related to bilinear matrix inequalities (BMIs) which are known to be NP hard. The main 

general procedure for attacking this problem is by iteration (see, e.g., [SO]) between the 

following two tractable problems: 

1. For fixed X, optimize in li' which is an X, control problem. 

2. For fixed I<, obtain new scales by solving the analysis problem. In the constant scales 

case (2.42), this amounts to solving an LMI. In the case of (2.43). one must find a 

rational scaling function: this is done by fitting points obtained from a grid, or in 

terms of basis functions. 

This procedure is guaranteed to reduce the cost at every step, provided there are no re- 

strictions in order of x()\) for the frequency-dependent case, but not to converge to the 

global minimum. Therefore it is best seen as a tool to improve initial designs, rather than a 

procedure to obtain blindly a robust controller. 

Given the difficulties in the structured synthesis problem. it is questionable whether such 

a specialized design methodology is warranted in a practical system. At  this point in time, it 

appears that the methods of robust control theory under highly structured perturbations are 

best employed as analysis tools, to validate designs based on simpler uncertainty descril~tions 

or more heuristic methods. 



Chapter 3 

Robustness Analysis of Combined 

Dynamic Uncertainty Classes 

Different classes of uncertainty description were introduced in Chapter 2 and motivated at 

the component modeling stage. When a full system model is constructed from subsystems 

as exemplified in Section 2.1.3, one obtains a decentralized perturbation as considered in 

Section 2.2.3. In addition to the spatial structure, it is natural to expect a combination of 

the various types of uncertainty blocks: real parameters, linear time invariant (LTI) dynamic 

perturbations, and linear time-varying (LTV) parameters or operators. 

Most of the robust stability tests reviewed in Section 2.3 refer to uncertainty structures 

(ALT1, ALTv , A") where all the blocks are of the same dynamic type. The only excep- 

tion to  this considered in Section 2.3.3 is the case of combined real parameters and LTI 

perturbations, which is captured by a mixed-p test [31, 951. 

This chapter will consider the general case of nlixed linear uncertainty classes, in par- 

ticular where LTV blocks are also present in the combination. The i~lclusion of time- 

varying uncertainty precludes a straightforward frequency domain p-analysis as in mixecl 

LTIIparametric problems. For this reason. we propose an augmentation procedure across a 

number of frequencies, which is related to a lifting techlliclue for / I  analysis 11y Bercovici et 

al. [7], and to a power distribution lemma from Poolla and Tikku [6-1-1. 

The main result in this chapter. presented in Section 3.1. is to show tliat this augmented 

,L/ test is a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability under comhined LTIT/LTI 

uncertainty. The augmentation also provides an alternati1.e for the formulatioli of conves 

upper bounds, discussed in Section 3.2. Real parametric uncertainty can also 11r incorporatecl 

in this procedure, as shown in Section 3.3. Some example5 which denlollstrate the results 

are given in Section 3.4. 

As before, we will concentrate on the question of robust stability. The same conditions 

apply to robust 3-1, performance problems. for the reasons explained in Section 2.3.1. 



3.1 A p Test for Mixed LTV/LTI Analysis 

3.1.1 A Power Distribution Lemma 

The following lemma from Poolla and Tikku [64] provides a useful characterization of 

time varying perturbations, which will be used in this chapter. 

Lemma 3.1 Let 0 5 wl < . . . < wT 5 T be distinct frequencies. If the vector signals 

satisfy the power inequality ELzl l q k I 2  2 EL=l l p k 1 2 ,  then there exists a linear time- 

varying, causal operator A E Lc(12e) such that 

( i i )  IIXA - AX11 5 v = 2sin( 
w~ - w~ 

2 1 7 

( i i i )  Aq = + ptT, ptT E 12. 

Heuristically, this lemma says that provided that the total power of q is greater than that 

of p, a contractive LTV operator can rearrange the power between frequencies, mapping q 

to p in steady state. In contrast, for a contractive LTI operator to verify (i i i)  would require 

an inequality in power at every frequency (i.e. lqkl 2 l P k l  for every k ) .  Also, the lemma 

provides a bound on the required time variation v in terms of the amount of frequency 

shifting performed, an issue which will be reconsidered later in Chapter 5 .  

3.1.2 Problem Formulation and Augmented Structures 

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 refer to the system of Figure 2.9, where M is. as usual, a finite 

dimensional LTI, stable discrete time system. The uncertain perturbation A is now assumed 

to  contain a combination of LTV and LTI blocks. We will write 

where cP is a causal LTV operator in a structured class B@LTV C L, ( l r ) ,  and 8 is a causal 

LTI operator in B@LTI C LC([;). AS in Chapter 2. the corresponding constant matrices and 

their structures will be represented by the same symbol in normal font, rather than boldface. 

X', X h i l l  denote the sets of scaling matrices corresponding to each structure. 



An important integer parameter determined by the structure is the dimension d of the 

real vector space x'~ of hermitian scaling matrices in x'. In the most common case where 

@ consists only of full blocks, d is the number of blocks. 

The objective is to obtain an extension of the exact p condition (2.40) for LTI analysis, 

to the case of mixed LTV JLTI perturbations. Since LTV structures are usually characterized 

by tests (2.42), (2.46) in terms of ,A, rather than p,  it is not obvious that a 11 test woulcl 

exist for the mixed LTV/LTI case (and in particular, for the LTV case). The main idea to 

obtain this ,u condition is inspired in work by Bercovici et al. [7], where an augmentation or 

lifting in the structure converts the upper bound /l to p of a larger matrix. The results in 

[?I apply to  constant matrices and are based on operator-theoretic methods, but can also be 

obtained as a corollary of the more general dynamic results to be presented in this chapter, 

which will be proved by convex analysis techniques. 

We first consider the augmented matrix 

which represents the system M at a fixed number d of frequencies. Next we introduce the 

following augmented structures in the space of complex matrices: 

The augmented structures &, A, are d times larger than the corresponding @, A. For 

the case of 6 ,  it is obtained simply b!; considering d2 copies of @, in matrix form. A, which 

contains 6 as a submatrix, is obtained in a similar fashion, the only difference being that 

the time invariant blocks 0 are on127 copied along the diagonal, and the rest of the entries 

are set to zero. As an illustration, Figure 3.1 ( a )  contains the augmented configuration for 

the case d = 2. 

These structures have a .'frequenc~. shifting" interpretation which relates to the remarks 

made in regard to Lemma 3.1: the augmentation corresponds to considering a system at a 

number d of frequencies, and the different treatment of LTI and LTV blocks is due to the fact 

that only the time-varying perturbations are allowed to transfer power between frequencies: 

this is represented in 6 by the off-diagonal ternis. 



Figure 3.1 : Augmented representations 

It is also convenient to  consider the configuration of Figure 3.1 ( b ) .  where the LTI portion 

is included along with M. Define the matrix function 

For this LFT to be well defined for 0 E Bo, the following condition must hold: 

max p 0 ( M g  (ej") ) < 1. 
W ( 3 . 7 )  

Under this condition, F ( w ,  6 )  is continuous for w E [-T, T I ,  0 E Be .  For given ( ~ c . ' ~ ,  Bk), 

k = 1 . . . d, the matrix 

is obtained by LFT between the 0 portion of h and the matrix ll?(u.i.. . . .dd) .  Figure 3.1 

( b )  represents F and the remaining matrix 6 .  in the case d = 2. 

3.1.3 Main Result 

The main result in this chapter is to show that p conditions on the augmented matris 

structures provide an exact characterization for robust stability of the s ~ ~ s t e m  (3.2). The 

proof will rely on Lemma 3.1, techniques from ir-analysis, and some convex analysis proper- 

ties which can he found in Appendix A. 



Theorem 3.2 In reference to the system (3.2), the following are equivalent: 

(a) The system is uniformly robustly stable. 

(b) Condition (3.7) holds, and with wk varying in [-n, n], and 0% Be ,  

max ~ & ( F ( W ~  ,..., ud,B1 , . . . ,  B d ) ) < l .  
wl ,..., wd,el ,..., e d  

(3 .9)  

(c) With wk varying in [ -T ,  TI, 

max ( a (w1 ,  . . . , w ~ ) )  < 1. 
"'1 >...,Wd 

Proof: The equivalence of (b)  a,nd ( c )  is a simple consequence of the niain loop theorem 

(Lemma 2.1). In fact, for each wl, . . . , wd, Lemma 2.1 implies that 

Maximization over wl, . . . , wd gives (3.10) on the left hand side, and (3 .7 )  and (3.9) on the 

right hand side; the maxima are achieved due to the continuity of complex p. 

The proof of the equivalence of ( a )  and (b) will be written for simplicity in the case of 

LTV uncertainty with only full blocks, of the form Q, = diag[Ql. . . . ad].  The extension to 

the case of 6 1  blocks in Pi mimics other proofs in this thesis (see Lemma 5.2, the remarks 

after Theorem 6.6, and Theorem 8.4). 

The following lemma gives an interpretation of the uncertainty structure &. 

Lemma 3.3 Assume (3.7) holds. Given 01,. . . , wd, B1 , .  . . , Od t h e  following are 

equivalent: 

(i) p ( F  (wl , . . . , wd, @I,  . . . , Bd)) 2 1. 
(ii) 3 P I , .  . . , pd E Cm,  not all zero such that 

Proof (Lemma): ( i )  is equivalent to the existence of 6 E a. a(&) _< 1 and a column vector 

p = coljpl,. . . , pd)  # 0 such that (I - 6 ~ ( w l , .  . . ,dd, B', . . . , Q d ) ) l ~  = 0, or equivalently 



Each Gi3 in (3.13) is in turn block diagonal with d subblocks. which impose a partition on 

the column vectors pk, F(wk, Ok)pk. The elements in this partition are henceforth denoted 

by the subindex 2 .  The equations and variables in (3.13) can be reordered, putting together 

P:?. . . ,p: and (F(wl, O1)pl)l,.. . . (F(wd, Od)pd)( for each I. which reduces the structure of d 
to  d full blocks in this new order. Now ~ ( d )  5 1 is equivalent to  the norm inequalities (3.12). 

a 

(a)=+) 
Condition (3.7) is clearly necessary for robust stability; if it did not hold, the stan- 

dard result (2.40) implies that the system could be destabilized by LTI perturbations alone. 

Therefore F(w, 6) is well defined and continuous. 

Assume by contradiction, that there exist wl,. . . ,wd E [-T, TI, 0':. . . , Od E Bo with 

P 6 ( p ( ~ l , . .  . , wd, d l , .  . . , Bd)) 2 1. Lemma 3.3 yields p l , .  . . ,pd  satisfying (3.12). 

Fix 6 > 0; by continuity of F we can perturb the O1, .  . . , Od to have a(8" < 1 (strict 

inequality), and the wl, . . . , wd to  make them distinct, satisfying 

Since a(Ok) < 1, we are in the conditions of an interpolation result given in [29], which 

states that there exists a causal: stable, rational LTI perturbation 8 E Bo satisfying 

O(ejwk) = 0'. Introduce 

and define F = M *8, which has transfer function F(zu ,  0( tJd))  from (3.6). Then F p  = q + e. 

where e(t)  E l2  is a transient term. For any 1, (3.14) implies that the power of the I-th 

component of q ( t ) ,  is greater than the power of the I-th component of p ( t )  times (1  - t ) .  

We can invoke Lemma 3.1 to show the existence of a causal time-varying operator which 

maps q(t)/  to (1 - t)p(t)l, up to a transient term. Constructing Q, = c1iag[al . . . ad], we 

obtain 

(I  - @F)p  = tp + E .  (3.16) 

where ~ ( t )  E l2 is transient. This implies that 

'[29] constructs a perturbation in the  disk algebra A(T)  interpolating a countable nuillher of frequencies; 

in the case of a finite number of frequencies it can he chosen to he rational. 



Now, it  follows routinely from (3.2) that 

Also, condition (3.7) implies that 

which implies that the second term on the right hand side of (3 .18) ,  and its inverse, are 

uniformly bounded in norm. 

Letting 6-0, the norm in (3.17) goes to infinity, which implies supa (I(1- AM)-'// = m, 

violating uniform robust stability. 

@)*(a): 
We introduce some more notation. For w E [-x, n] ,  0  E Bo c CpXp, 17 E Cm, define 

V = { A ( w ,  0 , p )  : w E [-T, n] ,  0 E Bo,  p E Cm.  [ p (  = 1). (3.22) 

From (3 .7) ,  A ( w ,  8 , p )  is continuous in its 3 variables, therefore V is compact in Rd, and so 

is its convex hull co(V). 

Claim: If IW; is the set of nonnegative real numbers, 

In fact, if (3.23) does not hold, then we can find a point A in the boundary of cojV), 

which falls inside Invoking Lemma A.2, A is a convex coml>ination of rl points in V. 
1 Therefore there exist wl, . . . . wd. 8 , . . . , Q d .  pl . .  . . . pd such that 

Substitution in (3.24) with the definitions (3.20), (3.21) leads to 



which is the same as (3.12) with pk substituted by &pk. This violates ( b )  by Lemma 3.3, 

so the claim is proved. 

co(V) and are disjoint closed convex sets in Rd, and co(V) is compact. Therefore9 

by Lemma A.3 there exists x = (x l , .  . . , xd) E Rd, a,  P E R such that 

Given the special structure of the cone (Rof)d, we can choose /3 = 0 and n.1 > 0, . . . , zd > 0. 

Using (3.21), we have 

Define X = diag[xlIm, . . . xdIm,] which belongs to x@, then (3.20) and (3.27) give 

It follows that y := max,,~ b ( X i  ~ ( w ,  6 ) ~ ~ ; )  < 1. For any LTI 6 E Ba, and any LTV 

cP E Bm, weobtain 

This implies 
1 1 1  (I - X ~ ( M  * 6 ) ~ - $ ) - '  1 1  5 -, (3.30) 

1 - -, 
which leads to  a uniform bound on 1 1  ( I -  cP(M*6))- '  1 1 .  Tliis. together with (3.18) and 

(3.19), gives a uniform bound on I /  (I - AM)-' 1 1 .  II 

Remarks: 

a Condition (3.10) plays the role of the test (2.40) for purelj- LTI uncertainty, and is of a 

similar complexity. although there is a price paid for the inclusion of structured LTV 

blocks, in terms of the size of the problem and the number of frecluency variables in 

which to  search. 

a If there is only one LT\. block. tlle colidition is the same as if all the b l 0 ~ 1 i ~  were LTI, 

which can also be show11 directly in terms of the small gain theorem for LTI systems. 

a If there is no LTI uncertaint!.. the previous tlieore~li gil-es a 11 test for LTV perturba- 

tions. The augmented 11 condition (3.10) is tlierefore equi~-alent to condition (2.32) in 

terms of the ,Y upper bound. In particular. if i l l  is a const ant matrix n-ith no dynamics, 

the frequency sweep disappears and we obtain b @ ( - \ l )  = /r0(111). This is precisely the 

lifting result from Bercovici et al. [7]. escept that the size of the augmentation is the 

number d of blocks, rather than the dimensioli of the matrix. 



3.1.4 State-Space p Condition 

Theorem 3.2 provides a necessary and sufficient test for robust s tabi l i t ,~ in terms of a p- 

condition (3.10) which involves a search in cl frequency mriables. Using a stable state-space 
realization M(X) = X I  * S as in (2.21), a, state-space test in terms of of a single constant 

matrix can be derived. This is analogous to Condition (2.41) for LTI uncertainty. 

Corollary 3.4 The system has uniform robust stability Zf and only $p;\,(3) < l r  

where 3' = diag[S,. . . , S], and 

Proof: Since M(X) = X I  * S, we can apply the main loop theorem (Lemma 2.1) succes- 

sively to obtain 
p b , ( S ) < l *  mas  p A ( h ~ ( ~ ~ , . . . , / ~ d ) ) < l 7  

XI , . . . ,Ad€ D 

where M (& , . . . , A d )  := diag[M(X1), . . . , ilI(Xd)]. The maximum modulus-like property [55] 

of complex i s  implies that the maximum in (3.33) occurs for XI; at the boundary of the disk, 

therefore the left hand side of (3.33) coincides with (c) in Theorem 3.2. • 

3.2 Convex Tests for the Mixed LTVILTI Problem 

The conditions of Section 3.1 are necessary and sufficient and reduce the LT\'/LTI robust 

stability problem to the computation of a finite dimensional object. As senlarked in Chapter 

2 ,  however, exact p computation is hard, so practical use of these co~lclitions will involve 

employing bounds such as those in standard software packages such as //-Tools [Z]. 
In particular, we analyze in this section the upper bounds for this problem (sufficient 

conditions for robust stability) which lead to convex optimization. For this purpose, the 11 

conditions obtained in Section 3.1 can be bounded by use of the constant matrix upper bound 

,G. We focus here on the upper bound j l i ( ~ ? )  over the frequencies dl.. . . , d d .  which follows 

from (3.10). An examination of the augmented structure sho t~~s  that the corresponding 
* 

commuting matrices X are of the form 



where X' E X', X.! E X9. 

An alternative way of deriving a sufficient condition is to directly apply scaled small-gain 

conditions to  the original problem. In the case of mixed LTVILTI analysis as in (3.2), the 

natural scaling set is of the mixed form where the portion X e  which corresponds to the LTI 

blocks 0 is allowed to  vary in frequency, and the portion Xm corresponding to the LTV blocks 

is constant. Define 

X, = {X(ejW) = diag[Xm, Xe(ejW)], X m  E Xm, xe(ej")  E X' for ea,ch w ) . (3.35) 

Without loss of generality the functions in Xm are assumecl to be continuous over frequency. 

The notation Xlfl refers to the subset of positive elements in Xm. 

We now show that the two approaches are equivalent. 

Proposition 3.5 Given the system (3.2), the following are equivalent: 

max , ! i a ( ~ i ( w l , .  . . , a d ) )  < 1. 
W l  ,...>Wd 

3 X(eJW) E X z  : max a ( X ( ~ ~ " ) M ( ~ J " ) X ( ~ ~ ~ ) - ' )  < 1. 
W 

Proof: If an X satisfying (3.37) is found, then for any choice of frecluencies wl, . . . . wd, 

setting 

will result in 5 . . % ~ ( w l , .  . . ,wd).?-l) < l 7  and therefore j i i ( ~ l )  < 1. inlplying (3.36). For ( 
the converse, (3.36) implies that 

ma>; inf a(2%*~i(d,.  . . . . d d  ) < 1. 
W l  ). . . )Wd 

For fixed wl . . . . , ~ 3 d ,  clearly there exists t ( w l ,  . . . . d d )  > 0 such that 

Since the wl, . . . . a d  vary in a compact set, and 111 is continuous, i t  follo~vs that a fisecl t can 

be found satisfying (3.39) across wl, . . . . ~3d. NOIT assume that (3.37) does not hold. This 

means equivalently that the LRiII conditions across frecjuency 



do not have a solution X E X L ,  i.e. they cannot be satisfied with the part constant, 

across frequency. As a consequence, the family of sets 

have empty intersection for w ranging in [-T, T]. These sets are convex and compact, and by 

normalizing the last block of X' to I, they are in a d - 1 dinlensional space. From Lemma 

A. l ,  there exist d such sets with empty intersection. 

Therefore there exist d frequencies wl,. . . , wd such that 8 ( X k f \ J ( € 3 w k ) _ y ~ 1 )  < 1 cannot 

be satisfied with matrices tI < Xk 5 f which share a common X' part. Equivalently, given 

(3.34), we have that t? ~ ~ ( w , ,  . . . , w d ) 2 - ' )  < 1 cannot he satisfied with r I  5 2 _< i for ( 
these frequencies, which is in direct contradiction with the fact that E satisfies (3.39) for all 

frequencies wl , . . . , wd. 

As a corollary of Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.2, condition (3.37) is sufficient for robust 

stability under mixed LTV/LTI perturbations; this could also be shown via standard small- 

gain arguments. 

From a computational point of view, (3.37) has the advantage of involving a search over 

only one frequency variable. A direct approach would be to grid the frequency axis and 

convert (3.37) to an LMI condition2. Note. however, that the common scale .y' introduces 

a coupling in the problem, so one is left with a large LMI condition. with size growing with 

the number of frequency grid-points. 

In comparison, (3.36) tells us that in fact, cl frequency values suffice. and we must only 

solve a coupled LA41 problem of this size. However, since these frequencies are not ltnown 

a priori, one has to grid a d dimensional space of frequencies. Therefore (13.36) reduces the 

size of the coupled LMI at the expense of more gridding. For low values of d ,  this alternative 

may be convenient. 

Regarding the conservatism of these conditions. the results of [63] in relation to condi- 

tion (2.43) suggest that (3.37) becomes necessarJ- if the LTI perturbations are replaced by 

arbitrarily slowly varying uncertainty. 

Theorem 3.6 The conditions in Pr-oposif10~2 .3.5 n~ satisfied ?j' crnd ouly If thcrc 

exists Y > 0 such that the system (3.2) is robz~stly stnblc for- A = diag[@.O]. @ E 

B@LTV, 0 structured operator in B". 

 nothe her approach would he to parametrize s'(L~:) by basis fullctions. 



A proof of this result can be obtained through an essentially routine (though quite in- 

volved) extension of the techniques of [64], as was done in [61]. A more elegant proof will 

follow as an application of the techniques in Chapters 5 and 6; we therefore postpone this 

topic until then. 

3.3 Combination with Real Parametric Uncertainty 

In this section we take a further step in the analysis under combined uncertainty struc- 

tures; in addition to  LTV and LTI blocks, we include real parametric perturbations. In 

the robustness analysis setup of Figure 3.2, H is an LTI stable system, and the combined 

LTV/LTI/parametric uncertainty is denoted by Q. The name A is reserved to  represent 

jointly the LTV/LTI portions of @, to  provide consistency with the previous sections. There- 

fore A is defined as in (3.2). The additional structured perturbation ,Q consists of real 

parametric blocks (e.g. Q = diag[pl  I ,  . . . , en I ] ,  Q; E R). 

Figure 3.2: Robust stability under LTV/LTI/parametric uncertainty 

We wish to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability in this class, 

extending the results in Section 3.1. Since real parameters are a special case of time invariant 

uncertainty, at first sight it would appear that Theorem 3.2 applies directly, yielding a mixed- 

p condition on ~ ( w l ,  . . . , ud) = diag[H(eJwl ). . . . , H ( e J w d ) ] ,  analogous to  (3.10) but with the 

copies of p in the augmented structure constrainecl to be real. 



This augmentation would not capture, however, an additional property of real parametric 

uncertainty: in addition to taking real (rather than complex) values, a real parameter has 

no dynamics and therefore is constrained to be constant across frequenc?. This suggests a 

modification of the augmented uncertainty structure for the case of real parameters, where 

they are forced to be constant across the augmentation. Consider the structure 

where aij E @ and Oi E O as before, but we constrain the copies of Q to 11e repeated across 

the augmentation. The d = 2 case is depicted in Figure 3.3 (a). 

(4 ( b )  
Figure 3.3: Augmented representations for the real parametric case. 

It will also be useful to close the loop on the real parametric part, which will reduce the 

problem to the situation of Section 3.1. Assume that the real p conditioll 

maxpe(He(&")) < 1 
W 

(3.44) 

holds, then for any fixed e E Be we can define M = H * c.  transfer f~111cti011 

M(eJ",  Q)  := H(eJ") * Q = fi + HAee(I - H,~)-'H,,. (:3.45) 

3 ~ h i s  fact does not come into play in standard mixed p with LTI/parametric uncertainty. \vhere only olle 

frequency IS lnvolved iri the destabilization. 



which is a stable time invariant system. We also define as in (3.3) the augmentation 

( w  . . . , , Q) := diag[M(eJwl, Q) . . . M(eJwd, Q)] for given wl , . . . , wd, which can be ob- 

tained by LFT between the matrix H ( W ~ ,  . . . , wd) and the Q portion of 9. The uncertainty 

structure corresponding to &l is A as in (3.5), which is depicted in Figure 3.3 ( b )  for the 

case d = 2. We now ~ r o v i d e  the extension of Theorem 3.2. 

Theorem 3.7 In reference to the system (3.42), the following are equivalent: 

(a) The system is uniformly robustly stable. 

(b) Condition (3.44) holds, and with wl; varying in [-n, n], Q E Be, 

(c) With wk varying in [-T, T I ,  

where p,j is the mixed (real/complex) structured singular value with respect to the 

structure (3.43). 

Proof: The equivalence of (b)  and ( c )  is a direct application of Lemma 2.1. 

Also, ( a )  implies condition (3.44), otherwise the real parameters Q would destabilize by 

themselves. Given (3.44), we observe that for fixed _o E Be, 

It follows that the (uniform) robust stability of system (3.42) is equivalent to  the fact 

that for every Q in Be, the system ( M ,  A) is (uniformly) robustly stable. Since A has the 

mixed LTV/LTI structure of Theorem 3.2, this is equivalent to condition (3.46) in (b ) .  H 

The previous result has reduced the robust stability problem under LTV, LTI and para- 

metric uncertainties to  a mixed-p condition across d-frequencies. We remark the follo~ving: 

0 In analogous manner to Corollary 3.4, a state-space condition can be derived from 

(3.47), which is equivalent to a single mixed /L problem. 

As usual, practical computation of a p-condition such as (3.47) must be approached by 

upper and lower bounds, and possibly branch and bound techniques. Upper bounds 

will have the form given in (2.39); analogously to the situation in Section 3.2. we 

have the choice of writing these conditions in the original problem or in the augmented 



problem. In this case, however, these are not equivalent, and the augmentation provides 

in principle a tighter bound. The reason for this is that the augmentation introduces 

repetition in the real uncertainty, increasing the freedom of the scaling matrices X Q ,  
GQ corresponding to  these blocks. This provides a way of imposing the condition that 

Q is constant across frequency, which is not imposed by an upper bound in the original 

problem. 

3.4 Examples 

In this section we illustrate the results of this chapter with a series of examples. These 

have been deliberately constructed so that there is a direct way to answer and interpret 

the robust stability question, thus providing more insight into the conditions given in the 

previous sections. 

3.4.1 A System with LTV Uncertainty 

We consider the interconnection of Figure (3.4): where F1, F2 are LTI single input/output 

systems, and @ 2  are uncertain perturbations with I l @ ; j /  5 1. 

Figure 3.4: Example of analysis of LTV uncertainty 

If @ 2  were LTI perturbations, then they would commute with F I ,  F2 and from the 

small-gain theorem the robust stability condition would be 

l [ F l F 2 [ [ m  < 1. (3.39) 

From now on we consider the more interesting case when @ I ,  @:! are LT\' perturbations. 

It turns out that in this simple configuration, the necessary and sufficient condition for 

robust stability is 

I[FI~~&"~~cc < 1. (3.50) 

This condition is in general stricter than (3.49), since the two transfer functions FI(eJw) 
and Fz(e3") need not achieve their peak gain at the same frequency. 



The sufficiency of (3.50) is clear from small-gain. To explain \vhy it is a,lso necessary, let 

us particularize in the example 

Figure 3.5: Transfer functions FI (ejw ) and F2(eJw). 

Here both systems have 3-1, norm equal to one, achieved respectively at frequencies 0, T. 

Their magnitude frequency response plots are depicted in Figure 3.5 below. Condition (3.50) 

is therefore not satisfied. Let us show that the system can be destabilized by contractive LTV 

operators. In this case it suffices to consider the time-varying gains a l ( t )  = cP2(t) = (- l) t .  

In reference to  Figure 3.4, consider a constant signal v( t )  E 1 at the input of F1. Since the 

transfer function Fl(eJw) is 1 at w = 0, the steady state output will be the same signal. The 

time-varying gain Ql(t)  modulates this signal to w(t) = (- l) t ,  which has all its frequency 

content at w = r, where F2(eJw) has value 1. This implies the steady state output of F2 is 

w(t),  which is demodulated back to v(t) by Q2( t ) .  We have a steady state signal in the loop, 

which violates robust stability. This informal argument can be formalized and extended 

to arbitrary F1. F2 ,  and it illustrates strongly the "frequency shifting" properties of LTI' 
perturbations. 

We should recover the same answer if we do the analysis using the results in Section 3.1. 

For this purpose, we first rearrange Figure 3.3 to an M-A setup. where A contaills in this 

case only the LTV portion 

Since cl = 2, we must compute the augmentation of Theorem 3.2 over two frequency vari- 

ables wl, d 2 .  Figure 3.6 contains the resulting function i 1 A ( 1 1 1 ( ~ I . ~ 2 ) ) -  colllp~tecl using the 



software package p-Tools [5]. We find that  the maximum is 1, achieved when the pair of 

frequencies is (0, n) or (n, 0), which is consistent with the previous analysis. Similar results 

can be obtained using the state-space condition in Corollary 3.4. 

Figure 3.6: pd(fi) as a function of d l ,  w2 

3.4.2 Including LTI Uncertainty 

We now modify the previous setup to  include LTI uncertaint:~: Fl ,  F2 are replaced by 

which are LFTs F, = T, * 6 ,  on the LTI perturbations 0,. as depictecl in Figure 3.7. 

Figure 3.7: SJ-stem with LTIy aild LTI uilc~rtaint!- 

From (3.50)' it is clear that the worst-case 6,  are those n-lrich acliiel-e mass, llFtIIK,. 
The  values in (3.53) hare been clrosen so that the worst-case perturbations are = 1. 



02 = -1 , which produce F, as in (3.51). From the previous analysis the smallest destabilizing 
t perturbation is of norm 1: O1 = 1, O2 = -1, Q1 = Q2 = (-1) . 

These results are verified when we do the analysis of Theorem 3.2. After rearranging 

Figure 3.7 in the standard setup, and performing the augmentation. the / I  computation - 
gives a value rnax,,,,, pd(M(wl,w2)) = 1, achieved at w1 = 0, w2 = 7 i .  

If the 0, in (3.53) correspond to real parameters instead of LTI perturbations, we still ob- 

tain the same answer from the robust stability analysis, since the worst-case values obtained 

above happen to be real. 

3.4.3 Real Parametric vs LTI Perturbations 

To produce an example where real and LTI perturbations give a different, answer, one 

can use the same structure as in (3.53), but impose O1 = O2 = 0 (repeated perturbation). In 

other words, 

If 0 is LTI, the repetition does not alter the results in Section 3.4.2, since an LTI pertur- 

bation can take the values 1 at w = 0 and -1 at w = T. An example is O ( e J w )  = eJw (8 is the 

delay operator A), which turns the F, into second order systems with J J  Fl JJ, = JJF2JJc, = 1. 

The same answer is obtained from the augmented /L test (3.10) which gives 

- 
max pi (A,f(wl, w2)) = 1: 
W l  rW2 

achieved at wl = 0, w2 = T: and a destabilizing perturbation with 0' = 1, Q2 = -I ,  as 

expected. 

We now change 0 for a real parameter p E [-I, 11, repeated in Fl, F2. Since it is constant 

across frequency, it cannot maximize both llF,IIm sin~ultaneously. In fact. straightforward 

calculations show that 

1 which has a maximum of 7 for Q E [- 1, I]. This implies by (3.50) that the overall systenl is 

stable for JIQ,II < 1. p E [-I, 11. 

Proceeding by augmentation, (3.47) gives a value 

which yields the same stability conclusion bj- Theorem 3.7. In this case we can show directly 
1 that the smallest destabilizing perturbation for i, E R and Q ,  LTI7. has norm = 1.2619. 



For this purpose, choose Q E [-y, y] and I l @ ; l ]  5 7 .  From (3.50), the full syste~ll will be 

stable as long as 
1 1 

= max (IIFlllw IIfiIIK,) < ,: 
16 - 9y2 e~[-r,rI Y 

which is equivalent to < = 1.2649, as expected. 

To recapitulate, in this chapter we have shown that a combination of different classes 

of uncertain perturbations (LTV, LTI, parametric) can be analyzed for robust stability or 

Id, performance with the same mathematical tools as non-mixed problems. Structured 

singular value conditions were obtained, applicable to any combination of these uncertainty 

classes. Also, we remark that all the frequency domain conditions which were obtained can 

be extended directly to the continuous time case. 

These new results raise a number of computational questions which are open for future 

research, regarding the most efficient approach for practical problems of this sort. In regard 

to the convex upper bounds which lead to coupled LMI problems across frequency, two 

alternatives (3.36) and (3.37) have been discussed and should be further explored. In relation 

to lower bound computation, the repeated structure of the augmented systems may be 

exploited in the algorithms. 





Chapter 4 

A Set-Based Methodology for White 

Noise Modeling 

4.1 Motivation 

In Chapter 2 we motivated the need for descriptions of uncertainty associated with engi- 

neering models. Essentially two approaches are available to describe uncertainty: one is to 

consider a set of allowable perturbations and perform worst-case analysis over this set; the 

other is to  assign a probability distribution to the uncertainty and perform analysis in the 

average. 

Most of the uncertainty descriptions presented in Section 2.1.2 were in terms of sets. 

This is the the simplest, most natural characterization for systematic errors due to under- 

modeling, which is a dominant factor in most control engineering problems; also, the issue 

of stability provides an incentive to take the worst-case point of view. 

In robust control theory, the methodology based on sets is also applied to  disturbance 

signals, by modeling them in terms of a hall in a signal space (e.g. 1 2 ,  I,). which motivates 

the 3-1, or L1 criteria for worst-case disturbance rejection. The main motivatioil for these 

disturbance models is mathematical convenience, since these performance specifications are 

easily combined with set descriptions of system uncertainty to analyze rokust performance, 

as explained in Section 2.3.1. 

This approach for disturbance modeling is pessimistic. however, since the worst-case sig- 

nals which dominate the designs (e.g., sinusoids for 3-1, performance) are very unlikely to 

arise as empirical disturbances. These usually eshibit broadband spectral characteristics 

(white noise, or some filtered version), especially when they describe the cunlulative macro- 

scopic effect of very high dimensional fluctuations at the microscopic level. The statistics of 

these phenomena have been very accurately modeled by the theory of stochastic processes. 

The systematic study of the properties of dynamical systems under stochastic noise, pursued 



by stochastic control theory, often leads to tractable results, the most notable being the so- 

lution of the optimal 7-12 (or LQG) control problem (see, e.g.. [3]). The main limitation to 

its applicability is that noise is rarely the prevailing source of uncertainty, and the others do 

not fit easily into a stochastic description. 

The desirable design specification, from both the performance ancl uncertainty points 

of view, appears to be in most cases Robust 3-12 performance: rejection of white signals in 

the worst-case over a set of plants. The historical difficulties (see Chapter 6) in obtain- 

ing a mathematical solution to this problem stem from the combination of two disparate 

methodologies: average-case analysis based on probability, and worst-case analysis based on 

functional analytic tools. 

Another example of the difficulty of combining these frameworks is the relation between 

robust control and system identification. In mainstream system identification (see [45]), 

models are obtained in the style of time series analysis, by fitting parameters to data and ex- 

plaining the errors in terms of random noise; the resulting models are, consequently, difficult 

to relate to those employed for robust control design. A more unified approach was sought 

recently by posing the identification problem in a worst-case setting; work in this area has, 

however, once again used a pessimistic view of disturbances, resulting in worst-case iden- 

tification with weak consistency properties ([39, 851) and high computational complexity 

([I63 641). 
In this chapter we propose a new methodology for white noise modeling, aimed at re- 

solving these difficulties. 

The starting point is the following question: how does one decide whether a signal can be 

accurately modeled as a stochastic white noise trajectory? Deciding this from experimental 

data leads to a statistical hypothesis test on a finite length signal. In other words, one will 

accept a signal as white if it belongs to a certain set. The main idea of our formulation is 

to take this set as the definition of white noise, and carry out the subsequent analysis in a 

worst-case setting. 

For this approach to be successful, these sets should: 

Exclude non-white signals (e.g. sinusoids) which are responsible for the conservatism 

of the 3-1, and L1 performance measures. 

Include likely instances of white noise. Here stochastic noise will be used as a guidance 

for the choice of a typical set, but not for average case analysis. 

Have simple enough descriptions to allow for tractable worst-case analysis. 

With these object,ives in mind, nre will first analyze in Section 4.2 the case of finite 

horizon signals, and present set descriptions of white signals based on both the time and the 



frequency domain points of view. Various tools from statistics and time series analysis are 

applied and developed to obtain a compromise between the stated objectives. In Section 4.3 

we demonstrate the application of these ideas to worst-case system identification. 

With the insight gained in Section 4.2, the case of infinite horizon signals is considered 

in Section 4.4. Two different settings are discussed, and one alternative which is most useful 

for robust control applications is developed in more detail. 

Some Additional Notation 

The following are some notational conventions and facts which are relevant only for the 

material in this chapter. H denotes an LTI system in ,Cc(12); most of this chapter will consider 

for simplicity scalar signals and single input/single output (SISO) systems: the multivariable 

case is considered in Section 4.4.3. In the SISO case we will assume that the impulse response 

h ( t )  is in 11,  i.e. 
OC1 

t=O 

We now introduce the autocorrelation sequence of H, 
OC' 

" )rw(r)l < m. If H(e3w) is the which is well defined, and itself a sequence in 11, i.e. x7=-m 
transfer function of H, the spectrum s,(w) := JH( e l w )  l 2  coincides with the Fourier transform 

of r,(r). Also, the 'Hz norm of H satisfies 

For some of the frequency domain bounds obtained in this paper. nre will further assume 

that sH(w) is a function of bounded variation in [0, ' T I .  This class is denoted B'I/'[O. 'TI: see 

Appendix A for more details. including the definition of the total variation TI - of a frlnction. 

The time domain condition C Jr rH( r ) l  < oo is sufficient for b H ( u )  E BTr[O, 2771. 

Finally, in the stochastic material presented. F' denotes probability, ancl ..I.I.D." is syn- 

onymous with independent, identically distributed. 

4.2 The Finite Horizon Case 

t\ reasonable starting point for white noise modeling is the case of a scalar valued, finite 

horizon, discrete time sequence ~'(0). . . . . T~(-Y - 1 ) of length ,1-. The infinite horizon version 

will be considered in Section 4.4, which also covers the extension to vector-valued signals. 



To analyze the response of a system with memory over a finite horizon, some convention 

must be made on the "past" values of the input signals. The two simplest choices are either 

to  assume the system is initially a t  rest: or that it is in periodic steady state of period N. 
We will adopt the latter, since it leads to a more tractable spectral theory: the sequence 

v(O), . . . , v ( N  - 1) will be identified with the periodic signal v( t )  of period N .  This procedure 

is justified for analyzing stable systems with time constants which are small compared to N ,  

so that the system is not sensitive to long range correlations in the input signals; this will 

be a standing assumption in this section. 

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) ifjk),  k = 0,. . . , N - 1 of the sequence v(t) is 

defined by the relations 

The circular autocorrelation sequence of a (correlogmm) is given by 

and the sequence power spectrum (periodogram) by s, ( k )  = I I/'(,+) 1 2 ,  A- = 0 . . . K - 1. 

The sequences r , (r)  and su (k )  form a DFT pair. For an N-periodic signal v(t).  nre will use 
1 AT-1 

as norm the energy over the period, 1 1  v 1 1  = rZ:(0)  = Ck=, s,(k). 
The following relations follow immediately from the definitions. 

Lemma 4.1 Let H be an LTI, SISO system, with h ( t )  E ll .  if ~ ( t )  1s a11 iI--l)er~oClic 

input to H, and y = Hv is the corresponding steady state (periodic) outprrt, t hen  

4.2.1 White Noise Descriptions in the Time Domain 

We wish to characterize white signals among sequences of length N: when faced ~vi th  the 

problem of deciding whether an empirical signal is a sample of ~ r h i t e  noise, a statistician will 

perform a hypothesis test in terms of some statistic. A common choice (see [6, 4.51) is the 

sample correlogram, which should approsimate a delta function. the expected correlation 

for white noise. In other words a scalar signal is v ( t )  categorized as white if r, . (r)  is small, 



relative to  I I V I / ~  = ru(0), for T in a certain range (e.g. 1 5 T I_< T). For example, one can 

choose to  specify that the correlogram (normalized to r,(O) = 1), must fall inside a band 

around zero, of width y, as depicted in Figure 4.1. 

7- 

Figure 4.1: Correlogram of a pseudorandom sequence 

From the classical statistical point of view, the choice of 7 is associated to a level of 

significance of the test, which in turn depends on some stochastic model. But regardless of 

the reasoning behind this choice, ultimately the "whiteness" of the signal is decided in terms 

of whether it belongs or not to a parametrized set. This mot,ivates the following: 

Definition 5 The set of signals v = (v(O), . . . , v(A! - 1))  of length N which are 

white in the time domain sense, with accuracy y ,  up to lag T,  is defined by 

Remark: 
Other statistical tests can also be applied to the correlogram. The most commonl~~  used 

choice in the statistical literature is the X~ test obtained from a sum of the squares of a 

fixed number of correlogram values [6]. The choice used in Definition 5 is preferable in our 

context, since it involves quadratic constraints on the signal zl. which lead to inore tractable 

worst-case analysis. Moreover, this test provides a very tight characterizatioi~ of stochastic 

noise, as shown below. 

The response of an LTI system to  signals in such sets will novr he analyzed from a ivorst- 

case perspective. The worst gain of the system under signals in T T J : ~ , ~ , ~  (a seminorlll on 

systems) will be denoted 

I IH I I~~~ , - , ,~  := SUP {i . = H .  1 E I , .  / +  01. 



Theorem 4.2 Suppose the conditions of Lemma 4.1 hold, and r1 E T/Tf:v,?,T. Then 

Furthermore, 

and for H of finite impulse response h,(t) supported in [0, TI, 

Proof: Equation (4.10) follows immediately from Lemma 1, and the definition of T/T//jv,y,T. 

Applying (4.10) at r = 0 gives (4.11). The upper bound in (4.12) follows from (4.11); the 

lower bound from the fact that the delta function is always a signal in the set T/I'N,y,T. 
E 

The role of y in this worst-case approach is to parametrize the freedom allowed in the 

disturbance signal. 

Concentrating momentarily on the finite impulse response (FIR)  case, it follows from 

(4.12) that for y = 0, the worst-case gain is the 'F12 norm of the system. As 7 is increased, 

more input signals are allowed, and for y = 1 there are no restrictions in the input signals 

(since Irv(r)l 5 r,(O) holds always), and therefore the induced norm approaches for large AT 

the Z, norm of the system, which in the FIR case is equal to 

Note that the bound (4.12) is conservative for y = 1; it is shown in [5S] that it is exact for 

7 < $ and large !V. 

In the general, infinite impulse response case of (4.1 1 ). the parameter T also plays a role; 

for the constraints to  be effective T must be at least comparable to the time constants of 

the system; the choice T = n' - 1 gives the smallest sets. ~rhich  are f ~ ~ r t h e r  studied below. 

At this point in the discussion it would seen1 that if the purpose is to analyze white noise 

rejection, we could use the most restrictive choices ( 2  = 0. T = S - 1 ) which correspond to 

ideally white sequences. If these tools are to he used in a finite horizon setting. howe-\-er. one 



cannot expect that a realistic signal would have exactly zero autocorrelations: this would 

mean trading pessimistic disturbance modeling for an overly optimistic alternative. 

There is no absolute answer as to what is a "realistic" white signal, but the strongest 

motivation for these disturbances comes from high dimensional fluctuations (e.g. particle 

agitation). These have been classically modeled as stochastic processes, or could also be 

interpreted in the context of deterministic chaos (see [72]). In any event, stochastic noise 

is known to  provide a good model, regardless of whether the probability measure is due to 

chance or is the ergodic measure of a chaotic system. Therefore, a natural requirement for 

a realistic white noise set is that it should have large probability for stochastic white 

signals. In the statistical language, this refers to the level of significance of the hypothesis 

test for white noise. We will analyze this asymptotically, when the length of AT of the data 

record goes to  infinity and y,  T are functions of n'. 

Theorem 4.3 For each N let 21, = (v(O), . . . , v(fIr-  1 ) )  be a v e c t o ~  of I.I.D. random 

variables, with zero mean and finite variance. and 7 ,  > 0 .  
N-+m A7+m I .  If T is fixed, and y, ---t oo, then P (v, E M:Y.~ ,T)  -f 1. 

2. If the vjt)  are bounded; and y, J& N-cx N 4 m  --- m , then P  (v, E k1~'~y ,,,, l r - 1 )  4 1. 

"-.-. N - m  
3. If the v(t) are Gaussian, and y, --- ----+ m, then P ( I * ~  E T,t;T,,,N-l) 4 I 

l o g ( ~ ) 2  

The previous theorem provides a very tight '-typical set" for stochastic white noise: nTe 

argue that for many purposes, we can now ignore the probabilitj- measure and perform worst- 
lxr - C L  

case analysis over this set. One such case is disturbance rejection: by choosillg y, + 0 at 

a sufficiently slow rate, we find that the set I/T/~V,,,,Y-~ has as~.mptoticall~- probability 1 and 
AT-02 

also IIHII~N,~,N-~ - IIH1I2. We have therefore reinterpretecl the 7 i 2  norm (asymptotically) 
as the worst-case gain over a typical set, rather than the al-erage gain. Another situation 

where the probabilistic assumption can be replaced bj- a t~-pica1 set is in the contest of 

system identification. as will he discussed in Section 4.3. 

This approach to disturbance nlocleling based on sets can. of' course. also be applied whe11 

there is no stochastic model to 11egi11 with. IVhat matters is t l ~ e  stcrfisticnl information, which 

may be obtained directlj- from empirical correlograms. not the generating mechanism. In 

fact the bounds of Theorem 4.2 can be used even if the correlograms do not agree with the 

y levels of stochastic noise. 

Proof of Theorem 4.3 

These statements fall in the realm of probability theor>-. aucl i111-ol1.e suhst antially different 

tools from the rest of the material in this thesis. Part 1 folloit-s in fact from well kn0~s.n 



results on asymptotic normality of the correlogram. We are not aware, however, of a proof 

of Parts 2 and 3, since such a test has apparently not been of interest to  statisticians. Since 

these consistency results are instrumental in the application of these methods to system 

identification considered in Section 4.3, we will provide a proof below; this proof is, however, 

quite involved and not essential to the comprehension of the subsequent material. 

Part 1: For the case of a fixed time lag 7 ,  the distribution of the autocorrelation r , ( r )  

has been extensively studied in the statistical literature [6, 21; exact expressions for the 

distribution of r , (r ) / r , (O)  when v ( t )  is Gaussian are obtained in [2], and it follows that 

flfi is asymptotically normal N(O, 1). Since -y f l -+  oa, and T is fixed. 
T V  (0) 

rn 
In parts 2, 3 of the theorem, the number of correlation constraints grows with the sample 

size, and the argument with the normal approximation cannot be used: even though each 

T , ( T )  for fixed r is asymptotically normal, the joint distribution of ( r , ( l ) .  . . . r , ( N  - 1 ) )  is 

defined on a space of increasing dimension, where no global averaging occurs. Our proof 

relies on a Hoeffding inequality for sums of bounded random variables, [40]: 

Theorem 4.4 (Hoeffding) Let 2 0 . .  . . ,-,v-~ be I.I.D. random variables, of mean / i  

and bounded by a < 2, < b, define f = c:': ,-,. Tiicn f o r  c > 0 ,  

We want to  apply this inequality to the sum r , ( r )  = z l ( t ) t ~ ( ( t  + ~ ) m o d ~ V ) .  with 

v ( 0 )  . . . v ( N  - 1) I.I.D. The terms in this sum do not satisfy the independence requirement 

of Theorem 4.4, but their dependence is very slight, so the sum can be reduced to three sums 

of independent variables, as shown in the following sequence of Lemmas1. 

Lemma 4.5 Let { a l . .  . . ,a,) be a permutatton of { I . .  . . .-Y). T / ~ E U  thc s ~ t  of or- 

dered pairs S = ( ( 1 .  a l ) ,  . . . . (-Y, a , ) )  can bc par-fitlo11er1 info f h r f e  rli.!lo/nt s e l s  ,S l .  

S2. S3, of respective cardznalzty K l ,  A 3 ,  such that: 

1. N o  two pairs which fall 7n a single S, h a w  a colnrnon e lc~nent  qf (1, . . . , iY) 
(i.e., if ( I Z , ~ , ) ,  ( n - 2 . ~ ~ )  E S,, 72 # n2, then 12 # u,, arid 777 # a,). 

2. N, 2 ff. i = l , 2 , 3 .  

'The author ackno~vledges Geir Dullerud for pointing out this more elegant proof. 



Proof: We perform the classification by induction. For a given 7 2 ,  assume that the pairs 

(1 ,  a l ) ,  . . . , ( n ,  a,) have been classified in disjoint sets Sin', .S'in', Sin) which satisfy condition 

1. Now consider a new pair ( n  + 1 ,  anti). Since there are at most two pairs in S with an 

element in common with ( n  + 1 ,  an+l), at least one of the three 5':") will have none of these 

pairs and therefore condition 1 is maintained if ( n  + I .  ) is added to it. This implies by 

induction that it is possible to partition S into sets S1. S2 ,  S3 satisfying condition 1. 

Now consider their cardinalities Nl ,  N2,  AT3. Assume that 2 h ;  < N, for some i, j .  Since 

there are 2N2 elements in the pairs of S,,  and S, has more parrs, then at least one $air in 

S j  shares no elements with those of St. Therefore this pair can be moved to '5,. maintaining 

condition 1. Repeating this procedure will lead to a partition S1.  S2 ,  '-5'3 satisfying condition 

1 ,  and in addition 2ni', 2 N, Vi, j .  If ATl is, for example, the niinimum of the AT,, then 

AT = AT1 + N2 + N3 5 Nl + 2AT1 + 2AT1 = 5A; which implies condition 2 is satisfied. 

Lemma 4.6 Let AT 2 3, and v(0). ~ ( 1 ) .  . . . , v(N - 1 )  be independent identically 

distributed random variables. Fir 1 < 7- < N .  Then r , ( r )  can be expressed as 

T , ( Y )  = C1 + C2 + C3,  where each C, i s  the sum of AT, I.I.D. random vai-iables, and 

Nt 2 $'. 

Proof: For the permutation {a l . .  . . . a,) given by the circular shift a ,  = ( 1 - 2  + r)modAT, 

perform the classification into sets 5'1, SP.  S3 of Lemma 4.5. Then for each i choose 

By construction of the sets S,, the terms in the sum S ,  are I.I.D. 

Now we return to the rest of Theorem 4.3. 

Part 2: Assume v(O), . . . , v(AT - 1) are bounded random variables. I r l ( t ) j  < I<. Picli 

1 r < N. From Lemma 4.6, T , ( T )  = X1 + S 2  + 53. where each Y, is the sum of N, 
I.I.D. random variables. with zero mean ancl bounded in [-IC2. K 2 ] .  In1-oking Hoeffding's 

inequality and .W, 2 $. we have 

T ,  ( T I  The same argument can be employed to bound P ( -7 > r). for each value of T. This 
. -. 
Implies 



Now choose 0 < p < E ( v ( ~ ) ~ ) .  The complement of T T / ; \ T , , , ~ ~ - ~  can be written as 

The probability of the first set is bounded by (4.181, setting e = yp .  The probability of 

the second set can be bounded by another use of the Hoeffding inequality, applied to the 

bounded IID random variables ~ ( t ) ~ .  We arrive at 

The second term clearly goes to to zero as N+m,  and the same happens with the first term 
Nr$ N-oo 

since by hypothesis + 0;). 

Part 3: Assume v(O), . . . , v ( N  - 1 )  are Gaussian random variables, v ( t )  n / (0 ,1) .  
Choosing IC(N) = d m ,  define the random variables u ( t ) .  t  = 0, .  . . ;AT - 1 by trunca- 

tion: 

v ( t )  if Iv(t)l 5 I<(N)  
u ( t )  = 

0 otherwise 
3 

The inequality in (4.22) follows from a standard bound to the tail of the nornlal distribution 

(C is a constant). Denoting u = (u(O),  . . . . w(N - I ) ) ,  Z ,  = ( z r ( O ) ,  . . . , Z I ( K  - I ) ) ,  n7e collclude 

that 

Observing that 

P ( v  @ M'N,?,N-I) I 'P ( 2 1  @ T / ~ , ; Y . - , , N - ~ )  + ' P ( u  # t ~ )  , (4.23) 

it remains to show that P ( u  6 T/T/h.,,,n.-l) also vanishes as ~ \ ~ + i x j .  Since the variables u ( t )  

are bounded by I<(n').  (4.20) gives 

The second term clearly has limit 0 as :Y-+x .  The first tern1 also goes to 0. since by 
N-r2p2 - p2 

log(N) - -- , log(j; ')goes to infinity. 



4.2.2 Frequency Domain Descriptions 

As the name implies, a white signal has flat distribution of energy across frequency, 

which in the finite horizon case would correspond to a flat periodogram, the DFT of a 

delta-function correlogram. The "raw" periodogram is typically very erratic, however, as 

demonstrated in Figure 4.2. This fact has been recognized for a long time (see, e.g. [6, 

131) in the statistical spectral analysis literature; correspondingly, the standard methods 

for power spectrum estimation are based on smoothing the periodogram, by some form of 

local averaging that reduces the fluctuations. This smoothing is most commonly done by 

convolution of the periodogram with a window function; an abundant literature (see [42]) 

has studied shapes and properties of these windows. 

Figure 4.2: Periodogram of a pseudorandom sequence 

In our context, we are interested in defining a set of typical periodograms, which is a 

hypothesis testing problem. Of course, the image of WN,?,T under the DFT is such a set, 

but it does not have a simple description in terms of the frequency domain coordinates. We 

will therefore use a different characterization for the frecluency domain which relies entirely 

on periodogram properties. One alternative is to specify that a "windowed" version of the 

periodogram be flat (this was pursued in [%I) but it is preferable to have a test which does 

not depend on a choice of window. 

A very convenient alternative is provided by the Bartlett cumulative periodogram test (see 

[6, 42]), which consists of accumulating the periodogram and conlparing the result to  a linear 

function. Figure 4.3 contains the result of the accumulation process on the periodogram of 

Figure 4.2. As we see, the fluctuations have been smoothed by this integration and the 

result approximates a linear function in a u n i ' r m  sense; this is the essence of definition 

which follows. 



Figure 4.3: Cumulative periodogram and bounds for Mfn~,l, 

Definition 6 The set of white signals of length N in th.e frequency domain sense, 

with accuracy 17 is defined b y  

We will now analyze the frequency domain definition and exhibit properties which parallel 

those in the time domain. The worst-case induced norm of a system H under signals in the 

set kN,, will be denoted IIHliiN,,. 

Theorem 4.7 Consider a stable LTI system H, with s H ( ~ )  E BT7[0. 2 ~ 1 .  Then 

Proof: Fix v t l;VN,,, lIvl12 = 1. 

Define r(k) by r(0) = 0 ,  T(m)  := & CT=il sS1,(k) ,  1 5 711 5 N. Note that T(Ar)  = 1. 

Let y = Ho, and for simplicity denote s H ( k )  in place of s , ( T ) .  Ron1 (4.7) lie llax-e 

Similar calculations show that 



From (4.28), (4.29) we obtain (note that a E w ~ , ~  implies lI '(k) - $ 1  5 7 ) 

Also, by bounding the difference between the integral I1Hll: = ~ ~ r ~ H ( ~ ) $  and a step 

function approximation, it follows that 

which together with (4.30) leads to (4.27). rn 

In reference to the properties of the set WN,? in the case of stochastic noise, these have 

been studied in the statistical literature. We state the following result: 

Theorem 4.8 Let v(O), . . . , v ( N  - l), . . . be I. I. D., zero mean, Gaussian random 
N-iw 

variables. If 7, fi ---+ oo, then 

Remarks on the Proof: 
The fact that a uniform bound is being applied to the cumulative periodogram means 

that we are imposing a number of constraints of the order of the sample size, as in Theorem 

4.3 parts 2, 3; this again precludes simple arguments based on averaging. 

The key observation, which led Bartlett [6] to propose this test, is to notice that the 

stochastic properties of the cumulative periodogram are similar to those used for tests on 

empirical distribution functions. The maximum deviation between an empirical distribution 

and the true distribution function forms the basis of the Iiolmogorov-Smirnov test (see 

[12]), which has well known asymptotic properties. The connection with the cumulative 

periodogram can be seen as follows: in the case of Gaussian white noise. the periodogram 

values are independent and exponentially distributed (see [13]), which implies ([12]. Prop. 
I m - 1 13.15) that the normalized cumulative periodogram values 9 = Nl,i,l12 su(i-) have 

the same joint distribution as an ordered sample of uniform ( 0 , l )  varial~les. From these 

arguments it follows that 



1 N-m 
converges in law to  a fixed distribution. Since - 

1 7 N f i  
---+ 0, then 

which proves the theorem. 

1 
- sup 
V N  l l m < N  

An additional remark is that although this proof is valid for Gaussian noise, there is 

indication in [6] that the asymptotic properties are insensitive to  the noise distribution. 

These asymptotic properties show that the frequency domain definition is adequate from 
N-K N-ro 

the point of view of the objectives stated in Section 4.1: provided 7 ,  ---+ 0. ~~,fl - cc 
the worst case disturbance rejection measure approaches the 3-12-norm of the system, while 

the class of signals contains asymptotically all typical instances of stochastic white noise. 

Thus the families of time and frequency domain sets have asymptotically the same properties, 

although they are different for any fixed N. 

1 
m-1 
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Application 

p 
--+ 0, 

to Worst-Case System Identification 

In the ~ rev ious  section we have ~rovided set descriptions of finite horizon white signals 

aimed at worst-case analysis, and have shown that this procedure is sound and gives re- 

sults which are consistent with the alternative stochastic setting. A first application of this 

approach is to  worst-case system identification. 

The classical literature on system identification (see [43] and references therein) char- 

acterizes model errors as due to stochastic noise; system iclentificatio~i in this setting is a 

special case of an estimation problem in statistical inference. Fronl this perspective, the 

main requirement for an identification scheme is that if tile true s~.stem is in the lnodel class. 

the estimates are cons7st~r1f .  i.e. they converge to the true 1-alues in a stochastic sense, as 

the length of the experiment goes to infinity. 

In contrast, robust control theor>. has relied on errol llloclels I~asecl on sets. e.g. a 11all of 

systems in some norm. Tlle clesire to make iclentificatioli ant1 ~.obust control nlore cornpat- 

ible has stimulated a research direction (see e.g. [39. $ 5 .  10. 641) ~rhich treats the system 

identification problem from a worst-case point of view. ancl veks  ..hard" I~ouncls 011 the iden- 

tification error. In this formulation noise plays the role of' all acl\.ersary: if. as is stallclard in 

robust control, it is allowed to varj over a large class (e .g .  a I~all in I ,) .  then consistency of 

the estimates can no longer be ensured. 

We now discuss these issues in the simple situation of a SISO model structure 



where the impulse response h = (h(O),  . . . , h(T  - 1)) is finite, and d is noise. Given data for 

y, u of length N, the problem is to estimate the system lz. The equations in (4.33) can also 

be written in matrix form as 

y = U k + d ,  (4.34) 

where y ,  h, d are column vectors and U denotes the N x T Toeplitz matrix with first column 

u. The 2-norm will be used for signals here; the input is normalized to  Ilzlll: = N .  TO 

simplify the analysis, assume that the experiment was started at time -(T - 1). with values 

of u which are N-periodic. 

In the classical theory, d is assumed to be stochastic white noise: IID random variables, 

with zero mean, variance a2. In this linear regression problem the minimum variance estimate 

for h is given by the least squares solution 

where invertibility of U*U (persistence of excitation) is assumed. The estimator (4.35) is 

unbiased, and its covariance matrix a2(U*U)-I will converge to zero as Aj-+ca, under sta- 

tionarity assumptions in u. This implies that in the stochastic sense. the estimator will be 

consistent. 

For worst-case identification, we first follomr the usual approach which is to  restrict d 

only in norm; suppose 1 1  dl\: < e2N (noise to  signal ratio p ) .  Since there is a linear relation 

(4.34) between 1z and d, the set of h values compatible with the data and the constraint 

lld112, 5 e 2 N  will be an ellipsoid. It follows that if one wishes to minimize the maximum 

error in the 2-norm in h ,  the optimal choice is the center of the ellipsoid, which once again 

corresponds to  the least squares solution (4.35). Assumirlg now for simplicity that zl is purely 

white (i.e. U*U = N I ,  this is also the optimal choice) the worst-case estimation error 

has a value of Q, corresponding, for example. to cl = Q U .  

We therefore find that although both points of view lead in this case to the same optimal 

estimate, they attach to it a different interpretation. In particular, consistenc~. is lost in the 

worst-case setting: the estimation error cannot be made smaller than Q, no matter how long 

the data record is. The same was found in [39, 8.51 for other system norms. The reason for 

this pessimistic interpretation is that the noise, which plays an adversarial role. is allowed 

to vary in a class where it can '.conspire" to have a high correlation with the input. This 

suggests that the desirable consistency interpretation can be recos~erecl if the disturbance is 

constrained in the style of this paper to have lo~v cross correlation with 11. 



One way of doing this was studied recently by Venkatesh and Dahleh (861: the input is 

chosen to  be periodic of period T (this allows for persistence of excitation of order T ) ,  and 

the set WN,r,N-l is used2 to  restrict the disturbance cl. The main observation from [86] is 

that  in this case (assuming N is a multiple of T) 

where T$(T) is the correlogram of d (length N) and ~ F ( T )  is the correlogram for er of length 

T, repeated periodically. For a purely white u, we would have 

Imposing that d E W N , ~ , N - ~ ,  (4.36), (4.37) and (4.38) give 

We now consider another way to constrain the identification problem, which is to  directly 

impose low correlation between u  and d.  For example, we can impose that ( ~ u ,  cl) is a 

white signal in the set Wi,r,T, which is the multivariable version of CT/:\T,~,~. This set is 

defined analogously to (4.63) (see Section 4.4), and in particular imposes the cross correlation 

constraints 

Since the elements of U * d  are (XTu,  d ) ,  T = 0 , .  . . T - 1, these bounds can be applied to 

(4.36) giving 

In both cases ((4.39) and (4.41)) if 3iv-+0 as n'+m, we obtain the consistency property - N+oo 
h,  - h.  

1 By choosing an appropriate decay rate for 7 (e.g. 1, = F. n < $), the chosen d i~ t~wbance  

set has high probability from the stochastic viewpoint. Theorem 4.3 applies to the case rl E 
T / I f N , T , N - l ;  a similar argument can be used for the multivariable case, or applied only to the 

constraints (4.40). Therefore, our class of disturbances is still rich enough to accommodate 

'In [86] a variation of this set is used; it leads nevertheless to similar houllds as those given here 



classical identification. In addition, the errors in (4.39) and (4.41) will decay to zero in 

polynomial time, in contrast to the complexity results of [16, 641. 

As those in [85, 16, 641, these results for FIR identification are mainly of conceptual value, 

and contribute to  understand the properties of the identification problem from a worst-case 

perspective. In this simple case we have proposed no new identification algorithm, and have 

only discussed different interpretations of the least squares solution. We extract, however, 

important practical guidelines as to how a more general identification problem should be 

posed when worst-case guarantees are sought, as in cases of identification involving noise 

and set descriptions of unmodeled dynamics. To avoid conservatism the disturbance must 

be constrained explicitly, and correlation constraints are an adequate tool for this. These 

more general problems are a topic of future research. 

4.4 The Infinite Horizon Case 

The role of infinite horizon signals in mathematical modeling is that of an abstraction to 

describe the behavior of signals and systems over a long, but unspecified horizon; the chosen 

mathematical framework must extend naturally the finite horizon properties and lead to 

tractable analysis. 

Two frameworks arise naturally for the study of deterministic spectral analysis: bounded 

power signals and bounded energy ( 1 2 )  signals. 

4.4.1 Bounded Power Signals 

There is a long historical tradition in a non-stochastic theory of white noise, going as far 

back as Wiener (see [@I), who considered ergodicity properties to build a spectral theory of 

stationary signals, motivated by problems of commu~licatio~l theory where noise is combined 

with deterministic signals. These ergodicity properties can I>e motivated in the theory of 

stochastic processes 1121, as well as in the contest of deterministic chaos [Z]. 

For disturbance rejection problems, this approach was followed in Zhou et al. [XI], who 

considered the class of bounded power signals (see also [9S]).  defined for discrete time by 

The function r , ( ~ )  is the autocorrelation of the signal. and the power norm l l t i l l p  = 

( r , ( ~ ) ) f  plays the role of a seminorm (with some restrictions. see Ireloiv). The positive 
definite nature of the function r , (r )  implies from Bochner's theorem (see [12]) that there 

exists a spectral distribution function S,(w),Al L! [O, 22;;] such that r , ( r )  is recovered from 



the Stieltjes integral (see Appendix A) 

4 7 )  = - eJWTclSu ( w ) .  (4.43) 

Equivalently, there exists a positive spectral measure which is the Fourier transform of r , ( r ) :  

this allows for periodic effects, which correspond to  atoms of this measure, or discontinuities 

in S,. It also includes the case of an absolutely continuous spectrum, with the corresponding 

spectral density su(w)  = $ ~ , ( w ) .  

The set of white signals in the class BP is defined by 

where S(T) is the Dirac function (1 at T = 0 ,  0 elsewhere). The signals in MfO are exactly 

white, and furthermore Wo is "typical" in the stochastic context: 

Proposition 4.9 Let v = (v(O),  . . . , ~ ( t ) ,  . . .) be a sequence of I.I.D. random vnri- 

ables, with zero mean and finite variance. Then 'P ( v  E Wo) = 1. 

Proof: For a fixed T # 0 ,  referring to [12] (proposition 6.31), we find that the random 

process z ( t )  = v ( t ) v ( t  + 7 )  is ergodic, so with probability 1, 

1 
lim 1 z)(t + i ) u ( t )  = E [ v ( t  + ~ ) v ( t ) ]  = 0. 

N-+w 2fi + 1 
t=-lli 

Therefore Wo has probability 1 (countable intersection of probability 1 sets). 

We now analyze the worst-case response of a system to signals in I/&. For an LTI single 

input/output system H, we write the following input-output relationships: 

's 

( i )  r y ( ~ )  = rH( t )r , ( t  - T ) ,  (4.46) 
t = - ~ l  

( i i )  ds' ,(d) = J ~ ( e j " )  J2d,5',(w). (4.47) 

If these are satisfied, then the gain of H ill power is )lHIIi for every signal in TV,,. Also. 

the gain in power under unrestricted inputs is the E,  norm of H. This 11~oulc1 make the 

bounded power class an appealing setting from the point of view of the objectives set forth 

a t  the beginning of the chapter; a similar approach was used in [99, 981. 

The definition of the class BP. ho\vever. raises a number of theoretical difficulties: 



In the first place, the relationships (4.46-4.47), which are easily proved for FIR systems, 

raise a number of mathematical problems for general LTI systems, since they involve 

changes of order in limiting processes. A partial result stated in [99] is that if 1: E BP, 
v E I,, and H is exponentially stable, Hz) is in BP and (4.46-4.47) hold. 

These mathematical difficulties are even more dominant if one wishes to use this class 

together with LTV operators, as motivated in Chapter 2. 

The continuous time generalization has greater problems, as noted in [99], since ideally 

white signals with flat spectrum would escape the bounded power class. 

Most importantly, there is little mathematical structure to the class BP. In particular, 

it is not a vector space (not being closed under addition, see [48]). which greatly restricts 

the applicability of functional analytic tools. Consequently, it is not a seminormed 

space, and there is no inner product to go along with the quadratic structure of the 

definitions. 

Although there may be ways around these mathematical difficulties, we argue that for the 

study of disturbance rejection problems, the theory is best developed in the space l 2  of 

bounded energy signals, which has the structure of Hilhert space. At first it may seem 

unnatural t o  consider white noise signals which decay to zero as time goes to infinity, rather 

than being stationary. We remark, however. the following: 

a The asymptotic behavior should never be the determining factor in any sensible engi- 

neering model. From a practical point of ~ i e w ,  the response of a system is aclecluately 

described by a long enough truncation in time. The problem with the BP class is 

precisely this: only the asymptotic behavior matters. and any finite horizon signal can. 

for example, be the truncation of a white noise signal. 

All the mathematical difficulties with the class B'P arise hecause of this asymptotic 

behavior. It seems that the infinite horizoil abstraction sllould help. rather than hinder. 

the treatment of phenomena over long time interval\. 

e Actually, the same considerations apply to standard R, theory. \\711ile the 3-1, norm 

is most naturally motivated [99. 981 by the gain in power for bounclecl ponrer inputs. 

since this class includes sinusoids, most technical results on 3-1, are obtainecl by using 

l2  as a signal space, which does not contain these signals. hut captures the same system 

properties since it contains signals of arbitrarily narrow l~andwicltl~. 



4.4.2 l2 Setting 

For the reasons explained above, we now discuss set characterization of white noise in 

l2 space, For 12 scalar sequences, the autocorrelation is defined by r , ( ~ )  = (21, Art ) ) .  Tbe 

corresponding spectral measure as in (4.43) is absolutely continuous; the spectral density is 

defined by s,(w) = $s,(u) = lv(eJ")12, where v(eJW) is the Fourier transform of v(t) .  In the 

case of l2 signals conditions (4.46-4.47) are satisfied, for example, for h ( t )  E lI. 

The set of white, scalar 12 signals can be defined as 

We will find it useful to  introduce classes of approximately white signals irl 12; the following 

definitions are inspired on the finite horizon case. For the time domain version, 

Wr,T := {V E 12: lr,(r)1 5 yr,(O) T = 1 , . . . ,  T ) .  

In the frequency domain, Definition 6 extends by considering the difference 

between the cumulative spectrum and a linear function. Define 

= {v E 12: sup lF,(z)l < 7). 
s € [ 0 , 2 ~ ]  

which imposes a uniform bound on this difference. The ~vidth 7 of this band could also be 

normalized by a factor llv /I:, as in Definition 6; we have not done this in (4.51 ) to streamline 

some of the proofs in Chapter 6, but this change is not essential. 

As in Section 4.2, the worst-case gain of a system H under signals in is denoted by 

and analogously for IIHIIM~ We now provide bounds for these quantities. in the case of an 

LTI system H. As a consequence of (4.46), we find that 

For the frequency domain bound we assume as in Section 4.2.3 that sH(ii.() is of bounded 

variation. 



Lemma 4.10 Let Y (w) E BV[O, 2n]. If v E TITn, then 

Proof: Defining F,(s) as in (4.50) (F,(O) = F,(27:) = O ) ,  an integration by parts (see (A.5)) 

yields 

Since v E W,, then 1 1  F,(w) 1 1 ,  = supw ~F,(W) I < 17, SO ( A . 3 )  implies that the right hand side 

of (4.55) can be bounded by 17 TI / (Y) .  

Picking Y(w) = I H(ejW) l 2  we conclude that 

As a consequence of these bounds, the system 'F12 norm can be motivated as the gain 

under signals in Wo, or equivalently by the limit norms 

4.4.3 Multivariable Extension 

This section explains how the previous methodology can he extended to deal with vector 

valued white signals. We only consider infinite horizon l2 signals, which clemonstrates all 

the necessary extensions; the same ideas could be applied in a finite horizon setting. For 
v ( t )  6 Z2(Rm), treated as a column vector, the matris autocorrelation is given by 

A spectral (matr is)  distribution function 5 ' , ( ~ : )  is defined as before. verifying a matris \version 

of (4.33). In this l 2  case, 

The 2-norm of the signal verifies 



If H is an LTI system with inputs z1 E 17 and outputs y E I;, then under mild assunlpt,ions 

Vector valued white signals correspond, ideally, to a spectrum s,(w) = I ,  or an autocor- 

relation R,(T) = S(T)I,  where I is the identity matrix. This means that the components of 

the vector are individually white signals, and are mutually uncorrelated. 

For l2  signals, however, the spectrum (4.59) is always a rank 1 rnatris, so there is no 

multivariable extension, inside 12 ,  of the set I/V0 given in (4.48i3. 

This difficulty disappears if one considers approximately white signals, extending the 

definitions (4.49) and (4.51). To measure distances between matrices we will use the matrix 

norm llAlloo = maxi,] IAi,]l; this choice is convenient, but not essential. 

For the time domain case, define analogously to (4.49) the set 

To interpret the normalizing factor $ in (4 .63) ,  note that if R u ( 0 )  = $1; then l I z l / l i  = I from 

(4.60).  For the corresponding definition of I/H/lar;T, we scale the input norm by this factor. 

This normalization is equivalent to assigning norm 1 to the ideal unit spectrum s , (w)  = I ,  
and is convenient to match the standard definitions for the X2 norm. With this definition, 

a bound similar to  (4.53) can be obtained from (4 .61) ,  leading to 

lim Y-0 1IHllwTT = llHIl2. (4.65) 
T-+w 

For the frequency domain case, consider 

and define the set 

t 1 ~ i 2 ( ~ " ) :  sup F v i a ) l l K  < 7 1  

s € [ 0 , 2 ~ ]  

with the corresponding system norm 

1 
H / / L i c  := sup{Hfl1 : t* € l ! ~ .  - / 1 ( 1 1 / ;  5 I}. 

777 
( 4 . 6 s )  

The following is an extension of Lemma 4.10 

3Tllis set can be defined in the class BP, but this advantage is not very significant 



Lemma 4.11 Let Y(w) be a matrix function with componen,ts in BT,'[O, 2 ~ 1 .  

If v E W?, then 

(4.69) 

Using Y(w) = H(ejW)*H(ej") ,  Lemma 4.1 1 leads for an LTI H to 

/lHll@y z llHll2. (4.70) 

Remark: 
If one is interested in analyzing white noise rejection for LTV systems, the X2 norm as 

in (2.23) is no longer meaningful, but it is natural give a definition based on this approach. 

In fact, (4.68) can be applied to any H E .G(12), and (4.70) can be taken as a definition of 

IIH1I2. This system measure (a seminorm) captures the response to signals of flat spectrum, 

the interesting object from the point of view of applications, and extends the LTI definition. 

Alternatively, (4.64) and (4.65) could be used. 

Conclusion 

We have presented a non-standard approach for the characterization of white signals in 

discrete time. This methodology is motivated by the desire to combine white noise with the 

methods of robust control theory. So far we have shown that the approach is sensible and 

provides answers which agree with the more established methods. 

The main pending question at this pnint is the tractability of the resulting worst-case 

analysis problems. This issue will only be settled in the subsequent chapters. but its con- 

sideration has in fact affected the choice of these definitions among many others which were 

explored. In particular, we have opted for signal sets based on Integral Quadratic Constraints 

(IQCs), which are the topic of the next chapter. Although the 12 definitions could have been 

introduced without relation to the finite horizon theory, we vvill find that the choices which 

yield the most powerful analysis, are precisely those like 1/TrT which are well grounded in the 

finite horizon statistical theory. 

A natural question is to what extent these methods can he applied to continuous time 

white noise, which is known to be a complicated mathematical object. For disturbance 
rejection problems, the approach of frequency domain-based sets over 12 can he extended 

to continuous time L2 signals, by constraining the cun~ulative spectrum to accuracy 7 only 

over a finite band B. By taking limits in the induced system norm with 11+0 and B-tm, 
the response to continuous time white noise is adequately described. This approach will he 

developed in detail in the future. 





Chapter 5 

Integral Quadratic Constraints 

In the decades of the 1960s and 1970s a large body of results was developed to analyze 

the stability of feedback configurations based on input-output descriptions of components, 

often referred to  as "absolute stability theory". In this category fall the small-gain theorem, 

the passivity theorem, and numerous extensions based on multipliers (see 120, 891 and refer- 

ences therein), all of which characterize the possibly nonlinear components in terms of some 

constraint between the external signals. 

In particular, the most powerful results arise when these signal constraints are quadratic 

in nature, as in the case of the passivity theorem. These Integral Quadratic Constraints 

(IQCs) can be written in the general form 

in the case of discrete time. where z is a vector signal in l 2  and II is an LTI. self adjoint 

operator in C(12), with transfer function Il(e") = II(t1-)". 

In the case of LTI nominal systems subject to nonlinearities or uncertai~lties which can be 

described by IQC's. powerful frequency domain and state-space tools are available to analyze 

stability. The central role of IQC's was promoted in the Russian school 13~- Yaliubovich [93,93], 

who also proposed the use of the so-called S-procedure (see Sect ion 5.1.1) to analyze systems 

subject to several nonlineari t ies or uncertainties. Fron-1 this approach a complete frame- 

work for robustness anal!-si5 ha.; cle~.eloped. whicll to some clegree parallels the -'westernn 

development of rohust control theory sunimarizecl in C'haptel 2.  encompassing parametric. 

time-varying and nonlinear perturbations. For a recent sun  c\ 5ee [.??I. 
In particular, IQC-based methods are a t t r ac t i~e  13ecause the:- result computationall~7 in 

convex optimization problems. Generally speaking. it call 11e iaid that any rohustness anal- 

ysis problem which admits a conves characterization. corresponds to uncel.taint~. described 

by IQCs. One recent example supporting the prel~ious rtatement is given 11~- the results 



of Megretski [50, 491 which use IQC techniques to exactly characterize the constant scales 

condition (2.42) for robustness analysis under structured perturbations. 

In this chapter we will give an overview of these results, and estencl IQC techniques in a 

number of directions, including the characterization of slowly varying perturbations, and the 

use of IQCs in set descriptions of white noise. These characterizations, and some properties 

which are obtained at the end of the chapter, will provide a natural framework for the robust 

X2  performance problem which is the subject of Chapter 6. 

5.1 IQCs and LTV Operators 

In this section we establish a correspondence between IQCs and linear time-varying oper- 

ators, which implies an equivalence between two ways of thinking about system uncertainty: 

one is to  write an LFT in terms of an LTV perturbation as in Section 2.1.3, the other is to 

write an IQC involving the corresponding signals. Once again we remark, as in Section 2.1.2, 

that the restriction to linear operators may be relaxed: contractive nonlinear operators can 

also be described by an IQC. 

We will show that scalar IQCs on l2 such as ( 5 . 1 )  are in direct correspondence with 

non-causal, contractive operators on L(12). This makes IQCs a natural tool for extended 

robustness analysis questions where the perturbations are allowed to be non-causal. The 

material in Appendix B shows, however, that for the standard cases considered the causality 

issue can be dealt with separately. For this reason we will ignore cluestions of causality in 

this chapter. 

5.1.1 IQCs for Arbitrary Operators 

The simplest case of IQC is obtained by choosing 

which makes (5.1) equivalent to the norm inequality Ilq//t > Ilpll;. ll'e  no^^ represent this 

constraint in terms of a normalizecl operator perturbation: 

Lemma 5.1 Let  p E 17, q E I , " .  T h e  .follonlzng are equi~'nle17t: 



Proof: (ii) + ( i)  is immediate, for ( i )  =+ ( i i )  choose 

Lemma 5.1 provides a translation between two types of specifications on a pair of system 

variables p, q: one is to impose that they are related by a contractive non-causal LTV 

operator, the other one is to  specify that they satisfy the IQC (5.3). 

This is a first example of the duality between the language of robust control as was 

presented in Chapter 2, and the IQC formulation. Although (5.1) appears to  be more 

general, we will show in Chapter 7 that a complete duality can be obtained with a moderate 

extension of the standard robust control framework. 

S-Procedure and Robustness Analysis 

The IQC formulation can be used to address the cluestion of robustness analysis under 

structured, time-varying uncertainty; the method which we now describe is due to  Megretski 

and Treil [50]. Consider the robust stability analysis problem of Figure 5.1, which is a special 

case of Figure 2.9 for the case where the uncertainty is comprised of full blocks. The last 

block could also be used to describe X, performance as in Figure 2.10. 

Figure 5.1: Robust stability analysis under structured uncertainty 

We partition the signal p as p = col(pl.. . . , p,) in accordance with the blocks A l . .  . . . A,. 
and similarly for q = Mp. Consider the follo-cving set of ciuadratic forms: 



If the a; are all non-negative at a certa,in p # 0, then from Lemma 5.1 there exist 

A; E L(12), ljAill 5 1, i = 1 , .  . . , n ,  satisfying A;q; = p;. Setting A = diag[Al , . .  . , A,,] 
gives (I - AMIp = 0 , so I - AM is not invertible. If, as convened, we ignore the issue of 

causality of A, this would violate robust stability. 

The previous reasoning indicates that robustness analysis reduces to studying a simulta,- 

neous sign condition on a finite number of quadratic forms a l ,  . . . , a,,. The main method of 

analysis is to  convert this condition to  a single quadratic inequality by means of multipliers. 

This is known as the "S-procedure9' [94], and in this particular case Megretski and Treil 

[50] have shown that the S-procedure is "lossless". Specifically, they show that given shift 

invariant quadratic forms al , . . . , a, on 1 2 ,  the following are equivalent: 

1. There does not exist p E l2  such that a, > 0 i = 1 , .  . . , n. 

2. There exist x; 2 0, i = 1, . . . , n, not all zero such that x la l  + . . . + a,,a, I: 0. 

In the case of (5.61, simple manipulations reduce the second condition to 

where X = diag[xlI,. . . , x,I] 2 0 is a scaling matrix of the form X considered in (2.35), 

corresponding to  the uncertainty structure of Figure 5.1. 

Now (5.7) is equivalent to condition hil(eJ")*,yM(eJu) - X 5 0 across frequency, which 

(almost) corresponds to the LMI version of condition (2.42). Thus the previous argument 

has provided a sketch of the proof of the necessity of (2.42) for robust stability in the class 
ALTV Some refinements are required to obtain strict inequalities in the LMIs, and to take 

care of the causality issue; these will follow as a special case of the more general results of 

Chapter 6 and Appendix B. 

Extension to 61 Perturbations 

The first extension to the previous method for robustness analysis, is to provide an IQC 

characterization of S I  where S is an arbitrary operator in L(1:). It is now shown. following 

an idea of Doyle. that these operators are characterized by matrix-valz~ed IQCs. 

Lemma 5.2 Let p, q E 1:. T / ~ E  follotuing art equivalent. 

(iii) 36 E L(12). lj6jj < 1 : 6Iq = p. 



Proof: (i) (ii)  is immediate. Note that (i)  is a matrix inequality. 

(iii) =+ (ii) follows from the linearity of 6. Let us show (ii) + (iii) .  

If GI ,  . . .@, , is an orthonormal basis of the subspace of l 2  spanned by the coordinates 

ql, . . . qd of q, we write 4 = Rq, where R is an invertible matrix, 4 = col ( t l , .  . . @,, 0, .  . .O) . 
Let @ = Rp, then ( i i )  implies p = col(pl, . . . lj,, 0, .  . . O) ,  and 

Now define 

Then 6 : q^; ++ @;, i = 1 . . . r, so 61 4 = @ which implies 61 q = p. 

Also, by (5.11) and the Bessel inequality, 116ull 5 1 1  C ~ = l ( i j ; , ~ > @ i I I  5 l\uII, SO 11611 5 1. 

The above characterization can be used to show the necessity of the constant scales 

condition (2.42) for the case where A contains 61 blocks. To do this, the quadratic form a; 

in (5.6) must be replaced by the matrix valued quadratic function 

The corresponding S-procedure argument is given in Chapter 8. 

5.1.2 IQCs for Slowly Varying Operators 

The previous characterization for LTV operators in terms of IQCs is closely related to 

the availability of convex robustness analysis conditions such as (2.42). 

If we look for a similar characterization of LTI uncertainty, and once again ignore the 

issue of causality, we find that for y. p in 12, 

3 A E L(12). LTI. 1/A/1 5 1 : A q  = p l y ( e ~ ~ ) / ~  > l p ( e ~ ~ ) 1 ~  a.e.. E [ O , ~ T ] .  (5.14) 

Unfortunately, this quadratic constraint is not an IQC, since there is no integration over fre- 

quency. The strong properties of IQCls to be presented in Section 5.3, depend fundamentally 

on this integration. 
I 

One can think of approximating the ideal constraint (5.14) by an IQC', by integrating 

Iq(eJ")I2 - Ip(e~")1~ over a small frequency interval. It turns out that such constraint char- 

acterizes the class BV of slo\vly varying perturbations. in the sense introduced in (2.19). 



To show this, we begin by considering signals which are supported in a frequency interval, 

and satisfy a norm inequality. The following lemma is closely related to Lemma 3.1 for 

sinusoidal signals. 

Lemma 5.3 Let p, q be signals in 12(Z) with Fourier transforms supported i n  a 

common interval [s ,  s + h ] ,  and 1 1 q / / 2  2 I I P 1 1 2 .  Setting u = 2 sin($). there exists 

A E B", //All < 1,  such that A q  = p. 

Proof: Without loss of generality, llqll = 1, We use the same operator 4 from Lemma 5.1, 

A : u c-, (q ,  u )  p, which satisfies A q  = p and 1 1  All 5 1. We now calculate 1 1  A A  - A x i l .  

1 s f h  

I l (AA - AA)ull: = 1 1  ( 4 , u ) A p  - (q ,Au)  ~ 1 1 :  = I;; 1 1 ( g ,  u )  2" - (q ,  XZL) 121p(ejw)12dw. 
s  

(5.15) 

The first factor inside the integral can be bounded by 

It is easily verified that for w ,  w E [ s ,  s + h ] ,  leJw - eJGl _< 2 sin $ = u . Substitution back into 

(5.16), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality give 

Now (5.17), (5.15) and Ilpl) < 1 lead to 

We consider now the general case of signals which are not necessarily narrow-l~ncl, but- 

satisfy an energy inequality at every band of a certain width h .  

Lemma 5.4 Let h be fired, u = 2sin($). If the signals 11, y 6 1 2 ( Z ) ,  ;oticfg 

for every s E [ 0 , 2 ~ ] ,  then there exists A E Bu, j j  Ajj < 1, such that A q  = p. 

Proof: The idea, illustrated in Figure 5.2, is to decompose p and q in terms of a filter 

bank of enough resolution, apply Lemma 5.3 to each pair of components, and assemble 

together the resulting operators. 



Figure 5.2: Illustration to  the proof of Lemma 5.4 

To make this precise, first choose an integer N > y,  and define F 1 , .  . . , FN to be ideal 
2 ~ ( ~ - 1 )  2 ~ i  bandpass filters, i.e. ~ ~ ( e j " )  is the indicator function of the interval [T, Assu~ning 

for simplicity that the q and p are of the same vector dimension, define 

By definition, F is LT! azd F*F = I. This irrlplies / /E'/ /  = //F" / /  = i. 

Each pair of signals q,, p, have Fourier supports in a common interval of length h ,  and by 

hypothesis J J q Z J I  2 ] I p z  1 1 .  Applying Lemma 5.3 we can find a contractive operator A, E BV, 
with A2q2 = p,. Define A = diag[Al,.  . . , A N ] ,  and A = F-AF. 

Then ( \A / (  < I ,  and since F is LTI, 

As a consequence of Lemma 5.4. we have characterized slowly varying perturbations in 

terms of a family of IQCk parametrized by a frequency 1-ariable s E [O, 27~1. 'I'his suggests 

an extension to the approach of Section 5.1.1 for the analysis of robust stability in the 

configuration of Figure 5.1. when the uncertainty is assun~ecl to he in BV. 
Given p E 1 2 ,  we associate with it. for each 2 .  the function 9, ( p )  of frequency 



Instead of the scalar valued IQCs of (5.6), we now have "function-valued IQCs" given by 

the maps 9; : l2"CR[O, 27r] which assign to  every p E 12 a continuous real f ~ ~ n c t i o n  (5.22) of 

the frequency variable s. 

In an analogous way to Section 5.1.1, the robustness analysis problem will reduce to 

finding a signal p # 0 which satisfies 

If such a signal is found, then a structured perturba,tion A E BdLc can be constructed from 

Lemma 5.4, with (I - A M ) p  = 0. 

From here on an "S-proceduren-type argument may be performed on the inequalities 

(5.23), and leads to  an alternative proof of the result of Poolla and Tikku [64] regarding the 

necessity of the frequency-dependent scales condition (2.43) for robust stability over the class 

B". This proof is postponed until Chapter 6 where the extension to Robust 3-12 performance 

is also considered. 

Remark: For perturbations of the form 61, and 6 E B", a natural combination of the 

ideas in Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4 gives a characterization of the form 

5.2 IQCs and Set Descriptions of White Signals 

In Section 5.1 IQCs were employed to  describe a relationship between two signals; they 

can also be used to  specify properties of individual signals. An important example of this 

second use is for the characterization of white noise. 

The descriptions of white signals presented in Chapter 4 were based on the autocorrelation 

and the spectrum, which depend quadratically on the signal. This makes it possible to define 

the sets so that they correspond to IQCs, as is now discussed. 

5.2.1 Autocorrelation Constraints 

We first consider the definition of the set T;f/7,T in terms of a finite number of autocorre- 

lation constraints. It was already pointed out by Megretski in 1511 that IQC's could be used 

to  constrain the signal autocorrelation. In fact, the set T 4 , . T  over 12 is clefinecl in (4.49) for 

scalar signals, by the inequalities 



These can be rewritten, for real signals, in terms of the scalar IQCs 

This observation allows for the constraints to be combined with IQCs characterizing uncer- 

tainty, such as the ai introduced in (5.6) for the configuration of Figure 5.1. We can then 

pose a robust performance analysis problem where the disturbance signal is constrained to  

be in the set WylT, as the problem of finding p # 0 verifying simultaneously 

To interpret (5.27) assume that the disturbance signal is p,, and the IQC a, is a performance 

specification (equivalently, A, is included as the block Ap in Figure 2.10). The constraints 

(5.27) test whether the performance can be violated using contractive A, and a disturbance 

signal p, E W-,,T 
Once again, an S-procedure argument can be applied to the IQCjs (:5.27), leading to 

conditions with multipliers. We will not develop this approach here, since the problem of 

robust performance analysis under a finite number of additional IQCs in the disturbances 

will be reconsidered in Chapter 8 from a different (although equivalent) point of view. The 

application to  robustness analysis over I/t'ytT will be included at that point as an example. 

5.2.2 Frequency Domain Constraints 

From the point of view of robust performance problems under white noise disturbances, 

we will find in Chapter 6 that more powerful results call be obtained from the frecluency 

domain sets w ~ ,  which do not correspond to a finite number of scalar IQCs. 

The definition (4.51) of can, however, be represented by a constraint on a quadratic 
function which takes values on a function space, similarly to the situation of Section 5.1.2. 

For the case of scalar signals, consider the function p : 1 2 4 ? R [ 0 .  2 ~ 1 .  \vhich associates to 

each signal 11 the function F,(s) from (4.50). Specifically. we have 

which yields from (4.51) the characterization 

In (5.29), B(0 ,q)  is the ball centered in 0 of radius 7 in the space CRIO, ' T I .  with the standard 

supremum norm. 



In the case of multivariable noise signals 2) E I?, (4.66) indicates the natural definition 

of the map p, as 

In this case p takes values in the space of continuous, hermitian matris-valued functions 

defined on the interval [O,2n]. 

These characterizations are used in Chapter 6 for robustness analysis over the set W,. 

5.3 Properties of Shift-Invariant Quadratic Functions 

We have introduced several quadratic maps on 12, which can be scalar-valued (5.6)-(5.26), 

matrix-valued (5.13), or function-valued (5.22)-(5.28). The key common property to  all these 

definitions is that these maps are shift invariant, i.e. they take the same value on a signal p 

as on Xp. This fact, together with the behavior of l2 signals under arbitrary long shifts, will 

provide a basic property which is fundamental for future results. We now state this property 

for the scalar case. 

Lemma 5.5 Let II be an LTI operator in .G(12), a n d  a ( = )  = (2, I Iz) .  If 2 ,  f E 1 2 ,  

then 
k-+m 

a(. + A") -+ a(,-)  + a( f ). (5.31) 

r L A:---:-. uul; r;loln  he ~ 1 1 1 ~  111~'ariance of E, we have FIX" XkFI which iriiplies 

The last two terms converge to  0 with k, since they are the inner products of a fixed l2 signal 

with another one which is being shifted to infinity. This completes the proof. 

The simplest case of Lemma 5.5 (for II = I) is 

h4ore interesting examples for which (5.31 ) holds are for the a, of (5.6) ancl the a: of (5.26). 

Also, an analogous property to (5.31) holds for tile matris-valued quadratic functions 5, 

introduced in (5.13). The easiest way to show this is to obseri-e that each entry in the 

matrix 2, is a scalar quadratic function of the form considered in Lemma 5.5. 

We will require a similar property for the function-valued cluadratic maps considered in 

(5.22) and (5.28). This property is covered by the following lemma. 



Lemma 5.6 Let n be an LTI, self adjoint operator in .C(12) ,  and : 12-+CR[0,  % T I  
be defined by 

(5.34) 

If z ,  f E 1 2 ,  then 

P(z  + x k f )  ks 8 ( ~ )  + P(.f), (5 .35 )  

where (5 .35 )  means convergence in the topology of CRIO, 2n] (uniform convergence). 

Proof: Starting from ( 5 . 3 4 ) ,  some algebra gives 

It  therefore suffices t o  show that the sequence of functions 

converges uniformly to 0 as k-403. Pointwise convergence follows from the fact that P k ( s )  = 

( ~ ~ 3 ,  x~I'I f ) ,  where H, is the ideal filter H,(eJw) = ljo,sl. If convergence were not uniform, 

we could find t > 0, a subsequence I;, and points ski tvith l ~ ' ~ - , ( s ~ , ) l  > t. BJ- compactness, 
J - -CX  

taking a partial subsequence we can assume ski ---t so. Noxv 

The right-hand side of (5.39) converges to 0 from the pointwise convergence of /3ji3. and the 

fact that since z and n f  are l 2  functions, lc(eJ")lln(tJ*).f(tl")) E L1[0,27;] from Cauchy- 

Schwarz. This is a contradiction. 

As a consequence of Le~nma 5.6. we filld that if ,-, is <lefiliecl as in (3.22). then 

in the uniform topology. In fact such 9, is clefinecl as the difference between two quadratic 

functions of the general form of Lemma 5.6. 

Similarly, for the white noise constraint p ( z )  in (5.28). Lenlmay 5..5 and 5.6  give 

in the space CRIO, 2 ~ 1 .  



Remark: The previous properties can routinely be extended to the sulll 

E 1 2 .  In particular. we state the of relatively shifted versions of N signals do) ,  . . . , - 
properties 

where in (5.44), the function A can be chosen to stand for a, as in (5.6), 2, as in (5.13), p, as 

in (5.22), or p as in (5.28-5.30), and the convergence is in the topology of the corresponding 

range space. 



Chapter 6 

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 
for Robust 'Ft2 Performance 

The results of this chapter shorn7 that R2 (LQG) performance specifications can be com- 

bined with structured uncertainty in the system, yielding robustness analysis conditions of 

the same nature and computational complesity as the corresponding conditions for Ft,  per- 

formance. These conditions are convex feasibility tests in terms of Linear hlatris Inequalities. 

and are proven to be necessary and sufficient under the same conditions as in the Ft,, case. 

With these results, the tools of robust control can be viewed as coming full circle to treat 

the problem where it all began: guaranteeing margins for LQG regulators. 

6.1 Historical Perspective 

The advent of modern control in the 1960s brought a substantial transformati011 in con- 

trol theory, with state-space methods and optimal control offering the proinise of tractable, 

systematic methods for multivariable control design. This era was epitomized by the solu- 

tion of the LQG control problem (see, for example, [3]) ,  which provides an elegant. easily 

computable method for a well-motivated multivariable control design problenl: optimizing 

the rejection of white noise disturbances for a closed loop system. It became increasingly 

clear in the late 1970s that modern control unfortunately provided limited tools to further 

treat model uncertainty, a fundamental requirement for a practical feedhack theory and an 

issue which was often better addressed bj- the otherwise more primitive frecluencj. domain 

techniques of classical control [-TI]. 

While LQ state feedback was shown to provide stability margin guarantees. further re- 

search [73] led to a counteresample sho~sring that full LQG controllers had none [XI. This 

motivated efforts to reconcile LQG with classical methods [2:3],  with some initial success 

in providing a robust LQG-based methodology [14]. The mo3t popular cle.\-elopment was 



LQGILTR [24, 1, 791, a multivariable version of classica,l loopshaping using LQG machin- 

ery. The problem of adding plant uncertainty directly to  LQG remained unsolved, however, 

and ultimately these efforts pointed in other directions [24], particularly towarcl (structured) 

singular values and related methods ([28] ,[go]). 

At about the same time as the critique of LQG robustness was becoming widely accepted, 

the new performance paradigm of 3-1, was being put forth [97]. It had close ties to  the 

frequency domain and allowed singular value robustness conditions to  be treated directly. 

More importantly, it allowed for the first time a very natural and relatively transparent 

analysis of robust performance ([25],[55]). While 3-1, soon replaced LQG (now referred to  

as X 2 )  as the centerpiece of modern control, and research on 3-1, flourishecl in the 198Os, 

several developments helped bring 3-12 back into the picture. 

The main weakness of 3-1, is that modeling signals using weighted norm balls ignores 

important structure, typically expressed in terms of spectral or correlation properties, as 

discussed in Section 4.1. The recognition of this conservatism has led to a resurgence of 

interest in the 3-12 performance measure. The desirable design specification. from both the 

performance and uncertainty points of view, appears to be in most cases Robust 3-12 perfor- 

mance: rejection of white signals in the worst-case over a set of plants. (The L1 theory is 

an attractive alternative to 3-1,, but still suffers from a similar conservatism [15]). 

Renewed interest in 'H2 performance was also stimulated by the striking fact that the most 

powerful computational solutions for the 3-1, control problem ([37],[26]) relied on the same 

state-space tools as LQG. This led to  combining both performance measures (mixed 7-12/3-1, 

control, see e.g. [8, 44, 99, 27. 62]), and to various upper bounds for the 'Fin cost over a set 

of plants (e.g., [81, 63, 99, 32, 821). In spite of these clevelopments, the robust 7-t2 problem 

lagged substantially behind 3-1, (or L r ) ,  where a sophisticated set of tools is ax-ailable for 

the analysis of robust performance under structured uncertainty (see e.g. [55, 95, 5 .  1.5]), 

including several results that exactly analyze robust performance with structured uncertainty 

in terms of computationally attractive convex conditions ([.5.5,43, 76, 50.641). No such results 

have previously been available for robust ?f2 performance. 

In this chapter we provide the final step in the return of tlie 3-12 perfornlance paradigm, 

casting it on an equal footing with 3-1,. We present a convex condition for rohust 3-12 perfor- 

mance analysis under structured uncertaintjr. of a very similar nature to tlie the correspond- 

ing condition for robust 3-1, performance, and with analogous properties. Computationally. 

it reduces to  a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) over frecluency which can he hancllecl with 

analogous tools as in the 3-1, case. From a theoretical point of view. the condition is shown 

to  be necessary and sufficient under the same assumptions for the uncertainty as in the 

corresponding 3-1, conditions. 



Organization of this chapter 

Section 6.2 contains a review of the convex conditions for robust 3-1, performance. Section 

6.3 presents the robust ?-t2 performance condition and states the correspollcling theoretical 

results. Section 6.4 contains the proofs of sufficiency of these conditions, and Section 6.5 

the necessity proofs, which rely on the IQC formulation of Chapter 5. In Section 6.6 we 

remark on the computational properties of this test. Section 6.7 compares these results to  

the previous work in the mixed ?-t2/3-t, literature. Some remarks on robust 3-12 synthesis 

are given in Section 6.8. An example is given in Section 6.9. 

6.2 Review of Robust X, Performance Tests 

Figure 6.1 : Robustness analysis configuration 

To facilitate the comparison with the robust 5Y2 performance conditions tn he presented 

in Section 6.3, we give here a summary of the convex conditions for robust X ,  performance 

analysis. These were already stated in Section 2.3.3 in the context of robust stability analysis; 

in this section we explicitly state them as robust 3-1, performance tests for the system of 

Figure 2.7, which is reproduced in Figure 6.1. and denoted by (M, A).  
As in Chapter 2, A is an uncertaint~ operator with the structure (2.24); X denotes the 

corresponding set of commuting matrices. defined in ( 2 . 3 5 ) ,  and XP the positive subset. The 

set of frequency functions X ( e J W )  which take values in the set X is denoted, as in (2.45), by 

X (analogously, XP corresponding to XP). 
The conves tests for robust 3-1, performance can be summarized as follows: 

Condition 1 There exists a .filnction AX-(el") E X P  .such that for a17 wl E 10, 'TI, 



Condition 1 is in fact the LMI version of the test (2.44) which was presented in Section 

2.3.3. In this case the last block in the scaling matrix is normalized to be the identity 

matrix; this block corresponds to the performance block Ap which appears if we convert 

3-1, performance to robust stability as in Figure 2.10. 

The inequality in (6.1) has been stated pointwise in frequency, which is appropriate since 

we are assuming a finite dimensional LTI system M .  In that case M(cJw)  is continuous, 

and without loss of generality X ( e J w )  can be chosen continuous, or even rational (see [64], 

or Lemma 6.7 below). The inequality (6.1) can be interpreted equivalently in the operator 

sense, 

H < 0 3~ > 0 : ( z , H z )  < ~ l / ~ 1 1 ~  YZ E 12. 

We now summarize the known results for this test, in reference to Definition 3 of robust 

3-1, performance. For the general case of frequency dependent scales, we can state the 

following result: 

Proposition 6.1 If Condition 1 holds for a function X(e") E X p ,  then the system 

(M, A) has robust 'FI, performance for A E B A L T I .  

Condition 1 is in general conservative for LTI uncertainty; the exact tests involving p were 

given in Chapter 2. It remains, however, as an attractive condition since exact computation 

of p is not tractable. Also, computational experience with lower bounds such as those used 

in [5] shows evidence that the two tests are not far apart, at least for full block structures. 

Another indication that Condition 1 has small conservatism in the LTI case is the fact 

that it is exact for perturbations with an arbitrary small amount of time variation, in the 

sense of (2.19), as shown in [64]: 

Proposition 6.2 There exists v > 0 such that the system ( M ,  A )  has robz~st Ft,, 
performance for A E BAv if and only if there exists (I function X(tJd)  E X P  satis- 

fying Condition 1. 

Finally, if we allow an unrestricted time variation, robustness analysis is obtained from 

Condition 1 by imposing X(eJw) to be a constant function, as shown by [76, 501: 

Proposition 6.3 The system ( M ,  A )  has robust Ft, performance ~ 7 t h  A E B A L T V  

if and only if there exists a constant matrix X(eJw)  = -1- E X satisfying C'ondition 1. 



6.3 Robust X 2  Performance Tests 

In this section we provide conditions for Robust X 2  performance for the uncertain system 

of Figure 6.1, which are analogous to those presented in Section 6.2 for Robust X, perfor- 

mance. In the sequel, m is the dimension of the input signal v .  We now state an analysis 

test, which is a convex feasibility condition on the unknowns X, 1'. 

Condition 2 There exists X(ejw) E X P ,  and a matrir function Y(ejw) = Y*(ejw) 

taking values in  CmXm,  such that 

holds for all w E [O, 2 ~ 1 ,  and 

clw 
trace(y(ejw)) - < 1 

2 i7 

This condition is in fact very similar to Condition 1 for Robust X, performance. The 

only addition is the incorporation of the function Y(eJw). Heuristically, for m = 1, I '(eJw) 

allows for the gain to  be larger than 1 at some frequencies, provided that it is compensated 

at other frequencies by keeping the total effect I'(eJw)clw less than 1; this imposes an 

"average over frequency" performance which corresponds to the Xz norm. 

Remark: 
To make Condition 2 precise we must specify the classes of functions X(ejW),  1"(ejU) 

which are being considered. 

We will concentrate on the case where M is finite dimensional LTI; here the functions 

can be chosen to  be rational without loss of generality, as shown in Lemma 6.7 below. 

The necessity proofs given in Section 6..5 are valid also for infinite dimensional M, and 

yield functions X'; 1' of bounded variation (in BV[O, % T I ,  see Appenclis A ) .  In this case 

(6.2) must be interpreted as an operator inequality. 

The main result of this chapter is that this test answers the robust X 2  performance 

problem. As in the case of Condition 1, different results can be stated in accordance with 

the nature of the perturbations in A, which exactly parallel Propositions 6.1. 6.2 and 6.3. 



For the first one involving LTI perturbations. the LFT A * M is an LTI system so the 

result can be stated using the standard definition (2.23) of the 'H2 norm, and proved with 

elementary frequency domain tools. 

Theorem 6.4 Suppose Condition 2 holds for matrix functions X(eJw),Y(ejw).  If 
A E Bd~=l ,  then the system is robustly stable and 

sup IlA*MI12 < 1. 
A €  BALTI 

We now show that Condition 2 has the same necessity properties as C:onclition 1 for the 

3-1, case. To state the following results for which include non-LTI systems, we adopt the 

approach of (4.70) and give the following definition: 

Definition 7 The uncertain system ( M ,  A )  with input z* E 17 itas robust 3-12 per- 

formance if it is robustly stable, and there exists 7 > 0 .such that 

sup llA*Ml/fl~.m < 1. 
AE BA 

The following necessary and sufficient conditions exactly characterize Condition 2 for both 

the frequency dependent and constant scales cases. 

Theorem 6.5 There exists v > 0 such that the systern (M,  A )  has robust 'H2 
performance for A E EA2 if  and 0712~ if f h e x  t.risf bnundcd  ca?-lation junctiozs 

X(eJw)  E XP, T'(eJW) satisfying Condition 2. 

Theorem 6.6 Tile system (M, A )  has robust 'H;! pcr:forrnance for A E B A ~ ~ v ,  if 

and only if there exists a constant matrir ,I7 E W. and cr bounded variatiot~ function 

Y(eJw), satisfying ConClitio11 2. 

Discussion 

a These results are exact counterparts of Propositions 6.1. 0.2 and 6.3 .  In fact. Condition 

2 can be regarded as a summary of tractable exact co~~tl i t io~ls  for robustness analysis. 

Setting the blocks in -y to l>e either constant or frec1ucac~--varying selects between LTI; 
or LTI (slowly-vaq-ing) uncertainty. Selecting eithm a col~stant or frecluencj- varying 

I' chooses between maximum over frecluency or a\-erage over frecluency performance 

(roughly, 'H, or 'H2 performance; in rigor, for the nlulti~ariable case the norms also 

differ spatially, so for 3-1, the trace must be removetl from (6.3)) .  



Of these choices, it appears that the most natural "pairings" are R ,  performance with 

LTV uncertainty, and X 2  performance with LTI/slowly varying uncertainty. 

In the former, one has no information on the frequency content of the disturbance, or on 

the frequency domain properties of the uncertainty, which is allowed to transfer energy 

between frequencies (see Chapter 3).  Correspondingly, the necessary and sufficient 

condition involves only constant scalings. 

In the latter, we have information on the spectral content of the disturbance, and also 

we are narrowly specifying the uncertainty in the frequency domain; the corresponding 

test involves frequency dependent scalings. 

Still, there may be situations which call for the other combinations of performance spec- 

ifications and uncertainty. Also, combined uncertainty structures as those in Chapter 

3 can be characterized by the corresponding conlbination of constant and frequency 

dependent X scales, and combinations of N 2  and 3-1, performance can be studied ( see 

Section 6.7) by including Y terms only for the signals which are assumed white. For 

any of these combinations, we can state an exact characterization of the robust perfor- 

mance problem for which Condition 2 is necessary and sufficient, using the methods 

developed in the rest of this chapter. 

Theorem 6.5 gives indication that there is mild conservatism involved in using Condi- 

tion 2 for LTI uncertainty, analogously to Proposition 6.2 for 'FI, performance. 

In the 3-1, case there was also supporting empirical evidence with computation of 

lower bounds for the LTI case based on CL, which is not available for E2. In fact, the 

restriction on causality of the LTI perturbations will provide an additional gap for R2 
performance. To see this, consider the case of unstructured uncertainty. where the E, 
conditions are known to  be exact [55]. In the 7 f 2  case, with scalar inputs. it is easy to 

show that Condition 2 is exact for non-causal LTI perturbations, by simply choosing 

A ( e J W )  to  produce the worst gain at every frequency; this interpolation is in general 

only possible with non-causal A. The gap due to causality has not been quantified in 

general, but the results of [99] (see Section 6.7) suggest that it is not significant. 

In any case, the only necessary conditions available for the Ft, and the E2 fsecluency 

dependent scales tests are Proposition 6.2 and Theorem 6.5, both indicating that these 

gaps are a modest price to pap for a conves characterization. 
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6.4 Sufficiency 

In this section we prove the sufficiency of Condition 2 for robust FL2 performance in the 

different cases of Theorems 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. 

A useful fact for the case of finite dimensional M is that without loss of generality, the 

frequency dependent scales may be assumed to be rational functions: 

Lemma 6.7 Suppose Condition 2 is satisfied by bounded variation functions X'(ejw), 

Y(ejw). If M(X) is rational, there exist rational functions D(X): E(X) such that: 

D, D-I, E, E-I are in RE,. 

D(X) has the structure X .  

0 Condition 2 is satisfied with X(e") = D(eJw)*D(eJW),  Ir(e") = E(eJw)*E(eJw) .  

Proof: First, a topological argument implies that the scales X(ejw),  Y-(ejw) can be chosen 

t o  be continuous on T. A sketch of this argument is the following: 

1. Construct a finite open covering {B,) of T such that in each open set a , ,  (6.2) is 

satisfied by a constant xt > 0, Ti. This is possible by continuity of 4d(e"), and 

compactness of T. Also, the B, can be chosen to be frequency intervals with a bound 

on their maximum length, and on the amount of overlap. 

2. Consider a continuous partition of the unity {.f,(eJ*)) for T, subordinate to  the 13,. 

This means that f, 2 0, continuous, supp(.f,) c a , .  and C,  .fz(eJw) = 1. Then choose 

X(eJw) := xz j , ( e ~ ~ ) ~ % ~  and l;(eJw) := x, .f,(eJw)r; which satisfy (6.2) 11y convexity. 

3. By the choice of the Bi , J trace(Y) = xi trace(%) J .fi approximates a Riemann sum 

for the integral J trace(I/); if Bi is fine enough, Y will satisfy (6.3). 

Next, approximate the continuous scales uniformly on T by rational functions; due to 

Mergelyan's theorem [71] this can be done to an arbitrary precision. and therefore rational 

X(eJw)  > 0, 1'-(eJw) are found satisfying (6.2) and (6.3). Note that from (6.2). 17(eJ") > 0. 

Finally, perform spectral factorizations (see [%I) to obtain D, E satisfying the require- 

ments above (the factorization of X is done block by block to preserve the structure X). 

For the sufficiency proofs to follow we assume always that S is rational and factored as 

in Lemma 6.7. D is the system with transfer function D(X). In the case of Theorem 6.6, X 
is constant so we take D = x;. 



Figure 6.2: Equivalent system with D scaling 

The robustness analysis setup of Figure 6.1 is equivalent to the configuration of Figure 

6.2, where A = DAD- ' .  Incorporating the D, D-l together with M ,  define 

Clearly, robust stability for ( M ,  A )  and (M, A) are equivalent, and the same happens with 

performance since 

A * M = A * M .  (6.7) 

Also, (6.2) implies that for some e > 0, and all u, 

6.4.1 Proof of Theorem 6.4 

In this case, D and A are both LTI operators which commute, so A = A.  The first 

block of the inequality (6.8) gives IIM~~II,, < 1. which implies from small gain the robust 

stability of (M, A), hence of ( M .  A).  
To analyze the performance, consider a fixed frequency and the signal clenolninations of 

Figure 6.2. Then (6.8) gives 

Since A(ejW) = ~ ( e ' " )  is LTI, contractive we hare / $ I 2  < /412. ~vhich leads to 



Since this holds for any v, we have 

for each frequency. Computing the trace and integrating gives from (2.23) and (6.3) 

6.4.2 Proof of Sufficiency for Theorem 6.6 

In this case the scaling D = x'$ is a constant matrix, and from its spatial structure it 

commutes with the class ALTv, SO once again A = A .  Then the small gain theorem implies 

robust stability, and we can write (6.9), which can be integrated across frequency to give 

clw 
c//t~/12. (6.13) 

Since lli\ = I lA < 1, then lljll 5 411, leading to 

2n 
. clw 

I I (A * ~ ) t ~ l l ~  5 1 o ( e ~ ~ ) * ~ ( c j ~ ) a ( e ~ ~ ) -  - 
2n &11v112 

Fix 7 > 0; for v E k ~ ,  we invoke Lemma 4.11 to bound 

where C ( Y )  depends only on I,?. Substituting (6.15) into (6.14) and using (6.3) we arrive, 

for < 1, to 
m 

By choosing small enough 7. the right hand side of (6.16) can be made less than 1; the bound 

holds for all A E B,LTV, 21 E dp. !!$ < 1. Then from (4.66) wr have 



6.4.3 Proof of Sufficiency for Theorem 6.5 

If the perturbations are in A" they do not commute with general LTI scalings D(X), 
so A is different from A. This necessitates a modification to the above proofs, which is 

analogous to the one provided in [64] for robust EFI, performance. 

Start with D(X)  E RE, from Lemma 6.7, and write the Taylor expansion 

where the impulse response Dt converges exponentially to zero. In fa.ct, substituting the 

frequency variable X by the delay operator A, (6.18) provides a series expansion for the 

corresponding operator D. Given A E A", we have 

where we use the fact that the constant matrix Dt  E X commutes with A. It is simple to 

show that if A E B", then l l a A t  -  at^]] < ut,  which gives the bound 

where the series converges due to the exponential decay of Dt .  Consequelltly 
13C 

/ / A  - A//  = / \ (AD - D A ) D - ' I /  < v//D-']/ t  6 ( D t )  . (6.21) 
t = O  

which implies that for A E BAY, 

with K ( D )  depending only on D. 

We now return to the sufficiency proof. Since / / M ~ ~  I / ,  < 1 from (6.8). then (6.22) implies 

that (M, A)  is robustly stable for sufficiently small v. using small gain: therefore (M, A )  is 
robustly stable for this value of u. Also, from (6.8) we derive (6.13) as in the previous proof; 

in this case (6.22) gives the bound //zj]l 5 (1 + tiv)]/$]l for A E B A v ,  ~vlrhich leads to 

By choosing u small enough so that ( 1  - € ) ( I  + tiv)" 1.  (6.14) follows: from here on the 

proof continues esactly as in the case of Theore111 6.6, leading to 
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6.5 Necessity 

The converse implications for Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 are based on the IQC formulation of 

Chapter 5, and require an extension of the "S-procedure losslessness" argument which was 

introduced in Section 5.1.1 for robust 'Ft, performance. 

For the purpose of 'H2 performance analysis, the signal sets Til/, will be characterized by 

function-valued IQCs; correspondingly, the proofs below will rely on an infinite-dimensional 

convex analysis argument. 

For simplicity we will first prove both Theorems in the situation of scalar inputs el E I;, 
and for uncertainty A = diag[Al,.  . . , A,] consisting only of full blocks. At the end of the 

section we will explain the modifications required for the cases of multivariable noise and 61 
perturbations. 

6.5.1 Proof of Necessity in Theorem 6.6 

In reference to  Figure 6.1, let z = col(zl,. . . , zn+l)  be the vector of all inputs to  the 

M system, where zl . . . z, partition p in correspondence with the blocks A l , .  . . ,A,, and 

z,+l = v. Analogously (Mz) , ,  i = 1 . . . n + 1 denotes the partition of the output of M. Now 

consider the quadratic forms on 12 

From Chapter 5 we know that for i = 1, .  . . , n the IQC a, 2 0 represents the LTV pertur- 

bation A,, if we ignore the restriction on causalitj~. Also, the constraint o,+~ > 0 tests the 

performance specification by comparing lle1I2 and 112)11? If these were the only IQCs consid- 

ered, we would be in the situation of Section 5.1.1 for robust 'Ft, performance analysis. By 

adding the function-valued constraint 

where p : l2+CR[0, 2 . ~ 1  is defined in (9.28). we impose that the disturbance 7,  = z , + ~  is in 

the set l/i~,. We now put together all the quadratic functions in 

which maps l2 into the real Banach space V = Rn+l 6 CIRIO.  2 ~ 1 .  

If for some 2 f 0 we found that, 



then all the IQCs would be satisfied simultaneously and a contractive, non-causal, structured 

A could be found such that the closed loop gain is at least 1 for a certain signal n E I&;, 
implying / /A  * 2 1. This reasoning leads to the following statement. 

Proposition 6.8 Suppose ( M ,  A )  has robust IF12 perforrna,nce for A E B B d ~ ~ v .  For 

the fixed q given in Definition 7 and t > 0 ,  define 

Also, with A as in (6.27)) define 

Then there exists e > 0 such that D n h', = 0. 

Proof: See Appendix B. The main strengthening required to the previous argument is 

to  include the causality of the perturbations, which is quite irivolved. Also, we have replaced 

the set KO by the slightly larger set K,. 

Proposition 6.8 reduces robust performance to a geometric separation condition in the 

space V. To bring in techniques from convex analysis (see Appendix A ) ;  we note that h', is 

open and convex in V, and that 

Lemma 6.9 The closure of D is convex in V 

Proof (Lemma): Consider A0 E co(V) (convex hull of V ,  see (A.6)): 

Define f' = c:;' &A~':(~) .  Recalling the property (5.44) which applies to every cornpo- 

nent of A ,  and the quadratic nature of A ,  it follows that 

k-.>i where the convergence is in the topology of the space V. Also. l I . f ' 1 1 2  --+ ~:=i=;' a, = 1 from 
I;-oc (5.43), therefore A(&)  - Ao,  so A. E b. 

We have shown co(V) C g .  This implies that c o ( g )  c co(V) c 7. so '? is convex. 8 



We are now in a position to apply the geometric version of the Hahn-Banach theorem 

stated in Theorem A.4, by choosing K1 = V, K2 = K,. Noting that 7 n Kc  = 8 from 

Proposition 6.8 since K, is open, we obtain the corresponding r E V, r # 0, cr E R. The 

structure of V and the Riesz representation theorem (see Appendix A)  imply that I? can be 

represented by (xl,  . . . , xn+l, 9), where x, E R, 9 E BV[O, 2 ~ 1 .  Then (A.9) yields 

n+l 
p(zn+l)d@ 0, Vz E 12, llzll = 1, (6.33) 

i=l 

Concentrating on (6.34), we conclude that x, 2 0, i = 1 . . . 7 2  + 1; also, since K ,  contains a 

ball of 0, and r # 0, then a < 0. Now turning to (6.33), since a i (z)  are bounded functions 

it is possible to  perturb the x, to make them strictly positive, with (6.33) still holding for a 

new value a < 0. Similarly, xn+l can be normalized to 1. 

It only remains to  rewrite (6.33) using the definitions of a , ,  p. In the first place, 

follows from (6.25), where X = diag[xlI, .  . . , xnI ]  > 0 is a constant scaling in XP. 
Secondly, we treat the term corresponding to p(zn+1) = F,,,, from (5.28); an integration 

by parts (note F,,,, (0) = F,,,, (27r) = 0) gives 

Defining Y(ejw) = 1 + 9(u) - J;' @(w)$, the right hand side of (6.36) is equal to 

Combining (6.35) and (6.37) into (6.33), we obtain 

This implies (6.2) holds. Finally, from the definition of I - ( c J d ) ,  we have 1;" I ( c ~ " )  2 = 1. 

and a small perturbation in IT will preserve (6.2) and yield 

which is (6.3) for this scalar case. 



6.5.2 Proof of the Necessity for Theorem 6.5 

We are given u > 0 such that the system has robust 3-12 performance over A". 
The main modification to the argument in Theorem 6.6 is to replace the a; of (6.25), suit- 

able for arbitrary LTV operators, with the function-valued quadratic maps yi : 124CR[0, 2 ~ ]  

introduced in (5.22) to characterize the class B". We write 

where h > 0 is defined such that 2 sin 5 < u. 

The quadratic form a,+l (2) = [I (Mz),+I ( 1  - ( I Z , + ~  / I 2  for performance, and the constraint 

P ( z ~ + ~ )  for "whiteness" remain unchanged from Theorem 6.6. Corresponclingly, define 

which maps 12 into the real Banach space V = (CRIO, 2 ~ 1 ) "  @ R @ CRIO, 2 ~ 1 .  

The following proposition, analogous to Proposition 6.S: is proved in Appendix B. 

Proposition 6.10 Suppose ( M ,  A) has robust 3-12 performance for A E BAY. For 

the fixed 7 given in  Definition 7 and t > 0, define 

Also, with A as in (6.41) define 

Then there exists t > 0 such that V n k̂ , = 8. 

In (6.42) the constraints r,(s) > -c2 for i = 1 , .  . . , I ?  are uniform bounds for s E [O, 2 ~ 1 .  

This makes K ,  open and convex in the topology of V. 
Also, the closure of the set V in (6.43) is convex. This follows from the same proof as 

Lemma 6.9, relying on the basic property (5.44) which was proved in Chapter ,5 for any of 

the shift invariant quadratic maps. 

Once again, we apply Theorem A.4 and obtain the corresponding fu~ictional r E V". 

I? # 0, and a E R. In this case the functionals have the form ( f l , .  . . . t,, x,+~.  Q )  where 

JZ E BT/[O,~T], xn+l E R, and XP E BSf[O, 2n]. We have the following: 



Concentrating on (6.45), we conclude that x,+l 2 0 ,  and that I, are non-decreasing 

functions ( d t ;  are non-negative measures) for i = 1 , .  . . , ? 2 .  FVithout loss of generality we can 

choose & ( O )  = 0, which makes & ( & )  2 0.  

Also, since K ,  contains a ball of 0 ,  and r # 0, then ct < 0. This allows to be 

perturbed and made strictly positive, and subsequently normalized to 1, satisfying (6.44) 

for scaled ti, @, and some CY < 0.  To interpret this condition. we concentrate on one of the 

It is a routine exercise to transform (6.46) by an integration by parts into 

where the function z ; ( e J w )  is defined as 

( 2 )  - ( 2  + - 1 )  + (  for 0 Id < h z z ( e J W )  = (6.48 j 
[ ~ ( d )  - < I ( &  - h )  for 11 5 5 27i 

Since [, is non-decreasing, and (, > 0 ,  .r,(e") is a 11011-negative function of frecluency. 

Defining the frequency dependent scaling S ( e J w  ) = cliag[.~.~ ( t / " ) I ,  . . . . s,(tJw ) I ]  E X we 

obtain from (6 .47)  

which is analogous to (6.:35) except that the scale Ay(tla) is fl .~<~uency de~~enclent. From here 

onwards the proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 6.6 to takr carp of the term J:'p(;,+l)dQ. 

and leads to  the inequalities (6 .38)  and (6.39).  

We have ensured Ly(tJ")  > 0.  but strict inequality can Ile obtained at the encl from 

continuity since a < 0 in (6 .38) .  

w 



Remarks: 

0 If the whiteness constraints p are not included in the problem, this exact argument 

shows the necessity of Condition 1, with frequency dependent sca,les, for robust E, 
performance in A". This is an alternative proof to the one given in [64]. 

If a combination of arbitrary LTV blocks and B" blocks is present, the proof follows 

exactly in the same way, by including the corresponding combination of a and p 

constraints. Thus we prove the necessity of the corresponding "mixed scales" condition 

for robust 'FI, performance (Theorem 3.6) or for robust 3-12 performance. 

6.5.3 Extensions to the proofs 

We now indicate briefly how the previous proofs must be modified to allow for multi- 

variable white noise signals, or for 61 perturbations. We explain the changes in the simpler 

setup of Theorem 6.6, but analogous changes apply to Theorem 6.5. 

Multivariable noise 

If v E 17, then from (4.68) the performance quadratic constraint is changed to  

This amounts to  a renormalization in the input, which is included for the reasons discrissed 

in Section 4.4.3. Then (6.35) turns into 

Also, (5.30) indicates the definition for the whiteness constraint p ( ~ , + ~  ): 

p now takes values in the space of continuous, hermitian matris-valued functions: the dual of 

this space can be identified with the space of hermitian, hounded  ariat ti on matris functions 

g on [O,2n] (up to a constant matrix, for convenience we choose Q(27;)  = 0),  with the 

convention 

F 9 ( q )  = 12? t raCe(g( .s )d~(s) )  := 



The multivariable extension of (6.36) is 

Now define 
I d d  

Y(eJw) = + q(u) - !- [* trace(Q(d))-. (6.53) 
m 2n 

This makes the final expression obtained in (6.52) equal to 

Combining it with (6.51) leads to  (6.2). Also, from the definition of E' we have 

so (6.3) follows by perturbation. 

S I  operators in A 

If the i-th block of A is SI,,, then the scalar quadratic f~tnction a, must be replaced as 

in (5.13) by a matrix-valued function 

which takes values in the space of hermitian 77, x 1 2 ,  matrices. The functionals in this space 

are of the form rX, (A)  = trace(A-,A), where ,I-, is a full, herniitian matris. The argument 

then proceeds in a similar fashion, ,yt becoming a sub-block of the scaling matris S E W. 
Nore details on this case are given in the proof of Theorem S.4. 

6.6 Computational Issues 

A test has been developed in the previous sections which characterizes robust 'F12 perfor- 

mance analysis of an uncertain system. This test is an infinite dimensional conves feasibility 

condition on the unknowns ,I- and I- ,  specified as a Linear Matrix Ineclualitj- (LMI)  across 

the frequency axis. of a similar complesity as Condition 1 for robust 'h!, performance. 

In Section 2.3.3 we mentioned two standard approaches for handling the infinite climen- 

sionality of these conditions: gridding the frecluency asis. or parametrizing the scales in 



terms of a basis of rational functions. Both approaches can indeed be applied to Condition 

2, and involve minor modifications to their counterparts for Condition 1. We demonstrate 

this by commenting on the gridding approach for this problem: Condition 2 is approximated 

by considering frequency points 0 = wo < wl < - .  . < w, = 27r, and leads to the LMI problem 

where the unknowns X are hermitian matrices and the Ayt structured matrices. 

For the LTV test, Xt = X is constant across the w,, which makes conditions (6.56-6.58) 

intrinsically coupled across frequency. For the LTI/slowly varying test, we use different 

variables X, ,  i = 1 . . . N. Although (6.58) still involves all frequency points, the following 

strategy can be used to decouple the problem across frequency: 

For each fixed frequency point w;, pose the problem: 

Minimize trace(x) 

subject to 

The problem of minimizing a linear function of the unknowns. subject to an LMI 
constraint, falls in the class of eigenvalue problems (EVPs) considered in [lo],  and can 

be computed efficiently. 

1 N Given all the solutions 1';. . . li\, compute Cz=l trace(T;)(w, - G ) { - ~ ) .  and compare 

the answer to 1. More directly. this sum will provide an approximation to the square 

of the worst-case 'H2 norm of the system; this follows from the fact that to test if the 

worst-case 'H2 norm is less than 3. it suffices to change 1 for 7 2  ill (6.3) or ( 6 . 3 ) .  



6.7 Connections to Mixed 'H2/'H, Performance 

In this section we relate these results to  earlier work in the so-called mixed 'H2/3-1, 

problem. There are many versions of this problem in the literature ( a  few are [S, 44, 99, 62]), 

all of which at tempt  t o  get a handle on robust 3-12 performance by studying first the situation 

where there is no uncertainty, but the performance specification is a combination of the 3-12 

and 'H, norms. 

A mixed 'H2/'Hw performance problem can in fact be cast naturally in our setting, and 

leads t o  an  analysis test which looks exactly like Condition 2, except that  the scaling matrix 

X(e jw)  does not appear and is fixed to  be the identity. 

Proposition 6.11 Consider a system M = [MI M2] where the i n l ~ z ~ t  z is 11arti- 

tioned in the vectors z l ,  z2 E em. The follozuing are equivalent: 

1 
(i) : 3q > 0 : sup / / M z ~ ~  : 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~  + - 1 1 ~ ~ 1 ~  < 1, 2 2  E 

m 

(ii) : There exists Y(e3") = y(eJ")* E C m X m  : 

This result is proved along the same lines as Theorem 6.6. onlj- that since there is no 

uncertainty, one only considers the whiteness constraint p ( z )  = I;,,. ancl the performance 

quadratic constraint ~ ( z )  = IMz12 - IIz1112 - AI1z2/l2. wit11 11521/2 ~~eightec l  11y for the 

reasons explained in Section 4.4.3. 

Conditions (6.63) and (6.63) are therefore interpreted a \  a nlised performance problem 

where a portion of the input signal is constrained to l ~ e  ~ l i i t c .  i7arious problems like this 

were considered in [99] for continuou5 time. with different a\sumptions on the relationship 

between z1 and z2. It is s110\~11 i l l  [!N] that the perforliia~icc costs are not substalltially 

different for these alternatives. ancl subsecluently the attention is concentrated on the case 

where zl is restricted to  be causally dependent on z2. State-space rllethods for both analysis 

and synthesis for this alternative are given in [99] ancl tlic sc.cluel paper ["i] ( a  stochastic 

version appears in [62]). 

Our condition, in contrast. corresponds to  the case ~ l i e s e  there is no such causality 

restriction, which is only treated summaril~. in [9R]. I\-hile at the level of the rnised perfor- 

mance problem it is not obvious n.hic11 alternative to prefw . tlic ~.ersion considered here has 



advantages from the point of the robust X 2  problem, since it is allows for the inclusion of ,TI' 
scales in a convex condition with the strong interpretation given in Theorems 6.5 and 6.6. 

Remarks: 

These causality issues are strongly connected to the remarks of Section 6.3 regarding 

the causality of LTI perturbations. A possible conclusion from the results in [99] is 

that gaps due to  this are not very significant, although this issue warrants further 

investigation. 

Analogously to the case treated in detail in [99], the mixed conditions (6.62-6.63) 

reduce to a finite dimensional test if M(ejU) is rational. In fact, a. Schur complement 

operation and some algebra shows that (6.62) is equivalent to 

This implies that (6.62-6.63) can be tested by first checking (6.64): and then imposing 

that llN-1M2112 < 1, where N is the inversely stable spectral factor (see, e.g., [98]) 
satisfying I - MIM1* = NN*. Both these operations can be computed efficiently by 

the same state-space techniques used in the mixed 712/3-1, literature. 

6.8 Robust 312  Synthesis 

Having obtained conditions for robust 'H2 performance analysis under structured uncer- 

tainty, it is na t~ra !  t,e cmsider the problem of controller synthesis. if the nominai system 

M is obtained as the closed loop G*K in a feedback configuration, the problem is to design 

K such that M satisfies the robust 3-12 performance conditions. 

It is unlikely that a tractable global solution will appear for this problem, since none 

is known for the case of 3-1, performance. As discussed in Section 2.4. the only general 

method for robust X ,  synthesis is the so-called "D-I<" iteration, where an an analysis step 

(Condition 1) is alternated with 3-1, synthesis. 

Such iteration schemes can easily be extended to robust R2 synthesis. as is now described. 

Assume that the functions X(e") and 1 ' ( eJd )  are as in Lemma 6.7: ,y = D*D, 1 -  = E X E  
with D, E ,  D-l,  E-l in EX,, and satisfying Condition 2. In practice, they could be 

obtained by fitting frequency points. or using basis functions. It follows that (6.2) can be 

rewritten as 

which leads to the following iteration procedure: 



For fixed D, E, reduce the norm in (6.66) by If , ,  synthesis. 

For a fixed controller, solve the analysis problem for D, E. 

As for the standard D-I< iteration, each step in this "(D,E)-I<" iteration can be shown to 

improve the robust performance cost, but there is no reason to expect convergence to the 

global optimum. 

The previous iteration was based in 3-1, synthesis. An alternative is suggested by the 

discussion in Section 6.7, where at the synthesis step one only includes the D scales with 

the plant as in (6.6), and employs the design schemes for the mixed I f 2 / I f ,  problem. As 

remarked before, the techniques in [27] correspond to a slightly different nlisecl problem, and 

it is not clear whether they extend to  the situation of Proposition 6.11. The approximate 

method presented in [19] could also be used. 

Therefore a number of issues remain open for future research, regarding this second 

iteration and the comparison between the two alternatives for practical problems. 

6.9 Example 

We consider the standard single input /output feedback system of Figure 6.3. where the 

plant H is subject to multiplicative. unstructured uncertainty A. weighted 11y W. We wish 

to  analyze the sensitivity of the tracking error e to a white disturbance appearing in v (which 

could be due, for example, to sensor noise) 

Figure 6.3: Rejection of sensor noise 

Assuming K is nominally stabilizing. we redraw the uncertain system in the standard 

configuration of Figure 6.1, with 

1 H I -  where S = and 1' = & are the nominal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 

functions (see, e.g. [21]). 



Suppose now that A is LTI uncertainty, and we wish to compute the n70rst-case 7 i 2  norm 

of the system. For this purpose we use frequency dependent scales x ( e " )  > 0. and at each 

frequency compute the minimum of y (eJw ). subject to the LA41 (6.2). which in this case will 

have the form 

We have omitted the dependence on the frequency variable e". For (6.68) to  be feasible, 

we must have lWTl < 1 at each frequency, which is in fact the robust stability test; also, a 

Schur complement operation reduces (6.68) to 

Now if y is minimized subject to  the constraints (6.69), some algebra leads to the value 

Therefore the integral in (6.3) has a minimum value 

which is an upper bound for the worst-case 7 i 2  norm for LTI uncertainty, and is exact for 

arbitrarily slowly-varying uncertaint,; by Theorems 6.4 and 6.3. 

In this particular problem, there is a direct way to corroborate this value and show that 

indeed it  is exact for LTI (non-causal) uncertainty. To see this. write the sensitivity function 

for the uncertain system. 

1 Lr 

Assuming that III.T,'TII, < 1. we have 

This fact has been typically used (see ['I]) to she\\- that t l ~ c  n-orst case RK norm of the 

system is 1 1  & ll_. By clioosing the maximizing L( iJ4)  at racll  frrtluency (an element of 

L,) we arrive at the value (6.71) for the worst-case 'Hz norm. 

Of course, this simple alternative method is not available for general multivariable systems 

and structured uncertainty: the adecluate generalization is gi~.en hy C'ondition 2. 





Chapter 7 

Implicit Uncertain Systems I: 
Motivation and Definitions 

In the predominant viewpoint in systems and control theory, a system is an input-output 

(I/O) entity, where the external variables are clearly separated in two groups, ancl a cause- 

effect relationship is established between them. This approach entails a "signal flow" con- 

ception, adequate for systems which are deliberately built to match the I/O philosophy, 

such as computers and amplifiers. For the standard automatic control configuration where 

the controller is one of these devices (typically a computer), it is very natural to adopt the 

input-output point of view, and represent the feedback configuration by a cascade of blocks 

as in the diagram 6 - K  of Figure 2.6. If one considers control theory to be confined to  the 

study of such configurations, then the I /O point of view is completely satisfactory. 

Control engineering is, however, a much broader discipline which addresses the general 

issues of modeling, system identification, system design, simulation, and optimization of com- 

plex systems from the point of view of their dynamical properties. In this larger perspective 

the computer control problem is a small piece which often has secondary technological im- 

portance, since very commonly dynamic performance is m a i n l ~ ~  determined by the design of 

the "hardware" G, and few degrees of freedom are left for a subsequent design of K.  From 

this broader point of view the main challenge on the theoretical level is to provide a more 

unified theory, in which a common language of ~liatliematical ancl computational machinery 

is used to perform the previous range of activities. 

For these more general problems the input-output point of view often appears artificial. 

and sometimes inconvenient. -4s discussed in Section 7.1, ~rl-ien performing modeling of 

components in a large system it is more natural to specify the model in terms of a set of 

equations between variables which are a priori on an equal footing. The recognition of this 

fact has led Willems [91] to propose an alternative fornlulation for s~-s tem theory where 



the central concept is the behavior, a set of allo\ved signa,l trajectories, and no input-output 

partition is a priori established between the variables. The corresponding theory of finite 

dimensional linear systems has been extensively developed ([91], [92]). 

This philosophy is even more natural for nonlinear systems, since many nonlinearities 

(e.g., hysteresis) do not fit the I/O concept, or can only be solved locally into I/O maps. For 

this reason, much of the theory of absolute stability referred to in Chapter 5 was formulated 

in terms of relations, rather than I/O maps (see, e.g. [96]). 

The same considerations apply, correspondingly, to uncertain systems; if the relationship 

between the variables is not precisely known, the cause-effect point of view is itself suspect, 

and it is more natural to think of a relationship between variables. For example, descriptions 

of uncertainty based on IQCs such as (5.1) are completely symmetrical and do not require 

an I /O interpretation. 

In Section 7.2 we will follow this point of view and introduce uncertain systems in implicit, 

form, which generalize the LFT formulation for uncertainty. We show that in addition to 

the standard theory, implicit descriptions allow for a complete mapping of general IQCs, in 

the sense that the signals satisfying the IQC are parametrized as solutions to an uncertain 

equation. This extension of the LFT framework reduces a large class of robustness analysis 

problems to special instances of the general question 

Q :  Given a family of equations parametrized b y  uncertainty, do there exist values 

of the uncertainty in a given class such that the eqzntin!2s hnve rr snlat ion? 

Stating Q at this general level has the advantage of highlighting the connection between 

robustness analysis and system identification. In fact, when the equations come from substi- 

tution of experimental data into a model which includes uncertainty (e.g. noise), Q anlounts 

to the model validation question '.is the model consistent with the data?". AAlso if we con- 

sider a model involving parameters, Q is closely related to the problem of finding parameter 

values which agree writ11 the data, which is the system identification question. 

The connection is. however, more concrete: it will be shown in Section '7.3. that,  in 

particular, the implicit version of the LFT formulation provides a natural setting for posing 

model validation and sxstem identification problems in the linear case. 

Having established the motivation for implicit uncertain systems, in Section '7.4 we will 

develop a natural framework in which questions such as Q can be addressed, and reduce the 

general problem to  a canonical case \vhich will be studied in detail in Chapter 8. 



Modeling and Implicit Descriptions 

In order for a theoretical framework to be a useful tool for the modeling of complex sys- 

tems, it must provide a transparent procedure for building large models based on subsystem 

models. In this way one "zooms in" on each particular component, obtains a mathematical 

description, and these are subsequently combined. One could think of creating a library 

of component models, and automating the combination stage by a routine which takes the 

subsystem models plus a specification of the interconnection, and outputs the full system 

model. 

The only candidate method for this which has been considered so far is the block dia- 

gram representation, discussed in Chapter 2. This is in fact the method of choice in some 

commercial software products for modeling and simulation. 

The block diagram representation models an interconnection as a cascade of input-output 

maps; the restriction to this type of interconnection poses a number of difficulties as a 

modeling technique. The most basic one is that an input-output representa,tion must be 

chosen a priori at the component modeling stage, and at this level it is not always clear 

which variables should be regarded as inputs or outputs. For example, the model v = Ri for 

a resistor can be thought as voltage driven or current driven, and the a.decluate choice will 

depend on its location in the full circuit. The need to commit to an 1/0 partition makes 

this method unsuitable for modularizing the modeling. 

Figure 7.1 : Int,erconnection of two mass-spring syste~ns 

As a further example, consider the interconnection of two mass-spring systems depicted 



in Figure 7.1. Each corresponds to  the differential equation 

which is typically modeled as an 110 system with input .f,, and output z , .  NOIV if we wish to 

model the interconnection of Figure 7.1, where the two masses are bolted together, this would 

call for identifying the inputs, and the outputs of the two systems, which is not a cascade 

interconnection. A cascade interconnection could be obtained by changing the signal flow 

direction in one of the sy~t~ems,  say the first, and considering zl as an input and .fi as an 

output. We observe, however, that 

Once again this goes against modularization; the component model must be changed 

before interconnection. 

The "cause-effect" concept which one typically associates with input-output models is 

lost; there is no justification for breaking the symmetry as to which is the cause, and 

which the effect, in each system. 

The new model involves differentiation, a feature which is typically considered unde- 

sirable in cascade interconnections. 

Of course, there is no problem with the given interconnection. and a full system model can 

easily be obtained by adding to (7.1) the interconnection equations 

The difficulties arise only if we insist on building models by cascade interconnection of input- 

output subsystems. If, as is typical in engineering modeling. one maintains the subsystem 

models at the level of equations, this difficulty disappears. 

Similar considerations apply to the issue of feedback. iZlthough conceptually the signal 

flow point of view is very appealing to understand feedbacli (hence its name). it is only 

strictly appropriate when the feedback interconnection is "buffered", as for esample in the 

case of a computer connected to the system via .4/D and D1.4 converters. 

Other feedback interconnections. like those which are commonplace in electronic ampli- 

fiers, do not convert transparently to the G-K diagram of Figure 2.6. Although the signal 

flow concept is still used as a heuristic or approximate tool in the designs. for more precise 

modeling a more convenient approach is to write down and manipulate the corresponding 

equations. 



These issues are even more predominant in the case of nonlinear systems. Often, nonlinear 

models are derived form physical laws such as mass or energy balances which are expressed 

as equations between the variables and have global validity. Obtaining an input-output 

representation involves solving nonlinear equations, which is not a tractable problem and 

leads to  input-output descriptions which are only valid locally. 

From this discussion it appears that a theory of systems which attempts to have a general 

impact in technology beyond the restricted case of the G-K configuration, should rely on a 

more flexible modeling technique than that provided by cascades of input-output systems. It 

seems natural, in its place, to formulate a theory based on the most commonly used modeling 

technique, namely representations in terms of implicit equations. A formal definition follows. 

Definition 8 An  implicit system (W, IE, R )  is defined by two vector .spaces, the vari- 

able space W and the equation space E, and an equation operator R : W-+E. 
The behavior of the implicit system is tlze set B = I<er(R) = { Z L ~  E W : Rul = 0).  

The system is called linear if R is a linear map. 

The definition above is closely related to the behavioral approach to system theory, introduced 

by Willems [91]. In this type of formulation, all variables in a system are a priori on an equal 

footing, without a distinction between inputs and outputs. The system laws are constraints 

in the possible values of these variables, which define a set: the behavior. For further 

discussion of the features of this modeling paradigm, see [91]. 

In Definition 8, we give priority to descriptions of the behavior in terms of implicit 

equations. These will play a central role in the analysis. Interconnections of subsystems in 

this setting reduce to superimposing equations. 

An important special case of Definition 8 is the class of dynam~cal implicit sj-stems, where 

the sets W and E are vector-valued signal spaces. As an example, if R(X) is a polynomial 

matrix, the differential equations R($)ZU = 0 define an implicit system. rvhere R is the 

differential operator R($) ,  and W, E can be chosen as spaces of smootll functions. or alter- 

natively distribution spaces. The choice of the defining elements W, IE. R depends on the 

type of analysis to be performed. In this chapter we use linear R, discrete time and: 

Finite dimensional spaces of signals will he used for problems inuol\-ing data. 

For stability issues, the extended spaces W = I:,. IE = I F ,  are used. In this case for the 

map R to be well defined we \\rill require it to he causal. 

To formulate quantitative performance specificat,ions. nre use the l2  space W = I:, 
IE = I; ,  with R E L(12). 



7.2 Implicit Uncertain Systems 

We now incorporate into the implicit paradigm set descriptions of uncertainty in the style 

of robust control. In the rnass-spring example of Figure 7.1, one could for example have the 

situation where there is uncertainty in the mass, e.g. represented by m,  = m,, + S m I ,  which 

would translate directly into uncertainty in the equation operator R corresponding to  (7.1). 

This motivates the inclusion of uncertainty in implicit descriptions by using an equation map 

R(A), where A is an uncertainty operator. 

Based on the experience of standard robust control, it is clear that a very flexible 

parametrization is obtained by choosing A to be a structured operator as in (3.34), and 

the equation map to  be a be a Linear Fractional Transformation A + H, as depicted in Fig- 

ure 7.2, where H = is an LTI map. This kind of representation was first considered 

in [17]. 

Figure 7.2: Implicit LFT system 

A remark regarding Figure 7.2 is that it contains remnants of the b.signal-flow'' approach. 
m, since the perturbation A is depicted as an input-output map. ~ l i i s  is done to highlight the 

connection with the standard LFT paradigm, but from an  implicit point of view the system 

in Figure 1 is simply characterized by the equations ( A  + H)cr = 0, or by an '.internal" 

description where the ,- signals are included in the variable space W, writing 

The parameterization R(A.  H )  i11 (7.4) is affine in the parameter A. This simple form allows 

for the representation of a rich 1-arietj- of uncertain systen~s. .I standard input-output LFT 

uncertain system can be easil~. converted to this inlplicit f'ornl (see (7.8) 11elo~1-j. 

An implicit LFT representatioli can also be used to rel~resent general Integral Quadratic 

Constraints; we recall from Lemma 5.1 that special classes of IQC's were in direct corre- 

spondence with non-causal operators in an LFT representation. The following construction 

shows that in fact Lemma 5.1 covers all cases of scalar 1.aluecl IQC's. of the general form 

( 2 ,  r I2 )  2 0. 



For this purpose, given II(ejw) = II(ejw)* E L, one can obtain a representation 

where U(eJW), V(eJW) can be chosen in X, (EX, if II(eJw) is rational). This is done, for 

example, by choosing U = kI such that U*U+II > 0, and then using a spectral factorization 

(see [98]) to  obtain U*U + II = V*V.  
The factorization (7.5) reduces (5.1) to IIVzII; 2 IIUzIIi. From Lemma 5.1, for each z 

satisfying (5.1) there exists an operator Ac, llAcll < 1 such that U z  = AcVz.  So the set 

of z E l 2  satisfying (5.1) can be described as the union over A c ,  llAcll < 1 of the behavior 

of the uncertain implicit system 

(U - AcV)z  = 0. (7.6) 

Remarks: 

e Although Ker(U - AcV)  is a linear subspace for each Ac , the union of the parame- 

terized behaviors describes a more complicated set given by (5.1 ). 

{IIAcll I. 11 includes arbitrary time-varying non-cnu.snl operators. In this respect, 

implicit systems obtained from this procedure are a priori considered with W = 1 2 .  

e A finite number of IQCs can be given a representation (7.6), where Ac is now a 

structured uncertainty operator. 

e Analogously, the set Ul ldc l<l  Ker(U - dcI V )  for scalar bc can be shown by mea,ns of 

Lemma 5.2 to correspond to the matrix-valued constraint' 

We have provided a complete mapping of IQC's into uncertain equations. As a conse- 

quence, an uncertain system and additional constraints on the signals can he represented 

simultaneously by an implicit LFT system. To illustrate how these implicit descriptions 

might be used for robust performance analysis, consider the uncertain 1/0 system of Figure 

7.3, where it is known that the disturbance input 2. satisfies a finite number of restrictions 

in terms of IQCs as in (5.1). \Ve want to determine ~vhether there exist signals 21 in the 

allowed class, and perturbations A,, such that the system 12 gain is 1 or larger. This last 

requirement is captured by the performance IQC l l Y 1 ( 2  - 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~  > 0. 

The implicit equations for the system, the IQCs on z$ and the performance IQC are 

captured respectively by 



Figure 7.3: Input/Output LFT system 

where Ac and Ap are norm bounded LTV operators, and Ac is in general structured. 

The superposition of (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10) gives an implicit description for the robust 

performance analysis problem, which reduces to the question: 

Q:  "Does there exist a perturbation (A, ,  A C ,  Ap) such that (7.8-7.10) have 

non-trivial l2  solutions?" 

In Q the inputloutput partition has been eliminated from the problem. and the analysis 

is posed in terms of equations and solutions, rather than maps and gains: this a1lon.s for a 

natural incorporation of the constraints ('7.9). Questions of this type will be anal!-zed in the 

sequel. 

Remark: The transformation from the constrained 110 problem to the implicit version 

is mainly a notational change, and any result which is obtained from this new version can also 

be obtained with the original objects. The advantage of this new form is that it provicles a 

canonical representation for these over-constrained problems. for which results can he derived 

and then applied to a variety of special cases. Also . this generality is helpful in establishing 

connections with other problems, as is done in the following section. 



7.3 Model Validation and System Identification 

As discussed in the Section 7.1, the implicit formulation is a natural setting for mod- 

eling systems from first principles, since physical laws are typically specified as equations 

between the system variables. The other main method of obtaining models is "black-box" 

system identification from experimental data. We will argue in this section that system iden- 

tification is conceptually a similar problem to  robustness a.nalysis, a,nd t,hat implicit LFT 

representations provide a way to formulate both of them in a consistent language. 

The connection comes from the question of model validation, which inquires if a model 

is consistent with data. Take for example the model structure (see [45]) 

where A is the shift operator, 0 is a vector of parameters, C; and H are discrete time systems, 

and d is a disturbance. Assume the parameter 8 has heen chosen, and we are given data 

u and y. The model validation question is to  check whether the model can account for the 

data with a plausible (e.g. small enough) instance of cl. This cluestion clearly fits into the 

general form Q stated in the introduction: given the equations. the parameters and the data, 

we must check whether there exist values of the uncertainty (in this case cl) in a given set 

(e.g. ljdll 5 y) which verify the equations. 

If the parameters are also taken to be uncertain, then Q amounts to looking for values of 

the parameters and noise which satisfy the equations. which is the tjTpe of cluestion asked in 

system identification. Also, one can imagine a generalized model validation or identification 

setup where in addition to noise and parameters. there is some represe~ltation for unmodeled 

dynamics in the style of Chapter 2. This is especially relel-ant to establish closer connections 

between identification and robust control, which renlains as a fundamental challenge. Once 

again, the basic problem can be cast in the form Q. n.1le1.c now the uncertainty includes 

noise. unmodelecl dynamics. ancl possibly parameters. 

Making the description of Q Inore concrete. we will i l o ~ ~  5llolr- that in particular in-iplicit 

LFT systems as those consiclerecl in Section 7.2 pro~.icle all attracti1-e setup for a general 

class of model validation/s~-sten1 iclentification-type cluest iolls (Iiencefortll denoted M17/ID). 
The following development is closely related to some recent n-ork in 178. 5:3] ~vhere model val- 

idation problems where related to estensioils of the structusetl 5ingulas value j r .  I11 addition 

to providing a conceptual frame~vork in which to relate rol~ustness analysis and iclentifica- 

tion, this formulation suggests that con~putational tools clei.elol)ecl to deal ~vi th  the implicit 

robustness analysis formulation could be applied to Vstenl iclentification. 
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7.3.1 Model Validation as Implicit Analysis 

Figure 7.4 shows a generic input-output MV/ID structure, where all the elements in 

the diagram are constant vectors and matrices. This setup is directly applicable to static 

problems, where there is no explicit time variable. If, however, we are dealing with a dynamic 

model over a finite time horizon, a static representation can be derived by stringing out the 

time horizon, and representing signals by vectors and linear systems by matrices (see [83]); 
also, this static approach can be used for model validation in the frequency domain, where 

the data comes as the response of the system at a number of frequency points (see [ 5 3 ] ) .  
From now on we only refer to the static question. 

In Figure 7.4, d is a vector of unknown inputs (disturbances), constrained by lldll 5 1; 

A is a structured matrix in a certain normalized class BA; u and y are the measured inputs 

and outputs. The MV/ID problem is to find values of A and d consistent with Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7.4: t\ standard input-output MV/ID setup. 

This LFT structure captures a rich variety of linear identification problems. As a simple 

example, consider the standard linear regression 

where 2.4 and y are known, 0 is a vector of unknown parameters and cl is a vector of unknown 

errors. These equations are of the form of Figure 7.4, with 

In Figure 7.5, the equations of Figure 7.4 are represented in implicit form, with 11 and y 

combined into the vector 21 which includes all the known data: 

r 1 



Figure 7.5: A standard MV/ID setup in implicit form. 

Note that the input-output partition has been eliminated from the model. In fact, it 

could well be that we wish to  validate some model based on observations of a system where 

this distinction is not available. Then we would arrive directly at Figure 7.5. For example, 

in the linear regression above, the "input" in (7.13) is an artifice of the representation. 

Figure 7.6: The I\iZV/ID setup with data inside the matris. 

We can now incorporate the data o into the matrix by considering a fictitious scalar 

"input" of value 1. This results in Figure 7.6. 

The representation has up to now two different sources of uncertainty: 1 and (1. This 

distinction disappears and the constraint lldll < 1 is included in the problem 13y introducing 

the uncertainty block Ad = d, ljAdll _< 1, and writing d = Adl .  This is show11 in Figure 7.7: 

Ad is just a new name for cl which reflects its location in the diagram. Tlie representation 

of Figure 7.7 corresponds to a constant matris version of the implicit LFT sj-stem (7.4). 

The MV/ID question is now of the form : -'Does there exist a nontri~-ial signal satisfying 

the implicit equations of Figure 7.7 for A E BJ ?" The fact that one signal is constrained 

to be 1 is irrelevant since everything can be normalizecl bj- linearitj-. 

This question corresponds exactly to the robustness analysis question Q posed in Section 

7.2, so the same theoretical and conlputat,ional nlethods can be applied to 130th situations. 



Figure 7.7: MV/ID as an implicit analysis problem. 

7.4 Stability in Implicit Systems 

As in the case of I/O systems, many important issues in the analysis of an implicit system 

hinge around the question of stability. In this section we introduce this concept and develop 

the basic framework which will be further analyzed in Chapter 8.  

7.4.1 Stability and 12-Stability 

We first introduce the stability notion for an implicit system with no uncertainty 

Informally, the system (7.15) is stable if the equations disallow any unbounded behaviors 

w (e.g., in 12e\12). This requires, in particular, that there are no degrees of freedom left in to, 

so there must be at least as many equations as variables; in the language of [91], the system 

is autonomous. We wish, however, to allow the possibility of over-constrained problems. 

with more equations than unknowns, such as the example considered in (7.8-7.10). These 

requirements are met by the following definition. 

Definition 9 Let (W,IE. R) be an 1mpl7czt lfnear system otler 12e: W = I ; , .  E = I;, ,  
R : W-IE causal map . The system zs sazd to be well posed ? f  R has  a causal left 

inverse L : E+W. The system 7s stable if 7t 7s well posed and In aclcl7t7on, L 7s 

bounded on the range of R, z.e. 37 > 0 such that for eziery t = Rzc, and ezlel-y T ,  

IIPTwll < r l l P T e l l .  



Remarks 

e The restriction to causal maps is included so that objects are well defined over the 

extended spaces. 

We use the equation error e as a way of testing the sensitivity of the equations, in 

analogous way as injected disturbances were used for the standard I/O configuration 

of Figure 2.8. 

In reference to Figure 2.8, leaving out the injected disturbances an implicit represen- 

tation is given by 

which is of the general form (7.15). Applying Definition 9, stability implies that 

[ -IK -?] has a causal, bounded left inverse on L,(12,). This is slightly weaker 

than Definition 1, where full invertibility was required; in Definition 9, the operator R 
is not required to be onto, in other words the equation errors need not be free to  span 

the whole of lz,. 

The reason for this weaker definition in the case of implicit systems is to be able to 

extend the notion to systems which are over-constrained, with more equations than 

variables, such as the example considered in (7.8-7.10). In these cases. the operator 

will not be onto in general, and this should not be required. The equation errors are 

not physical noises, which should he included in the to variables; they just provide a 

means of testing sensitivity of the equations. For the case of H, K LTI in (7.16); the 

definition is equivalent to the standard one, as will follow from Proposition 7.3. 

e As an immediate consequence of the definition, if e E l2 and e = Rzu for a stable 

system R, then w must be in 1 2 .  

Definition 9 can also be interpreted in terms of the infinite matris representation (2.12) 

of the equation operator R, and its truncations RT as in (2.14). 

Proposition 7.1 The implicif s y s f en~  (W,E. R) over 12, is stable i f  arzd on ly  if 

inf a ( R T )  > 0. 
7-20- 

where - a j .)  denotes minirnun2 singular  t10lzle 0.f a matrix, a ( A )  = min lC l=~  !A( ( .  



Proof :  From Definition 9, stability implies IRTE 2 $ I [ l  from which (7.17) follows. 

Conversely, let E = i n f ~ > ~ c r ( R ~ )  - > 0. Then a causal left inverse L can be constructed 

by induction over T: given a lower triangular left inverse LT of RT, consider the matrix 

= [ O ] . Since g ( R T + ~ )  > 0, rT+l,Ttl has left inverse lTtl,Ttl, then 
~ T + I , T + I  

is a left inverse of RT+?. This procedure produces a causal operator L : IE-+W. If e = Rw, 

then P T e  = RTpTw therefore llPTell 2 cllPTLell SO L is bounded on the range of R .  

I 

In Definition 9 we restricted the attention to causal equation maps R, which is the natural 

setting to  view these equations over the extended spaces 12,. The representation of IQCs 

in terms of uncertain equations discussed in Section 7.2 calls, however, for introducing non- 

causal maps. For this purpose one must restrict the analysis a priori to the space l2 where 

these maps are well defined. In this setting, we wish to provide a definition which captures 

the analysis question Q discussed in Section 7.2. It turns out that such definition is closely 

related to Definition 9, with the modification that the causality restriction is removed, and 

the maps are restricted to 12. Due to  this analogy we will name this notion "12-stability", 

although the terminology is not necessarily very descriptive. 

Defini t ion 10 Let (W,IE, R )  be an im,plicit linear system over 12. The system is 

12-stable if R is leff invertible in L(12), i.e. 3L  E L(12) SUCJ~,  that L R  = I. 

An equivalent characterization is 

P ropos i t ion  7.2 R w  = 0 is 12-stable if and only if 

Proof:  For the necessity. note that since L R  = I, IILII IIRu~ll > //z~11. For the sufficiency. 

condition (7.18) implies that R is injective. and its range is closed. An application of the 

open mapping theorem (see [TI]) implies that R has a bounded inverse on its range, which 

can be extended to a bounded operator on IE, resulting in a left inverse for R .  

I 

Interpreting the definition, 12-stability implies that the l2  behavior of the system is the 

trivial space, and that this property is not "sensitive" to equation error: an arbitrary small 

equation error e does not allow solutions ZL', / / z ~ ~ j l  = 1, to the equation Rzr = t. 



To illustrate these definitions, we will consider the case of an "autoregressive" system 

(see [91]) defined by linear time-invariant equations of the form R = R(A), where R(X) is a 

p x q polynomial matrix. 

Proposition 7.3 Let R(X) be a p x q polynomial matrix. Then 

(i) The system R(A)w = 0 is stable if and only if R(X) has full column ~-ank for all 
X in the closed unit disk D. 

(ii) The system R(A)w = 0 is 12-stable if and only if R(X) has full column rank for all 

X in the unit circle T. 

Proof: 

( i )  If R(0) has a kernel, then R(A) cannot have a causal left inverse, so well posedness 

fails. If R(Xo)w = 0, 0 # / A o ]  5 1 then the signal w(t) = ($)lw, t > 0 is in 12e\127 but 

R(A)w E 12, violating stability. 
If R(X) has full column rank over the closed unit disk, then the theory of coprime fac- 

torizations over the stable ring (see e.g. [87]) implies that R(X) has a left inverse in RN,. 
This gives a causal left inverse which is bounded (over all 12,) so stability is satisfied. 

k-im (ii) If R(eJWo)u? = 0, we can construct 12 signals w ( ~ )  with norm 1 and 1 1  ~(A)w(")l l  ---+ 0, 

violating 12-stability. Conversely if R(eJw) has full column rank, rnineJwETg(R(eJd)) > 0, so 

there is a left inverse L(eJw) E L, for R(eJw), i.e. a bounded left inverse L to R(A). 

Remark: The same argument carries through if R(Xj is a rational, rather than polynomial 

matrix, with no poles on the unit disk (respectively the unit circle). 

Example: Consider R(X) = 1 - 2X. Setting W = IE = 12e. the implicit system is not stable. 

since the signal w(t) = 2l, t > 0, which is in 12,\12 gives e = R z o  E 12. 
The system with W = IE = l2 is 12-stable, however, since infll,li=l I(Rul// = 1. 

7.4.2 Robust Stability and 1,-Stability 

In this section we refer to the implicit uncertain systelll of (7.4). i\71~en the notion of 
stability over 12, is being considered, H is assumed to be a causal, LTI operator in Lc(12e). 
and the uncertainty A is in the structured unit ball BA as in Section 2.2.3. The implicit 

system (7.4) is said to be robustly stable if it is stable for every A E BA. 
For the notion of 12-stability we will allow non-causal LTI maps H. ancl perturbations over 

the class B A N G ,  without the restriction on causality. The implicit system (7.4) is robustly 

12-stable if it is 12-stable for every A E BAN,. 



The constrained I /O robust performance problem posed in Section 7.2 converts to robust 

12-stability of the corresponding implicit system: a negative answer to Q implies a trivial 

12-kernel for every A .  Left invertibility is technically slightly stronger, but conceptua,lly the 

same type of condition. 

As an initial step in the analysis of robust stability (or 12-stability) of implicit systems, 

the configuration of (7.4) will be further reduced to a canonical case. 

Proposition 7.4 The implicit system (7.4) is robustly (12) stable if an.d only (f 

(i) Q is (12) stable, with bounded left inverse L. 

(ii) The implicit system z = 0, is robustly (1,) stable, where 

Proof: Consider first the case of 12-stability. 

[Necessity] 

If (7.4) is robust 12-stable, then in particular R ( 0 .  H) = [ :] 11as a bounded left 

inverse, therefore Q has bounded left inverse L. We now write the identity 

which holds for any A E BA,  with the invertible operators S and T defined as 

and 

By hypothesis, R ( A ,  H) is left invert,ible, hence so is R ( A ,  H) from (7.20). ~v l~ ich  implies 

the left invertibility of R , ( A ,  H) := [ I  -e"]. 
[Sufficiency] 

If Y ( A )  = [ Y l  Y 2  ] is a bounded left inverse for R l ( A .  H )  then (note that LN = 0 by 

definition of N) 

therefore R(A. H) is left invertible, and so is R ( A .  H)  ly- ('7.20). 



Now turning to  the notion of stability over 12, : 

[Necessity]: 
By hypothesis R ( 0 , H )  = [ I O ] has a causal left inverse, which is bounded over its 

N Q  
range. Since it is an LTI map in L,(12,), from Proposition 7.3 we know that the left inverse 

can be chosen in ;FCW and therefore bounded over the whole of 12,, not just the range. Let L 

be the corresponding left inverse for Q .  Then S,  T S-l, T-l, defined as in (7.21) are maps 

in &(la,). From here on the argument follows analogously to the 12 case. 

[Sufficiency] : 
Fix A E BA, let [ Yl Y2 ] be a causal left inverse of R 1 ( A ,  H),  bounded on its range, 

and construct a causal left inverse for R(A, H) as in (7.23). The lower portion [ 0  L ]  is 

bounded on 12, as discussed above. The top portion is 

0 
[ T I  f 2 ( 1 - 4 ~ ) ]  = [ T I  T2 I [: (I-,,) 

O ] is bounded and maps a vector in the range of R( A, H), to  the range where [ A (I - Q L )  
of R ( A ,  H) where [ T 2  ] is bounded, therefore the top portion is bounded on the range 

R(A,H).  

The previous result shows that for robustness analysis. it suffices to  consider the canonical 

implicit system 

where M , N  are renamed as M , N  for simplicity. This case will be analyzed in Chapter 8. 
It is useful to  compare this setup with the question of robust stability in standard robust 

control, which specifies the invertibility of (I - A M ) .  The main difference is that (7.25) 
allows for additional constraints defined by the N ecluations. A problem with more equations 

than variables such as the one considered in (7.8-7.10) will result in the presence of these 

additional equations. A problem where the N equations do not appear will he termed the 

"unconstrained" case. For esample, if the IQC's (7.9) are elinlinatecl from ('7.8-7.10). the 

problem can be reduced to the equations 

which are in the standard form (I - A M ) =  = 0. 



In an unconstrained problem, our definition of robust stability imposes left inverti bility 

of (I - AM) over A E Bd.  It can be shown (see [60]) that in this case full invertibility 

holds, so there is no difference with the standard definition. 

Remark: 

The notions of stability and 12-stability and this canonical representation have been de- 

veloped in the context of dynamical systems. The results in Section 7.3 have also motivated 

the appearance of representations such as (7.4), where the defining elements are constant 

matrices. The analysis question Q for these constant matrix representations is to test for the 

existence of nontrivial solutions, which corresponds exactly to left invertibility. Correspond- 

ingly, the development of the canonical representation (7.25) also applies to these constant 

matrix analysis problems, which will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 



Chapter 8 

Implicit Uncertain Systems 11: 
Analysis 

In Chapter 7 we introduced a framework for analysis of systems in implicit form. This 

approach was motivated from first principles modeling where implicit equations are the 

natural object, but was shown to have advantages for a more general class of problems. 

In particular, it was shown that an implicit version of the LFT formulation provides a 

standard setup in which to cast a variety of analysis questions involving constraints, including 

robustness analysis under IQCs and a model validation problem. 

It was further shown that the analysis of these implicit uncertain systems could be reduced 

to  studying the canonical case 

where M and N are LTI maps, and A a structured operator. The robustness analysis 

question is to  test for the existence of solutions to ( S . l ) ,  or, more technically, to test the left 

inverti bili ty of the operator [ I  -tM ] . T i  e t i o  is a generalization of the standarci 

"unconstrained9' case where the N equations do not appear. 

In this chapter we consider this analysis problem in a number of cases. We begin in 

Section 8.1 by studying constant matrix problems; these lead to a generalization of the 

structured singular value p ;  the upper bound theory is developed in detail. In Section S.2 

we analyze LTV perturbation structures, and prove conves conditions extending those in 

the standard theory. Section 8.3 discusses the case where M. N are clescril>ecl in state- 

space. Section 8.4 contains examples to demonstrate the application of this theory in two 

directions: robust performance analysis under constrained disturbances. and a review of the 

least squares identification problem from this perspective. 
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8.1 A Structured Singular Value for Implicit Systems 

In many important cases, robustness analysis can be conducted in a constant matrix 

representation. In the implicit framework, these have the form 

where M E Cnxn, N E Cpxn, and the structure A is still of the form (2.21), but with blocks 

which are constant, complex matrices rather than dynamical operators. A could also have 

blocks restricted to be real. By analogy with the dynamic case, we will say that the implicit 

system (8.2) is stable if 

i re r [~:"]  = o  ~ ~ i i i ~  

Equivalently, st ability implies left invertibili ty of [ I $'"] o v e d A .  Condition (8.3) 

strongly resembles the PBH test in standard system theory. In fact, for the special case 

A = 61 ,  stability is equivalent to detectability of the pair ( N ,  M ) .  
Standard robust stability analysis for constant matrices is provided by the structured 

singular value p [28, 551, as reviewed in Section 2.3.2. In the constrained case of (S.2), the 

natural extension is given by the following: 

Definition 11 The structured singular value pA(AT. A l )  of the implicit systen~ (S.2) 

i0 'a uejLIL.Cd A cmn as fellows: 

If  I<er [ I  -kM] = 0 b'A E 3, define p A ( K .  U )  := 0. othe~-wi.5e 

1 
/LA (N. Ad) := 

min @ ( A )  : A E A,I<er # 0) { 

A restatement of this definition is to say that (8.2) is stable if and 0111~- if p3(A7. Jf) < 1. 

Before considering the corresponding theory for "implicit 11" we remark on which prob- 

lems will reduce to  this representation. 

A first simple example. analogous to the standard theor!.. is that if the uncertainty in 

(S.1) is LTI, then the robust stability tests reduce to a constant matrix analysis across 

frequency. In particular, a direct application of Proposition 7.3 implies that the concli- 

tion pA(n'(X),  hI(X)) < 1 over the unit circle / A /  = 1 characterizes rol~ust l2  stabilitj-. 



and the same condition over the unit disk / X I  < 1 chara.cterizes robust stability. Note 

that in the general case (dynamic N), the "maximum-modulus" property no longer 

holds; the maximum of pA(N(X), hl(X)) need not occur on the circle. 

The previous case has not been very well motivated, since we argued for the consid- 

eration of over-constrained problems based on the representation of IQCs, which yield 

LTV blocks in A. If, in the situation of Figure 7.3, the uncertainty A,, is LTI, then 

the implicit description (7.8-7.10) will have a combined LTI/LTV uncertainty structure, 

exactly as those considered in Chapter 3. Most of the theory of Chapter 3 can, how- 

ever, be extended to  the implicit case, reducing these combined problems to  implicit CL 

analysis problems in augmented uncertainty structures, thus providing an application 

of the previous definition. 

The model validation question considered in Section 7.3 reduces directly to a con- 

stant matrix problem. The corresponding test M )  < 1 is ecluivalent to model 

invalidation. 

8.1 .I Bounds for Implicit p 

Definition 11 translates the analysis problem to the con~putation of pJ(1Y, ill); as in the 

standard case, exact computation is in general hard and one must rely on upper and lower 

bounds. We will only comment briefly here on the lower bound problem, and develop in 

detail the upper bound theory. 

The lower bounds algorithms for the standard unconstrained case (no !I7 ecluations) are 

based on the fact that p a ( M )  = m a x ~ ~ ~ , ( p ( A A l ) ) ,  where p ( . )  denotes spectral radius. 

Algorithms which resemble the power iteration for spectral radius have been developed [ 5 5 .  

951, with good performance on typical problems. 

For the constrained case, only eigenvalues with eigenvectors in the kernel of /I7 are rel- 

evant. In the following, it will be convenient to parameterize this kernel hy a matris !Ir;. 
whose colum~ls form a basis for the kernel of ,Y. This leads to 

Denoting pg(A, B) = mas{l$( : Iier(/?A - B) # 0)  (masirnun1 modulus of a generalized 

eigenvalue of A, B. the notation is not standard). we halve 



These observations will presumably lead to an extension of the standard ~1 lower bound 

algorithms, although work in this problem is still premature, and it is not obvious that these 
algorithms would inherit the typical performance of the standard p lower bound. Some 

initial work on a special case of this extension is documented in [53]. 

We will now consider the upper bounds for this version of the structured singular value. 

The following theory strongly parallels that of [55] for the standard case. X denotes the set 

of scaling matrices defined in (2.35), XH, XP the subsets of hermitian and positive matrices, 

respectively. XH is in fact a real vector space, and 

defines an inner product in XH. XP and its closure WP are convex in XH. 

Lemma 8.1 For fixed ,B > 0, the following are equivalent: 

( i)  3X E XP : Ad*Xhl - P2X - N*Ai < 0; (8.8) 

(ii)  3X E XP : N1(A4*XA4 - P2x)N;l < 0. (8.9) 

Proof: Since N N I  = 0, ( i )  implies (ii) .  

If (ii) holds, there exists X E XP such that M*XA4 - P2X < 0 on the kernel of iV. 
By continuity, there exists E > 0 such that ((M*XA4 - P 2 S ) v ,  v)  < 0 for all V ,  I v I  = 1: 

INv/' 5 E. Now choose 7 > 0 such that X,,,(iZ/ir*~XA4 - P217X) < E. 

This gives ((A/l*?1-XM - i_R2?: - _N*_N)g,  TI) < 0 for all ?I f 0, SO q,x- solve  (1). 

The previous conditions are both LMIs (strictly speaking, (i) is affine rather than lin- 

ear). While version ( i)  is more directly related to robustness analysis tests, ( i i )  is of lower 

dimensionality and therefore preferable from a computational point of view. We define the 

upper bound for p, 

jla(N, M )  := inf{/3 > 0 : (8.8) is sat,isfied). (8.10) 

The fact that pa (N,  Af) 5 jlA (N,  M )  is a consequence of Theorem 8.2 below 

Remarks: 

LMI (8.9) for /3 = 1 has appeared in previous work [46] on stabilization of input-output 

LFT systems, where it characterizes the so-called Q-detectability of the pair ( A T , A f )  

(this reinforces the connection with the PBH test mentioned earlier). It is shown in 

[46] that it is equivalent to the existence of an output injection matrix L such that 

infXGx, 5 (X(A4 + LN)Xw-I )  < 1. 



If the structure includes real S I  blocks (corresponding to parametric uncertainty), the 

upper bound can be improved in the same manner as in (2.39) for the standard case. 

For the analysis of the upper bound we introduce a set. V0 which is closely related with 

the  corresponding method for standard p (see [ 5 5 ] )  and to the IQC methods to  be used in 

Section 8.2. For ( E Cn, let 

Define V0 = {A0(() : N (  = 0 ,  ](I = 1) c XH; co(VO) denotes its conves hull. 

Theorem 8.2 

2. The following are equivalent: 

( b a ( N , M )  < 1: 

( i i )  3X E WP : MwXniI - X - AT*N < 0, 

(ii i)  co(VO) n F = 0. 

Proof: 

1. Assume pa (N ,  &I) >_ 1. Then there exists A E BA such that (8.2) has nontrivial 

solutions, say ( of norm 1. Then NC = 0, AM< = (, which gives 

Therefore the matrix AO(() is in V0 n F. The converse follows similarly. 

2. The equivalence of ( i )  and ( i i )  is just the definition of (n', i l l ) .  

Let > 0 solve (8.13). For any ( E Cn. AT( = 0. some algebra shows that 
L  F 

0 (x, A'(()) = trace(.x,~P(()) + 1 X L + ~ O L + ~  (0 = < * ( d l x X A l  - 1 - X*K)( i 0. 
z = 1  3=1 

(S.14) 
Also, (A*. I'j >_ 0 for all 1- E F. Therefore the hyperplane (.Y. I -}  = 0 in WH strictly 

separates the sets V0 and p, ~vhich implies their respective convex hulls co(VO) and 

are disjoint, proving (iii). Conversely, if co(VO). are disjoint. a strictly separating 

hyperplane can be found from Lemma A.3 leading back to ( i i ) .  



8.1.2 p-Simple Structures in the Implicit Case 

The upper bound for implicit p will be strict in general; equivalently, LMI (8.12) is not 

a necessary test for stability. In a similar manner as in the standard case [55], we now pose 

the question as to  which special A structures give equality of / I  and ji. 

Defini t ion 1 2  The structure A is p-simple in th.e implicit case if p n ( N ,  M) = 

in (N,  M) for any matrices M, N .  

Theorem 8.3 The following structures are ~ - s i m p / e  irz the implicit case: 

(i) A = { S I :  S E C); 

(ii) A = {diag[Al, . . . aF] : a, E Rrntxrn t ) ,  with F 5 2 ,  for hf, AT real; 

(iii) A = {diag[Al, . . . , aF] : A, E ~ r n t X r n z ) ,  with F 5 3 .  

Proof :  

(i) In the case A = S I ,  if p A ( N ,  h f )  < 1 then ( N ,  i%f) is detectable in the usual system 

theoretic sense, so there exists an output injection L such that p(A4 + LAT) < 1. From 

Lyapunov theory this implies there exists X > 0 such that 

Multiplying on the left and right by ATL. AT: gives A;(ilf"a$-All - S)12'; < 0 which implies 

j in (N,M)  < 1. 

(ii) The only nontrivial case is F = 2. Let 111, S. _1 = cliag[Al.A2] be real matrices. 

To analyze this case we must consider a real version of the Vu set. with the same definition 

as before but with C E Rn. Consider the n x r matris - Y i  parameterizing the kernel of n' 
(C = ATLv), and assume it is isonletsic. Then V0 call be rewritten as 

yo = {.I((-) = [ 0 1 ( 1 1 ) , 0 2 ( t 1 ) ] . t 7  € R". = 1 )  . (8.16) 

where aJ(u) = t"HJz~, and H, = (.lf-\*i):(illAl-i), - (*I;),(.\*;), is a real. symmetric matris 

for j = 1,2.  To prove that this structure is ,u-simple is cclui\-alelit. 13)- Theorem 8.2 to the 

fact that 

r O n F =  0 -. c o ( r O ) n F =  8 (8.17) 

for any hf ,  n', or equivalently for any symmetric HI .  H1 111 t l l i 5  case = the closed 

first quadrant in R2. TT'e 11a1.e therefore restated the prol>l~ni as a geometric condition on 

the range of two real quadratic forms. ~rhich is ecluivalent to all '.S-proceclure losslessness" 

theorem from kkubovich  [94]: since this literature is not easil) accessecl we il~clucle a proof 

which is based on some modifications to the parallel results of' [%I. 



Let P = A(vp), Q = A(vQ), be two distinct points in VO (up, VQ E RT, Ivpl = IvQ1 = 1). 

Define 

Then 

0 8 c VO. This follows from the fact that if 1q1 = 1, 1 [ UP VQ ] = 1 from (8.18) 

1 P,Q E E. For P set qp = V$ [;I, which verifies lqpJ2 = 11 0]17 [ 0 ]  = Ivp12 = 1, 

and analogously for Q. 

I is an ellipse in R2 (which may degenerate to a segment). 

aj  bj Parametrize q = (cos(d), sin(8)), 0 E [-x, a]. If i?j = [ b, cj  ] , then 

This implies that £ is the image of the unit circle by an affine map, an ellipse. 

We have shown that given two points in VO, there exists an ellipse £ c Po through those 

points. Now we return to  (8. i i j .  if co (V9 n (IWf)" 0, since C0 is bouncled and (RS)2 is a 

cone, there exists a point in the boundary of co(VO) which falls in the first quadrant. Using 

Lemma A.2 there exist two points P,Q in V0 such that the segment P Q  intersects the first 

quadrant. But then the corresponding ellipse £ will intersect (R+)2;  (the geometric picture 

is given in Figure 8.l(ii)). This implies VO n # 0. 

Figure 8.1: Illustration to the proof of Theorem 8.3 



(iii). 

We consider the case F = 3, the others follow similarly. The same procedure as in (ii) 

yields 

V0 = { ~ ( t ) )  = [gl(v),  02(v), g3(t1)] E R3, 11 E CT, 1 0 1  = 1 )  , (8.22) 

where aj(v)  = v*Hjv, and H, are complex hermitian forms in Cr .  Similarly, we must show 

the geometric result 

VO n ( R + ) ~  = 0 ==+ co(v0)  n ( R + ) ~  = 8 (8.23) 

for any H I ,  H z ,  H3. Once again, this result appears in the "S-procedure" formulation [33]. 

The following proof is based on [28]. In particular, it is shown in [28] (analogously to  (8.21)) 

that for the case r = 2, the set V0 is the image of the unit sphere in R3 by an affine map 

g : R3+R3. This gives an ellipsoid I (with no interior) in R3, which could also degenerate 

to  a projection of such an ellipsoid in a lower dimensional subspace. 

Given two distinct points P = A(zlp), Q = A(vQ) in VO, an analogous construction as the 

one given in (8.18-8.20) (with analogous proof) shows that there is such an ellipsoid I c V0 

through the two points. 

Assume now that co(VO) n # 0. Picking a point in the boundary of co(VO), 

Lemma A.2 implies that there are 3 points P,Q+SZ in V0 such that some convex combination 

S = crP + PQ + r R  falls in Geometrically, the triangle P Q R  intersects the positive 
"octant" at S. 

Claim: S lies in a segment between 2 points in Yo. 

This is obvious if P ,Q ,  R are aligned or if any of a$, 7 is 0. If not. consider the following 

reasoning, illustrated in Figure 8.i. -write 

where T lies in the segment QR. Now consider the ellipsoid C c V0 through Q and R. If 

it degenerates to  1 or 2 dimensions, then T E I c V0 and the claim is proved. If not, T is 

interior to the ellipsoid I. The half line starting at P, through T must '.esit" the ellipsoid a 

point U E I c V0 such that T is in the segment PI ' .  Therefore ,_S' in the segnlent P I T ,  and 

P, IT E VO, proving the claim. 

To finish the proof, we have found two points in V0 such that the segment hetween them 

intersects . The corresponding ellipsoid C C V0 hetxveen these points must clearly 

also intersect Therefore V0 f l  # 8. 



In reference to structures with only full blocks, we have shown that the situation is 

analogous to  the standard case of [55]: the upper bound is exact for a maximum of 3 
complex full blocks or 2 real full blocks. The only notable difference in the implicit case 

is the fact that the structure A = (diag[S1l, A , ] }  is no longer LL-simple, as shown in the 

following example. 

Example: 
Let A = diag [&I2,  A2], 61 E @, A2 E C 2 x 2 ,  

1 - 2S1 
The top half of Ni  - AMN; is , so the kernel is nontrivial only for 

r <  7 

1 = 1 / 2  or 61 = 1/3. In the first case, the kernel must be the span of I 0 I therefore 
i _I [: ] = A, [ ] . T i  can be achieved i t  5 ( A  of at least 4 / a .  

A similar argument with S1 = 113, shows that for a nontrivial kernel, a ( A 2 )  2 a. The 

first perturbation is smaller so ,uA (N, M )  = m / 4  < 1. 

For the LMI, write .Y = diag [-Yo, 1 2 1 ,  with Xo = [;- '! 1 .  Some algebra gives 

For (8.25) to  be negative definite. and S > 0. we must ha\.c- 

This implies lyl < 1. I!/ + 21 < 1 ~ h i c h  is impossible. so tlrere is no solution to LA11 (8.9) 

with /3 = 1. Consequentl~.. ,uJ( . l - . . I l )  < ,iJ(-17.111). 

We have developed the basic theory of the structured singular \ d u e  for implicit analysis. 

Given the fact that this problem is SP-hard. the main ope11 cliallellge is the development of 

heuristics to compute the ansxver in t>-pica1 cases. avoitli~ig unacceptal~le groxvtll rates wit11 

problem size. This requirement is particular1~- important in the case of problems involving 

data, as those discussed in Section 7.3. 
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8.2 Implicit Analysis with LTV Uncertainty 

In this section we return to dynamic problems, and study the analysis configuration 

(8.1) for the case where M ,  N are LTI maps, and A is a structured, LTV operator. Given 

the relationship between IQCs and LTV operators, this is a natural situation for an over- 

constrained analysis problem. As in Chapter 7: we address separately the conditions for 

stability and l2 stability; in Section 8.2.3 we discuss how both cases apply to a constrained 

robust performance problem. 

8.2.1 A Necessary and Sufficient Condition for Robust 12-Stability 

We first consider analysis in the l2 setting; M ,N ,  A are in L( l z ) ;  M, N are LTI, and A 
varies in the set 

B A ~ = v  := { A  E L(12), A = diag [blI,, , . . . ; bLI,, , A L + ~ ,  . . . , ALSF]) , 
NC 

(8.27) 

where we include non-causal structured operators. W is the set of constant scales as in (2.35). 

The following result is an extension of the constant scales condition (2.42) for standard robust 

stability analysis. 

Theorem 8.4 The  system (8.1) is robustly 12-stable i f  and only i f  

Remark: The inequality in (S.28) is interpret,ed i n  the sense of operators on 12, i.e. 

I3 < 0 if ( z ,  H z )  5 - C / / . Z ~ / ~  for some c > 0. For the case where M, N are finite dimensional, 

(8.28) reduces to an the LMI across frequency 

Proof: 
[Sufficiency] : 

Fis A- > 0 which solves (8.28). \ITithout loss of generality it can be assulnecl that = 1. 
This results from the fact that invertible operations yield 

I - A M  I - A M  
0 1  

where M := x * ~ ~ - i ,  N := NX-i verify (8.28) with S = I. The notion of negative 

definiteness allows by continuity to find ? *  < 1 such that 



Let e, 2 E Z2, ( ( z ( (  = 1, and A E BA satisfy 

I - A M  [ [::I 
From llAll < 1 and (8.31) we have 

Therefore ( IAMz~~ 5 y + Ile2ll, and / /e l  / /  = / / z  - APuizlj 2 (1 - y)  - Ile211. This leads to 

/ / e / /  2 3, which proves robust 12-stability by Proposition 7.2. 

[Necessity:] 
The proof is based on an S-procedure losslessness argument similar to those used in 

Chapters 5 and 6. Some minor modifications are required to account for the additional 

constraints N. We will also use this opportunity to explain in more detail the proof for the 

case where A includes 61 operators, which was only mentioned briefly in Chapter 6. 

Analogously to (5.6), and (5.13), we characterize the uncertainty by the following IQCs: 
' 

The C, characterize the 61 blocks, and the a~+, the fidl l2locks. .As usua!. the IQCs are 

collected in A which takes values in XH. Define a subset of XH, 

We make the following statements: 

Lemma 8.5 The closure of Vc 7s conver and compact in  XH. 

Proposition 8.6 If the system (8.1) is I-obustly 12-stable, there trists t > 0 such 
that 

- - vc n XP = 0. (8.36) 

Proof: Lemma 8.5 follows from the methods in Chapter 5. in an analogous way to Lemma 

6.9. Proposition 8.6 is covered in Appendis B. 



- 
8' and F are disjoint convex sets in the real, finite dimensional vector space WH, where 

we use the inner product (8.7). V' is compact and XP is closed. From Lemma A.3 there 

exists X E XH, a, P in R such that 

Since F is a cone, /3 can be chosen to be 0. It is easy to show that 

A small perturbation of X ensures X > 0 (X E XP), and by continuity a,nd compactness of 
- 
8' we can modify a to achieve for the new X 

(X, A)  5 cr < 0 YA E w. (8.39) 

Furthermore, by scaling down X (and a) we can ensure (8.39) holds and 

Let 9 = M * X M  - X - N*N.  Now for any z = 12 .  I ] , - / /  = 1, 

If llNsll < e, then A(z) E 8' so from (8.39) we have 

(,-, 9s) < (2, ( M + X M  - X):) = (A, A(:)) 5 cr < 0. (8.42) 

If llNzll 2 E ,  then from (8.40) we ha,ve 

(2.8:) 5 (s. ( M * X M  - ,Y)z) -  IN:^/^ 5 - t2 < 0. (8.43) 

We conclude that (2. 8;) 5 max(a,  -y2 - e 2 )  < 0 for I / , - / /  = 1. which implies 9 < 0. 

rn 

8.2.2 Necessary, Sufficient Conditions in the /2e Setting 

The motivation provided in Chapter 7 for over-constrained problems refers mainly to the 

l2  setting. -4s seen in Chapter 2, however, in the standard case the condition n l x X A l  - X < 0 

is necessary and sufficient for robust stability in the sense of l Z r .  It therefore seems natural 

to explore this issue in the constrained case of ('7.25). 11;e first consider necessity: 



Theorem 8.7 Let M, N be LTI in LC(lae), A E B A ~ ~ v .  If the syste,m (8.1) is 

robustly stable then (8.28) holds. 

The proof can be derived exactly as in Theorem 8.4. The only consideration is that in 

the proof of Proposition 8.6, causality of perturbations must be imposed; given the results 

of Appendix B, this is of no consequence. 

Regarding the issue of sufficiency of condition (8.28), we consider the following example. 

Example: 
Let M = 2, N = 1 - 2X. A E Lc(12,). For any X > 0: 

so for 0 < X < i, (8.28) is satisfied. 

But the perturbation A = X gives 
I - A M  - " which is unstable. [ N ] = [ I - P A ]  

This example shows that in general, condition (8.28), (or (8.29)) is not sufficient for 

robust stability, even for time invariant perturbations: (8.28) does not provide information 

of the behavior outside 12. One could think of strengthening condition (8.29) to include 

frequency points inside the disk; this would eliminate the previous counterexample, and in 

fact guarantee robust stability with LTI perturbations, but it is still not sufficient for the 

LTV case. A counterexample for this is the system M  = 4X - 8X2, N = 1 - 4X + 4X2; 

we omit the rather lengthy verification. This difficulty can be related to a situation in [go], 

involving a frequency domain condition over the right half plane. 

We can state, however, a partial result which is applicable in many cases. 

Theorem 8.8 Let M  be LTI in and N be a static map. I f  (8.28) holds, 

then system (8.1) is robustly stable over B A ~ ~ v .  

Proof: 
Analogously to Theorem 8.4, assume without loss of generality that S = I, and let 

satisfy (8.31). Let T be fixed, 2 ,  E satisfy (8.32), with truncation PTz of norm 1. From 
causalitv 

Since PTz E 12, from (8.31) we obtain 



Since N is static, N P T z  = pTe2; also I l P T ~ M P T z l 1 2  5 IIMPT~112, leading to 

We conclude that llPTell > c for a fixed c > 0, independent of T, A ,  which implies robust 

stability from Proposition 7.1. 

8.2.3 Application to Constrained Robust Performance Analysis 

To conclude this section we review the problem considered in Section 7.2, of robust 

performance analysis under constrained disturbances. Referring to (7.8-7.10) and Figure 7.3 

we assume that T, U and V are causal, LTI; stable maps. We recall from section 7.2 that 

without loss of generality in the analysis, U can be chosen to be a static map kI. Also the 

perturbations Ap,  A C  vary in the class of arbitrary time-varying operators. 

The reduction procedure from Proposition 7.4 yields a system of the form (S.l),  where 

If U is static, we observe that N is static, as in the assumption of Theorem S.8. Therefore 

if A, is LTV uncertainty, condition (8.28) is necessary and sufficient for 

robust 12-stability in the case A,, A p ,  A c  in L(l2). 

robust stability in the case A,, A p ,  A C  in Lc(l2e)t 

If we review the problem statement that let to equations (7.8-7.10). the case we are 

interested in testing for is a hybrid of the two cases considered above. A, will typically he 

a causal perturbation, and it must be guaranteed in the first place that the 2 variable does 

not "blow up" (it remains in l2 if z7 and the equation errors are in 12). Once this is known, 

the analysis can be restricted to 12 and the (possibly non-causal) perturbations A p ,  Ac. can 

be considered. casting the robust performance analysis as a robust l2 stal~ility question, as 

argued in section 7.2. 

This hybrid question is also answered 11y the test (8.2s); in fact, since the first block of 

N is zero, the upper portion of M " S M  - -4- - N*N is TTlAY,,Tl1 - aY,. ~vhich provides the 

standard robust stability test in the = variables. in addition to the robust l2  stability test on 

all the variables. 



8.3 Analysis of State-Space Systems 

In the previous sections the LTI systems M, N were treated as operators and the convex 

analysis conditions are infinite dimensional, involving a search in the frequency domain. We 

now consider the case when M, N are finite dimensional, causal LTI systems. described by 

the joint state-space realization 

The state equations are of the form x = X(Ar + Bz) ,  with X the delay operator, and x 

the  state. By adding these equations in implicit form to (8.1) we obtain 

which will be represented by 

with Ms, Ns constant matrices, 2nd the dehy-uncertainty cjperator A, := diag [A, A]. Note 

that (8.51) has once more the form (S.1). In this section we consider causal operators A and 

the corresponding notion of robust stability. 

If A is LTI, then the robust stability test is an implicit 11 condition p ~ ~ ( f i ,  A l s )  < 1; a 

more useful test is, however, the corresponding upper bound 

where X s  = diag[&, XI is defined to commute with -Is. as in (2.46) for the standard 

case. -4 remark is that this upper bound is conservative for /l,t(Ars. iZI.5) < 1 even for an 

unstructured A (recall the characterization of p-simple structures in Section 8.1). 

Condition (S.52) can be related to LTI- A: if follows from Theorem 8.8 that (8..52) is 

sufficient condition for robust stability of (8.51). for any A, := diag[X, A]. and A in B*.CTV. 
It is not clear, however. whether the condition is necessar:.. as it is in the unconstrained 

case. A special case where this holds is when the constraints do not involx-e the state 



variables x: consider the state space implicit system of Figure S.f2(a), which corresponds to 

the case CN = 0 in (8.50). The corresponding system (8.1), depicted in Figure 8.2(b), has 

static N constraints. As remarked in Section 8.2.3, a general robust performance problem 

with a finite number of IQCs in the disturbance variables can be cast in this special form. 

(4 (14 

Figure 8.2: State space formulation of the robust stability problem 

Theorem 8.9 In the notation of (8.50). assume thnt C', = 0 and thnt A varies in 

B A L T V .  The  following are equivalent: 

(ii) T h e  implicit system (8.51) of Figure 8.9 ( a )  1.5 robustly stable. 

(iii) p(A) < 1, and thc ~rnp l zc~ t  system (S.1) of F~yurr  8.2 ( b )  1s rob~lstly stable. 

(iv) p(A) < 1, and 3.1- E WP : M*IyM - S - NxN < 0. (S.53) 

Proof: ( i )  =+ ( i i )  This follows from Theorem S.S, as clisc~~sse<l l~efore. 

(ii) + (iiij. From ( 7 i ) .  has a left inverse in L.( lL i )  for e17ery A, = cliag[XI, A], 

A E B A L T V .  Setting A, = cliag[XI. 01 implies that ( I  - X.4) has a left inverse in SO 

p(A) < 1. Now for any fised A,. the identity 



implies that the right hand side of (8.54) has a left inverse in LC(Z2,). So - AM has [ N l  
a left inverse in LC(lz,). 
(iii) + (iv) This is a direct application of Theorem 8.7. 

(iv) + (i). 
Let the columns of N; form a basis for the kernel of N; (iv) leads to 

Since NLXN; > 0, pre and post multiplication by (N~XAT;)-~ gives JJA?(X)I/, < 1, where 

A(A) = M(x)N;(N~xN;)-i. We will now change notation, redefining N;(N~XNT)-; 
as N;, since it still spans the same column space. So NLXN; = I, and M(X) = X'*M(A)AT~, 
which has state space realization 

It is well known (see, e.g. [55]) that the 'FI, condition ,o(A) < 1, ~ J A ~ ( X ) J J ,  < 1 implies the 

existence of a solution & > 0 to  the LMI 

Substituting the expressions for A, B, c,, D,, , and using il\;XfVI = I, (8.57) leads to  

Since Ns = [0 AT], NSL = An: , SO setting xs = diag[.XeO ,Y] gives 
[ I  I 

which implies ( i )  from Lemma 8.1. 

To conclude this section we develop state-space conditions for the problem of rohust 

performance analysis under constraints in the disturbance. considered in Section 7.2. For 
convenience, the problem is represented in Figure 8.3. and summarized as follo~vs. 

We are given an uncertain input-output system given as an LFT he t \~ee~z  an LTI map T 
and a structured uncertainty operator A,. The question is to test whether the worst-case 

l2  gain from v to y in the presence of uncertainty A,, is less than B. when the input signal 



Figure 8.3: Robust performance analysis with disturbance IQCs 

v is forced to satisfy a finite number of IQCs represented in implicit form by the equations 

(7.9), and shown pictorially in the left of Figure 8.3. The performance condition is captured 

by the block A p  as in (7.10). 

In Section 8.2.3 we reconsidered this problem and showed that if A,  varied in the class 

B A L T V ,  it reduced to a convex test (8.28), with the definitions of (8.48). Also, in this case 

the constraints N can be chosen to be static. This means that they are in the conditions of 

Theorem 8.9, and therefore the problem is equivalent to an LMI (8.52) in state-space. To 

obtain the matrices Ms,  Ns we write the state-space realizations 

The corresponding equations (8.51) have A, = diag[XI, X I ,  A,,, A p ,  Ac-1. 

Let POpt be the infimum of the values of the parameter 13 such that LA111 (8.52) is feasible: 

this is a measure of the worst-case gain under A ,  E B A L T V  and 27 satisfj-ing the IQC's. 



8.4 Application Examples 

In this section the implicit analysis methods are applied t,o two different problems: least 

squares system identification, and robust performance analysis under whit,e noise. 

For both cases there are better solutions available: the standard least squares solution, 

and the robust 'H2 performance conditions of Chapter 6. The objective here is to demonstrate 

the potential of the implicit analysis framework, which has much more generality and applies 

in particular to these two problems of very different nature. 

8.4.1 The Least Squares Identification Problem 

A canonical example of a computationally easy problem in system identification is the 

least squares problem: in the linear regression setup y = UO + rl of (7.12) we wish to find the 

values of 6 which satisfy the equations and minimize the 2 norm of the vector d. Assuming 

U is full column rank, this problem has an explicit solution 8 = (U*U)-lU*y, which gives a 

minimum ((d1I2 equal to 

"/02 = y*( l  - I . I (u*U)-~U*)~.  (8.60) 

We will now reformulate this problem as an implicit analysis question, as was suggested 

in Section 7.3. The purpose of this is to try the implicit analysis methodolog\- in a simple 

case, and to show that the simplicity is not entirely hidclen in the new formulation. 

We first specialize the MVJID setup of Figure 7.7 to the linear regression case. This is 

done by following the steps in Section 7.3, and yields the cliagram on Figure 8.4. 

Figure 8.4: The least squares ~~so l~ l en l .  

The only modification to the setup in Figure 7.7 is that scalings k. are added to fis the 

allowable sizes of 0, d respectively. For the least squares prol>lem. we will later on attempt 

to minimize y and let k - - + x  to make 8 unrestricted. 



In reference to the discussion in Section 7.3, the corresponding analysis cluestion Q is 

to test whether there exist non-trivial solutions to the equations of Figure 8.4. For y # 0 

(assume Iyl = I ) ,  the reduction method of Proposition 7.4 applies and produces a constant 

matrix problem in the canonical form (8.2), with 

There will exist solutions 0 and d, with 10 1 _< k, /dl _< y satisfying the equations of Figure 8.4, 

if and only if pa(N,  M )  2 1. In this case the block structure A consists of two real blocks, 

and M ,  N are real. This means we are in one of the p-simple cases of Theorem 8.3, and the 

question is equivalent to jia(N, M )  > 1, which can be tested by the LMI (8.9), for P = 1. 

This fact is already indication that our problem remains tractable in the new formulation, 

although a solution based on LMIs will be less efficient than the least squares solution. 

To make the point clearer, we can show explicitly that the LMI approach gives the least 

squares solution as k+w. Consider the LMI (8.9) with /3 = 1; the X scaling in this case 

consists of two scalar parameters, one for each of the full blocks. Let us call the first one 

x > 0, and we can normalize the second one to 1. Some algebra gives N; = -U , I I OI 

A Schur complement operation reduces (8.9) to 

As k+w,  the unknown x wiii have to go to zero if (8.63) is to be satisfied; this implies that 

(XI + U*U)-1+(U*Z4)-1 and the LMI will be feasible for large k if and only if 

where yo corresponds to (8.60). Recapitulating, 

For y < yo the LA41 is feasible and therefore /id (N, A[) = pA(hr ,  A f )  < 1, which in 

turn implies that the answer to Q is negative (no solutions with Ilclll 5 3 ). 

For 7 > yo and large enough X- the LMI is not feasible, /ia(AT, r l f )  = / L J ( N ,  A&) 2 1 

and therefore there exist solutions to the MVIID problem. 

So again we find that 70 from (8.60) is the minimum norm for d. P\;e have not shown 
how to solve for 0 and d, but this information can also be obtained from the LMI approach. 

Of course, we are not advocating this methocl for a least squares problem: this is a method 

suitable for a large class of problems. \Ve have simply shown that it remains tractable in 

this simple case. 



8.4.2 Robust Performance wit11 Disturbances in T.T<, ,T 

In Section 6.9 we considered an application of the Robust 3-12 perforlnarlce conditions 

of Chapter 6 to  a problem of rejection of sensor noise, which we reproduce below. In this 

diagram v is scalar white noise, and we wish to quantify the gain from .rl to 6 (sensitivity) in 

the worst case over the unstructured perturbation A,,. 

Figure 8.5: Rejection of sensor noise 

The conditions of Chapter 6, which were specifically developed for the robust 3-12 perfor- 

mance question, are of course the best way to address this problem. \;lie will use, however, 

this problem to demonstrate the more general tools for analysis under disturbance con- 

straints which were developed in this chapter. In particular, the white noise disturbance will 

be described by means of the sets based on autocorrelation constraints. It was shown 

in Section 5.2 that for scalar noise these are scalar IQCs, therefore they can be converted to 

the implicit description (7.9)'. This means that robust performance analysis under signals 

in W y , ~  falls in the general class of problems for which state space conditions were derived 

in Section 8.3; these cnnditisns c~rresp~r,:l to the case of LTT17 unceriainij-. 

The procedure for robust performance analysis is the following: 

a For a fixed T, consider the IQCs a: of (5.26) (in what follows we choose 3 = 0).  

Obtain a representation of the form (U  - A,V)rl = 0. with U constant, ancl find a 

state space realization for I/-(,\). 

a Using a state space realization for the generalized plant coll~pute the matrices A l s  ancl 

& of (8.59), for a given b. 

a Check for feasibility of the LMI (8.52). and minimize over :3. 

1 This procedure was applied to the numerical esarnple I< = 2. HjA) = ,-,,,+,, . and IT7 = 

0.25. These values were chosen so that the uncertainty affects the sensitivity in a significant 

way; this is exhibited in Figure 8.6, where the lower curve indicates the nominal sensiti~rity 

'For multivariable noise, an analogous descriptioi~ with 61  blocks is available, see [59]. 



function S, and the upper curve is the worst-case sensitivity function S,,, obtained in (6.73). 

The values 

I I S m a z I I m  = 6.50, 11srnazl12 = 2.39, (8.65) 

correspond to  the worst-case 3-1, and 3-12 norms of the system under (possibly non-causal) 

LTI uncertainty, as shown in Section 6.9. 

Figure 8.6: Nominal and worst-case sensitivity functions (magnitude) 

We now apply the procedure described above for analysis over liVo,T and obtain the 

value P0,t as a function of T. Asymptotically, as the number of constraints increases, Popt 
converges down to  a robust 3-12 performance measure over the class B*LTV. The plot of 

,BOpt(T) (obtained using the LMI Control Toolbos [35]) is given in Figure 8.7. 

Figure 8.7: Worst-case induced norm of uncertain system over  TIT'^.^ 

For T = 0 (no constraints) POpt corresponds to the worst-case 3-1, norm under A, E 

B*LTV. AS T increases, we approach the ~vorst-case X 2  norm. Both values appear to 

coincide in this example with those in (8.65) for LTI uncertainty. This is not, ho.cvever, a 

general fact; other examples (see [59]) exhibit a gap between LTI and LTI' uncertainty. 



Chapter 9 

Concluding Remarks 

To conclude, we first summarize the contributions of this thesis: 

e In Chapter 3 we provided non-conservative tests for the evaluation of robust stabil- 

ity and Fl, performance in the case of combined time varying, time invariant and 

parametric uncertainty structures. These are structured singular value conditions ob- 

tained by frequency augmentation. We also analyzed the convex upper bounds for 

these combined problems. 

e The methodology of Chapter 4 for white noise modeling based on sets provides a useful 

technique for situations involving a combination of "hard bounds" and white noise, by 

describing the latter in terms of a typical set. We have shown its potential for questions 

of white noise rejection and worst-case system identification, but this line of thinking 

may prove useful in other engineering contexts. 

e The most significant result is Condition 2 in Chapter 6, for analysis of Robust 3-12 

performance. This result to  some extent completes the picture of linear robust control 

theory, since we now have convex conditions for the evaluation of robust performance 

with all the disturbance rejection criteria ('H2, Fl,, L1) .  In fact, as remarked in 

Chapter 6, Condition 2 provides a summary of the analysis problems involving l2  signal 

norms which lead to a convex characterization, inc l~~ding 3-12 and F t ,  performance, or 

combinations thereof. 

0 The implicit analysis framern~ork developed in Chapters 7 and 8. connects robustness 

analysis more directly with first principles models which take naturally an iinplicit 

form. It has also been shown to be a flexible tool for the consideration of various 

analysis questions involving equations subject to uncertainty, and signal constraints 

which can be reparametrized in this way. In particular, it provides a common language 

for the formulation of robustness analysis and system identification questions. 



The following are some directions for future research: 

a Regarding the results of Chapter 6, we remark that although the theory was developed 

for discrete-time systems, Condition 2 extends verbatim to  the continuous time case, 

with analogous results. This extension requires a generalization of the set descriptions 

of white noise for continuous time, and of the notions of slowly varying uncertainty as 

suggested in [64]; the details will be reported in the future. 

a A future research question is the study of state-space methods for the robust X 2  
problem. In particular, in Section 6.7 we remarked that that the mixed performance 

problem admits a state space evaluation. This may lead to  a single LMI test for 

Condition 2 in the case of constant scales, as will be investigated in the future. Also, 

controller synthesis for this version of the mixed problem has not been considered and 

would be instrumental in developing iteration schemes for robust X 2  synthesis. 

a A reasonable follow-up on the results of this thesis is a complete development of com- 

putational tools for these convex conditions, at the level of existing software tools [5] 

for the 3-1, performance measure. Once these are in place, the theory can be tried out 

in engineering problems and develop experience on the judicious use of these tools. 

0 Other problems have led to p conditions which are in general KP-hard; the most 

important example of this are the problems reduced to implicit p .  which includes the 

model validation question of Section '7.3. The possibility of the ilnplici t formulation 

to  provide a practical (and not only conceptual) unification of tools for robustness 

analysis and identification, rests on the development of heuristic algorithms, such as 

the p lower bound, which should be able to compute the answer in "typical" instances 

of the problem. These issues must be pursued at the computational l e ~ e l .  

Many signs appear to indicate that linear robust control is a mature field, conceptually 

well developed, and where the main theoretical results have been obtained. This thesis has 

contributed to  complete the picture in robustness analj~sis. The robust synthesis problem 

still does not have a global solution for any of the criteria. but is likely\. to remain this way. 

One of the fundamental open challenges lies in the extensions of the robustness theory to 

the case of nonlinear systems, which by its nature will involve very different tools from those 

described in this thesis. Perhaps a lesson can be carried through. however, to this open area, 

namely that these problems should be approached h\- a creative combination, without rigid 

boundaries, between diverse mathematical techniques. 



Appendix A 

Mat hemat ical Complements 

The following mathematical facts are collected here for ease of reference. This material 

can be found, for example, in 1471, [77], [70]. 

A. 1 Bounded Variation Functions, Stieltjes Integrals 
and the Riesz Theorem 

First we introduce the space BV[a, b] of real-valued functions of bounded variation in the 

interval [a, b] C R. A function Q(t )  is of bounded variation if 

m T 7 /  TI\ where the supremum is taken sver partitions (to, . . . , t N )  of [a,  t].  1 r/ ( iu ) is caiied the total 

variation of Q. 

We will also use the space CR[a, b] of continuous, real-valued functions on [a, b], with the 

norm l lg/ lm := SuPt~[a,b] lg ( t ) j .  

Given Q E BV[a,  b] and g E CR[a, b], we introduce the Stieltjes integral 

In the case considered, which is the only one needed in this thesis, the integral (A.2) call 

be defined (see [77]) as a limit of Riemann sums analogously to standard calculus. h more 

abstract version is to  consider Q to be the distribution function of a regular. signed measure 

,u on [a, b], Q(t )  = ,u([a, t]), and interpret (A.2) as a Lebesgue integral. 

A basic property is that 



This bound implies that the map rlk- : C R [ a ,  b]+R given by 

defines a bounded linear functional on the space C R [ a ,  b]. The Riesz representation theorem 

states that every functional in the dual space C R [ a ,  b]* is of this form. 

We will also use the formula of integration by parts for the Stieltjes integral, 

which holds, for example, for 1.I! E B V [ a ,  b] ,  g E CR[c~,  b]. Furthermore, if y has an integrable 

derivative g l ( t ) ,  the integral on the right can be written as J~~ I ( t ) g l ( t ) d t .  

A.2 Convex Analysis Results 

Given a set K in a vector space V, its convex hull is defined as the set 

of convex combinations of elements in h'. The set K is convex if co(k') = K. 

We first state some lemmas from convex analysis in finite dimensional space. 

Lemma A . l  (Helly) Let {h'w)wEn be family of c0nce.r closed sets i n  Rd, 0.f which 

at least one is  bounded. If nu,, Kw = 0 then there exist cl + 1 sets K,, . i = 1 . . . (1 $ 1  

with empty  intersection. 

Lemma A.2 If K c Rd, every point zn co(k') is a con ven. combination qf cl+ 1 points 

i n  K; for K compact, every point in the boundary of co(K) 7s a conz?e.r corrlbination 

of d points i n  K .  

Lemma A.3 Let Kl,K2 be disjoint c0nve.r sets in R< ,~lhere Kl is compacf and K2 
is  closed. Then  therc exists a vector x E Rd, a n d  a ,  3 in R such that 

(z, kl) 5 cu < p 5 (x. X-2) Vkl E Kl.  E K2.  (X.7)  



Remarks on the Proof: Lemmas A . l  and -4.3 can be found in [TO]. The first part 

of Lemma A.2 is a classical result of Caratheodory (see [YO]), and implies that for every 

v E co(X:), there exists a simplex of the form 

with vertices vk E IC, which contains v .  

The refinement for points in the boundary can be shown as follows. First note that if 

X: c Rd is compact, co(IC) is compact so it contains its boundary. For a point 2) in this 

boundary, pick the corresponding simplex from (A.8) .  If the vl; are in a lower dimensional 

hyperplane, then d points will suffice to generate v .  If not, then every point in S(vl,. . . , z ) ~ + ~ )  

corresponding to al; > 0 V k  will be interior to S(v l , .  . . , c co(K). Since v is in the 

boundary of co(X:), one of the a k 7 s  must be 0 and a convex combination of d points will 

suffice, completing Lemma A.2. 

In regard to the hyperplane separation result of Lemma A.3, we emphasize the strict 

separation obtained in this finite dimensional version, which is used in several of the proofs. 

We also use an infinite dimensional hyperplane separation result. which is a geometric 

version of the Hahn-Banach theorem, taken from [47]: 

Theorem A.4 Let Kl, k';! be convex sets i n  a real nornzed space V, such tlznt K 2  
has non.-empty interinr, a d  K i  C O ? Z ~ C I ~ ? Z S  zc z'nte~ior p i n t s  c f X z .  Tfieii there t:iists 

n bounded functional I' E V, I' $: 0 ,  and n real number a such tlzat 

I'(kl) _< a _< I ' (k2) ,  for all kl E Kl, k2 E Xz. (A.9) 

In this case the separation in non-strict; note also the technical assumption on non-empty 

interior for the set K2. 





Appendix B 

Destabilizing Perturbations and the 

Issue of Causality 

In this chapter we provide the proofs of some technical results in the thesis which require 

a construction of a perturbation which destabilizes, or violates robust performance. In 

particular, we pay attention to  the possibility of achieving this with a causal perturbation, 

an issue which is non-trivial since many of the results are based on IQCs, which as shown in 

Chapter 5 correspond directly to  non-causal operators. 

Before embarking in the very technical material which follows, it is useful to  discuss the 

reasons for the causality requirement. 

The most straightforward answer is that choosing a causal A in a well-posed LFT in- 

terconnection ensures the causality of the input-output model, which is a requirement in 

order for these to  be physically realizable. Note, however, that there are many other consid- 

erations which make a model "realistic", other than causality: in fact the perturbations A 
constructed in this Appendix are quite complicated and involve long m e m o y  shifts, aspects 

which do not arise naturally in physical models. 

Why, then, insist on causality of A? The most important reason is that uncertainty 

descriptions are used to  assess questions of stability. These are only meaningful when there 

is a chosen direction in time, and signals are not known a priori to have bounded norm. 

Causal operators are the only mathematical setting to accommodate time directionality 

and the extended spaces 12e of unbounded signals. Also, the LFT formulation relies on 

"pulling out the A" and treating it as a system. Although one may choose to ignore other 

considerations which make a model realistic and cover them by a larger set. causality of A 
appears to be a basic restriction for a sound theory of robust stability in the LFT framework. 

The material in this Appendix should be viewed. accordingly, as completing a consistent 

mathematical framework for the results based on the IQC' formulation. 



We will show that for the classes of uncertainty which correspond directly to IQCs, such as 

ALTV and A", the robust performance tests remain necessary under the causality restriction: 

if robust performance can be violated with non-causal A, it also fails under causal A .  The 

development is based on a construction due to Shamma [76], which is estended to a larger 

class of problems. 

For simplicity we will work in the space 12(Z) with bidirectional time, where the shift 

operator X is unitary, X-l being the backward shift. An interval of integers is denoted by 

[ t l ,  tZ )  = { t  E Z : t l  5 t < tz) ;  ~ [ ~ l > ~ 2 )  is the projection operator into the time interval [tl ,  t2) .  

Sections B. l  and B.2 introduce some basic tools. These are applied to  the issue of uniform 

robust stability in Section B.3, then to  the proofs of Chapter 6 in Section B.4, and to  the 

proofs in Chapter 8 in Section B.5. 

B.l  Operators with Finite Support 

An operator A E L(12) is supported on the interval Itl, t z )  if 

Equivalently, the infinite matrix representation as in (2.12) is only nonzero for entries ( k ,  t )  

such that k, t E [t l ,  t 2 ) .  The operator is therefore effectively represented by a finite matrix 

on that interval. No causality assumptions are made in this section. 

Theorem R.1  Given an  pera at or M E L(12), ~1nd E > O ,  suppcse there e.zists z E j 2 ,  

Ilil!2 = 1, and A E BAk%v such that \!(I - AM)z1/2 < r .  

Then there exists an operator A E BAk5v supported on n finite interral [ti; t i ) ,  

and 2, supported on [tl ,  t 2 )>  such that 112112 = 1 ,  \ /(I  - A M ) z / / ~  < r .  Furthermore: 

1. If ((XA, - A,X(! < Y for some block A ,  211 A ,  then the corresponding can be 

chosen to satisfy ~ [ X A ,  - A , A ~ I  < v. 

2. If IINzl12 < t for N E L( lz ) ,  then Z can b~ chosen to satisfy I I N z ~ ~ ~  < r .  

3. If a portion z, of the signal ,- is in IT?, then 5, can be chosen in T?',n". 

Proof: The natural approach is to proceed by truncation of z and A to  a finite interval. 

This will work except that the truncation does not preserve the B" propert:- (heuristically. 

it imposes an abrupt time-variation). To obtain a truncation which preser1-es slow time 

variation, one must multiply signals by a time-varying gain which slowly decreases to zero. 

For each T, consider a real-valued function ctT(t) such that 



aT has finite support. 

a T ( t )  = 1 f o r t  E [-T,T],and (aT(t) l  5 1  ' d t  E Z. 

sup, laT(t + 1) - aT(t) l  = a. 

Introduce the operator AT : 12+12 of multiplication by aT,  i.e. AT : v ( t )  I--+ u T ( t ) v ( t ) .  Then 

IIATII = 1, and 

[(xAT - A T X ) u ] ( t )  = (aT( t  - 1) - a T ( t ) )  v ( t  - l), (B.2)  

which implies that IJXAT - ATXI[ = sup, laT(t + 1 )  - uT( t ) l  = a. 

Now define AT = A T ~ A T ,  of finite support. The identity 

which holds for any sub-block, gives 

Hence A* provides a way to  truncate A at a moderate cost in terms of time variation. 

It follows directly from the definition of AT and AT that 

AT; Ts ;, A ' M A ~ Z  T~ A M ; ,  (B .4 )  

T-tx 
with convergence in the sense of 12.  Therefore I(AT;(/2 -+ 1. and 

This means that the condition 1 1  (I -  AM)^ 112 < t will be satisfied if we choose the finitely 

supported A = AT and 2 = zT := - AT' for large enough T. 
IIATzllz ' 

We now show that the remaining properties can also be satisfied. 

1. If IIAA, - A,All < Y, then for small enough a we have ~IAA, -  all < I, from (B.3). 

rT T-rn 2. Since - + ,- in 1 2 ,  then I I N z ~ ~ ~ ~  < t for large enough T. 

;T T-'33 3. Since ,, :, in 1,. the third propert:- will follow if we can show that whenever 
T T-E) T-rn 

2' --+ 11 in 17, F,,T -- F,, in the sense of uniform convergence of functions, where 



as defined in (4.66). We now prove it for the scalar case 777, = 1, writing 

where H, is the ideal filter H,(ejW) = l[o,s~. The last term in (B.7) converges uniformly 

to 0, and the first two terms can be bounded by writing 

which converges to zero. 

B.2 Causal Operators 

The previous result provides a general truncation scheme, but still does not address 

causality. To consider this question, we restrict the attention to causal LTI systems M .  

Theorem B.2 Given a causal, LTI system M E L,(12), and e > 0 ,  suppose there 

exists z E 12,  llzilz = 1,  and A t BAkTcv such that 1I(I - AM)zl12  < e .  
A 

Then there exists a causal operator A E supported on n finite interval 

[0, T ) ,  and 2, supported on [0, T ) ,  such that / i 2  = 1, ( I  - i \ ~ ) i l ~  < e .  Further- 

more: 

1. If ( ( X A ;  - AiX1l < v for some block A; in A, then the corresponding A; can be 

chosen to satisfy - A ; X  < Y .  

2. &f IINzII;: < s fer an LTI system 1N E L(12), the?, 5 ca2 be chc?sen ?Q satisAl J Y 

llN5112 < -5. 

3. If a portion z, of the signal z is in Til?, then 5, can be chosen in I/T/',nZ. 

Proof: 

The first step is to apply Theorem B.l and obtain the finite support A and 5;  since M 
is LTI we can assume the support is in [0, to). Now we choose an integer N such that 

For b > to,  define 



The signal ik is obtained by adding N relatively shifted copies of 5. in a similar fashion 

to  (5.42), with a normalizing factor to  obtain II2"I = 1. 

The definition of A' is best interpreted with the infinite matrix representation of Figure 

B.1. The matrix is the truncation of the infinite matris for d, to the interval [0, k) which 

contains its support. Thus A' is made of AT - 1 shifted copies ~ " ~ - l ) f i - ~ ( ~ - ' )  of A, with 

an extra shift X~ ensuring that the result is causal (lower triangular matrix). 

Figure B. l :  Infinite matrix representation of the operator 

We will now show that for sufficiently large X:, A'; and ~"atisfy the required conditions. 

We start by computing 

where the first equality uses the time invariance of M. For the second equality. observe that 

MZ is supported on [0, co), therefore for r < I, A'("~--') ME is supported on [A * ,  co), and 

in [0, to )  which implies  AX^("+'-') MZ = 0 for these terms. \9'e now rewrite ( B . l l )  as 

Denote the second sum in (B.12) 133. S';. For each term in this sum, x~('+'-" is a back~vard 

shift of at least X:. Since A is supported on t _> 0. it onlj- operates effective1~- on the "tail'. 

signal P[~@)Mz,  which converges to 0 as X--+x. Since the number of terms is fised. we 
k-02 

conclude that S'; -+ 0 in 12. Now (B.12) leads to 



The support of A and 5 in [0, k)  implies that if we leave out Sn, the remaining terms in 

(B.14) are mutually orthogonal, so they have collectively a norm 

k-03 
which is less than t because of (B.8). Since Sk - 0, we now that for sufficiently large k ,  

Il(1- Ak M ) ~ ~ \ I  < 6 .  (B. 15) 

It remains to  show that the additional properties stated in Theorem B.l can also be sat- 

isfied. Properties 2 and 3 follow immediately from the results in Chapter 5 ;  by construction 

of ik, we find from (5.44) that 

where p ( - )  is defined in (5.30). Finally, for the i-th block we write 

Denote Y ,  = XA, - &,A; this operator has its support in [O. to+ 1) c [0, k ) ,  which means 

that Y, = P [ ~ ~ ~ ) Y , P [ ~ ' ~ ) ) .  Then for t7 E 12 ,  

Due to the orthogonalitj- of the projections on disjoint interi.als. we have 

We conclude that ~ IXA:  - A ~ X I I  < Y ,  = X A ,  - ~ ~ ~ 1 1 .  so if a prescribed rate of 

variation Y holds for A,. the same holds for A:. 



B.3 A Uniformity Property for Robust Stability 

In Definition 2 we introduced the concept of uniform robust stability, which slightly 

reinforces the definition of robust stability. In reference to an M - A  configuration such as 

Figure 2.9, with M ,  A  in .Cc(12), this property means that in addition to I - AM being 

invertible for each A  E BA, there is a uniform bound on the inverse norm across BA. 
For robust stability problems in the class B*LTI, it follows from p-analysis that this 

uniformity requirement is automatically guaranteed. In this section we show that the same 

happens for the class B*LTV, and essentially also for BAY. 
We start with the following result, which is stated in the more general setting of the 

implicit formulation of Chapter 8. 

Theorem B.3 Given LTI systems M ,  N E L ( l z ) ,  suppose there exists a .sequence of 

operators A' E BAh5v, and a sequence of signals iQ E h  111;'/1 = 1, such, that 

Then there exists a unique A  E BA5:v, and a sequence of signals 5'" E I i  such that 

Furthermore: 

I .  Fi;r kY/! ~ii~is i l l ,  A can be chosen to  be causal. 

2. If IIAAf - A ~ A / J  < u for the i-th block A: in A< then the corresponding A ;  
can be chosen to satisfy llAAi - A;All < u .  

Proof: 
The following construction was suggested by Dullerud [30]. First note that applying 

Theorem B.l ,  we can assume A< zk have finite support, say [0, TI;). If, in addition, M  is 

causal,  an be assumed causal from Theorem B.2. 
k-CC By enlarging the definition of Tk, we can ensure I I P [ * ~ ~ ) M Z " ~ ~  - 0. Let q. be defined 

by 70 = 0, T ~ + I  = 71; + Tk + 1 for k > 0. Introduce the operator 

which has the infinite matrix representation of Figure B.2. where denotes the truncated 
matrix as in (2.14) corresponding to A" Note that if A"S causal, so is A. 



Figure B.2: Infinite matrix representation of the operator A 

An analogous reasoning to the one which led to (B.20) implies that if I ~ A A ~  - A,"AIl < u 

for every k, then 1 1  AA, - A,All < v. Similarly, it follows that since IlA"1 < 1, 1 1  All 5 1.  

Defining the sequence := ATkzk, it only remains to show that (B.22) holds. We write 

M5k = = A'"[~~~~)M,-" $ k ,  (B. 24) 

k i r n  
where ek = ~ ~ ~ ~ [ ~ k g " ) ~ z ~  + 0 from the choice of the Tk above. This leads to 

Consequently 

[ ( ( I  - A M ) z ~ ~ ~ ~  = IATk(I - A%):" Aae"12 (B.26) 

k - ' x  
converges to  zero as k-+m, using (B.21) and lle"l2 --+ 0. Also, since N is LTI we have 

IINik1/ = liNzk1/ '= 0. Therefore (B.??) is satisfied. 

rn 
The result is now applied to the question of uniform robust stability i11 the class Bgr;=v. 

Corollary B.4 Suppose M is a causal LTI system in C,(12) . a n d  I - AM is in- 

vertible in L,(12) for each A E BAr;=v. Tlzen 



Proof: If (B.27) does not hold, then for any E > 0 we can find A E BALTV such that 

/ ( ( I  - AM)-'ll > I /€.  Therefore there exists z E l2 such that llzl12 = 1, II(I - AM)z1I2 < e. 

Since this holds for any t, there exist sequences z k ,  J l z k J J 2  = 1, ak E BALTV such that 

k i o c ,  
( ( ( I  - A ~ M ) ~ " J J ~  --+ 0. (B.28) 

Applying now Theorem B.3, we find a single, causal A E l 3 A ~ l - v  and signals 5" I I z " ~  = 1 
k-.w 

satisfying IJ(I - AM),Zk1l2 -+ 0. This contradicts the hypothesis. 

Turning now to  the case of A", we show that if robust stability holds for a certain class, 

uniform robust stability holds for any class of smaller time-variation. 

Corollary B.5 Suppose M is a causal LTI system in L,(12) , and I - A M  is in,- 

vertible in Lc(lz) for each A E BAY.  If F < Y ,  then 

Proof: If (B.29) does not hold, then for any t > 0 we find A E B A ~  and 2 E 12 such that 

1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  = 1, II(I - AM)zlI2 < E .  This gives a sequence A< :=" satisfying (B.28). Additionally, 

l l A a k  - AkAll < Y .  
k-00 Now Theorem B.3 gives A E BAY, 6" /12"1 = 1 satisfying / / ( I  - A M ) c " ~ ~  --+ 0. This 

contradicts the hypothesis. 

B.4 Proofs for Chapter 6 

This section contains the proof of Propositions 6.8 ancl 6.10. The notation is taken from 

in Chapter 6. 

B.4.1 Proof of Proposition 6.8 

By hypothesis the system is robustly stable: using C'orollary B.4 we can write the hound 

sup IJ(1- A M ~ ~ ) - ' I /  = i < x. 
A E  Bdr.rt. 

MTe also know by hypothesis that 



Given E > 0, suppose V n IC, # 0. Then there exists z = col(p,t:), 11:1/ = 1, such that 

A(z) E K,, with A defined in (6.27). This implies that p ( ~ , + ~ )  E B(O,q), so o E Till',, and 

We are now in the situation of Lemma 5.1, except for the term c 2 ;  it is shown analogously 

that there exist contractive operators A ;  E L(12) such that 

Therefore we obtain a structured operator A = diag[Al,.  . . , A,+l] E BAk5v such that 

1 1  (I - A M )  1 1  = 0 )  From Theorem B.2, a causal operator A = d i a g [ ~ l ,  . . . , and 

a signal 2, 112112 = 1 are found satisfying 

we now isolate the first n components from the (n  + 1)-th in (B.34); using the notation 

2 = col(l;, 6) and M 2  = col(i, 6). Note that from Theorem B.2, 6 can be chosen in W,. The 

last component in (B.34) gives 

and the first n components give 

where the signal 2, of norm O(c) can be viewed as a disturbance injected at the intercon- 

nection, as depicted in Figure B.3. 

t 

Figure B.3: Uncertain system with injected 2 



We now state the following bounds: 

The lower bound is a direct consequence of (B.35). The upper bound is obtained by writing 

1. as the superposition of the contributions of the inputs d and W E fi.', in Figure B.3, and 

using the bounds (B.30) and (B.31). 
k-m 

If h-, n V # 0 holds for every i, take Q. - 0, and generate the sequences A ~ ,  

Ek = ~ 0 l ( l j ~ , 6 ~ ) ,  and Ak with IIEkllz = 1, llBkl12 = O(ti) .  From the hounds (B.37) and 
k-+w I;-a 

y < 1 it follows that we must have 118"12 - 0; also, I ~ A ' J ( ~  i 0. NOW from (B.30) the 
k-w 

gain from (2,;) to  E can be uniformly bounded across A. which implies that ( / fk1/2 i 0, 

which is a contradiction. 

Therefore there must exist i > 0 such that K, n T = 8. 

B.4.2 Proof of Proposition 6.10 

This proof requires very minor modifications of the previous one. By hypothesis we have 

robust stability under the class Bav. Choosing L such that l s in  $ < i;. < v, Corollary B.4 
implies that 

sup Il(1- A M ~ ~ ) - ' ~ I  = /3 < cr. (B.38) 
A E B ~ L  

We also know by hypothesis that 

sup l l A * M 1 l f i . = - , < l .  
A€ BAY 

With V ,  K, defined in (6.43-6.42), suppose V n K, # 0. Then there esists z = col(p. r l ) .  

1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  = 1, such that A(=) E K,. with A defined in (6.41). This implies that p ( ~ , , + ~ )  E B(O,v), 
SO 2) E W/;, and 

We can now apply Lemmas .5.4 and 5.1 to obtain contractive operators, A,.  satisfying 

IIXA, - A,X( /  5 %sing  for i = 1 , .  . . .11, and An+1 E C(12)  such that 



Once again we can obtain from Theorem B.2 a causal opera,tor A = diag[i\l , .  . . , A,+I] and 

a signal i, llil12 = 1 satisfying 

Note that from Theorem B.2 we can ensure that the blocks ~ 1 , .  . . , A, are in B", and the 

signal 2 is in w ~ .  From here on the proof carries on exactly as in the case of Proposition 6.8. 

B.5 Proof of Proposition 8.6 
- 7 

For a given t > 0, assume that V'flXP # 8. Choose z E 12, such that I/zII = 1, J/NzII < E ,  

and A(z) + t21 2 0. This implies that 

We can now apply Lemmas 5.2 and 5.1 to obtain contractive operat,ors 6,I. i = 1 , .  . . , L, and 

AL+,, such that 

Constructing A = diag[blI,. . . , bLI, A L + ~ , .  . . , 6tAL+F]  leads to ii [ I -  AM j 
N = O ( € ) .  

Since this holds for any E ,  there exist sequences of signals zk. Ilzkll = 1 ancl perturbations 

A % u c ~  that 

Now we invoke Theorem B.3 to find A ,  ancl ,"112"1 = 1 such tha,t 

which contradicts robust /,-stability. 

Remark: The same technique can be used for the proof of Theorein 8.7. since froin 

Theorem B.3, A can be chosen to be causal when M is causal. 
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